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May not music be described
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music the dream, mathematics
the working life.
James Joseph Sylvester

Summary
The increasing usage of computer-based systems in almost every aspect of our
daily life makes more and more dangerous the threat posed by potential at-
tackers, and more and more rewarding a successful attack. Moreover, the com-
plexity of these systems is also increasing, including physical devices, software
components and human actors interacting with each other to form so-called
socio-technical systems. The importance of socio-technical systems to modern
societies requires verifying their security properties formally, while their inherent
complexity makes manual analyses impracticable.
Graphical models for security offer an unrivalled opportunity to describe
socio-technical systems, for they allow to represent different aspects like human
behaviour, computation and physical phenomena in an abstract yet uniform
manner. Moreover, these models can be assigned a formal semantics, thereby
allowing formal verification of their properties. Finally, their appealing graphical
notations enable to communicate security concerns in an understandable way
also to non-experts, often in charge of the decision making.
This dissertation argues that automated techniques can be developed on
graphical security models to evaluate qualitative and quantitative security prop-
erties of socio-technical systems and to synthesise optimal attack and defence
strategies.
In support to this claim we develop analysis techniques for widely-used
graphical security models such as attack trees and attack-defence trees. Our
analyses cope with the optimisation of multiple parameters of an attack and
defence scenario. Improving on the literature, in case of conflicting parame-
ters such as probability and cost we compute the set of optimal solutions in
terms of Pareto efficiency. Moreover, we investigate the relation between attack
and attack-defence trees and stochastic models in a verification-oriented setting,
with the aim of levering the great many mature tools and analysis techniques
developed for instance in the area of games.
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Resumè
Den stigende brug af computerbaserede systemer i næsten alle aspekter af vo-
res daglige liv gør truslen fra potentielle angribere mere og mere farlig, og et
vellykket angreb stadig mere givende. Desuden er kompleksiteten af disse sy-
stemer også stigende, herunder de fysiske enheder, softwarekomponenterne og
menneskene der interagerer med systemerne i såkaldte socio-tekniske systemer.
Vigtigheden af socio-tekniske systemer i det moderne samfund gør at der kræves
formel verifikation af deres sikkerhedsegenskaber, mens deres iboende komplek-
sitet gør manuel analyse umulig.
Grafiske modeller for sikkerhed tilbyder en uovertruffen mulighed for at be-
skrive socio-tekniske systemer. De giver mulighed for at repræsentere forskellige
aspekter som menneskelig opførsel, beregning og fysiske fænomener på en ab-
strakt men stadig ensartet måde. Desuden kan disse modeller tildeles en formel
semantik, og derved muligøre formel verifikation af deres egenskaber. Endelig
gør deres intuitive grafiske notationer det muligt at kommunikere sikkerheds-
problemer på en forståelig måde, også til ikke-eksperter der ofte er ansvarlige
for beslutningsprocessen.
Denne afhandling argumenterer for, at der kan udvikles automatiserede tek-
nikker på grafiske sikkerhedsmodeller til at evaluere kvalitative og kvantitative
sikkerheds egenskaber af socio-tekniske systemer og til at syntetisere optimale
angrebs- og forsvarsstrategier.
For at understøtte denne indsigt har vi udviklet analyseteknikker til udbred-
te grafiske sikkerhedsmodeller, såsom angrebstræer og kombinerede angrebs-
og forsvarstræer. Vores analyse håndterer optimering af flere parametre af et
angrebs- og forsvarsscenario. I tilfælde af modstridende parametre som sandsyn-
lighed og omkostninger, forbedrer vi resultaterne i den eksisterende litteratur, da
vi beregner det optimale sæt af løsninger i form af Pareto effektivitet. Desuden
undersøger vi forholdet mellem angrebstræer og kombinerede angrebs- og for-
svarstræer og stokastiske modeller i en verifikations-orienteret ramme, med det
formål at udnytte de mange veludviklede værktøjer og teknikker fra stokastiske
iv
spil.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Life was simple before World War II.
After that, we had systems.
Grace Hopper [Sch04]
1.1 Challenge
The technological evolution of computers from the early 1950s has impacted
their internal structure and organisation, but even more the way and the extent
they interact with each other to form computer networks. Distributed com-
puting has found a great many applications and governs our daily life, being
used in various areas such as education, financial systems, entertainment, and
counting. Beyond the Internet, a further increase in complexity is witnessed in
recent developments where classical IT networks are coupled with devices in-
teracting with the physical environment, giving rise to so-called Cyber-Physical
Systems, exploited for example in the domains of traffic control, health care,
and environmental monitoring.
The pervasive role of computers in our life includes supporting processes that
manage private information and public-concern infrastructure, from personal
correspondence via e-mail and bank accounts to military equipment. In turn,
such a wide application is increasing the number of people interested in attacking
such systems, thereby making their security a chief concern both for private
citizens and public institutions. These circumstances have motivated an ever-
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growing interest in the verification of security properties in the last couple of
decades. Moreover, due to the size of the systems in scope, any practicable
verification technique must be automated in some respect.
Unsurprisingly, the challenges of programming computer behaviour have in-
creased with the shift in paradigm from centralised systems to distributed net-
works. In a nutshell, the problem consists in ensuring that the processes exe-
cuted by the system establish the desired outcome, that is, the execution fulfils
a specification enjoying given properties. Typical properties include functional
properties and non-functional properties such as performance, safety, and secu-
rity. This is the essence of the problem of system verification: given a formal
model of a system and a property of interest, establishing whether or not the
model enjoys the property.
To make the picture even more intricate, we shall remember that computer
systems do not operate in isolation. They are part of the organisation consisting
in the combination of the environment they are deployed in, its physical infras-
tructure, and human actors, resulting in a whole referred to as a socio-technical
organisation. When it comes to security, all these layers concur to increase the
attack surface. In particular, human behaviour proves difficult to formalise and
therefore to analyse, while it is clear that a system proven secure without con-
sidering the staff who operates it gives little guarantees of proving secure while
in operation. Abstracting away the human component in the model does not
eradicate from the real world the threats connected to human behaviour.
The inherent complexity of socio-technical organisations impacts not only
the modelling, with the need of formalising human behaviour, but also the ver-
ification concerns, pushing for moving from qualitative to quantitative queries.
The cases where a complex system is error-free and its correctness can be un-
conditionally guaranteed are rare, if there exists one at all. Nonetheless, the
answer that a system is insecure does not reveal much information. It is much
more informative to investigate to what extent the system is secure, in terms of
likelihood of an attack, cost to a given attacker profile, and so on.
Moving from qualitative to quantitative properties, however, demands to rea-
son carefully about the objectives a given property formalises. Single-objective
queries are simple to understand and are solved by computing the best solu-
tion of a given system of constraints. However, in many real-life scenarios the
investigation of a single objective is rarely of interest, as conflicting constraints
and drivers typically arise. The saying that “security comes at a price” hints
at the core of the problem. In queries with multiple objectives, in particular
with conflicting objectives, there is no best solution but rather a set of efficient
solutions, known as Pareto frontier.
One chief example of conflicting objectives is indeed a pillar of the problem
of security, that is, the struggle between attackers and defenders. The relevance
of some socio-technical systems to a great many stakeholders led to equip them
with security mechanisms to counter a number known threats. Hence, a compre-
hensive framework should allow to model the competing behaviour of attackers
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and defenders as part of the system, and should support natively the analysis
of their conflicting objectives.
In order to tame the complexity of a socio-technical organisation, graphical
models prove useful tools as they enable to reason over a visual representation
of a problem. They allow to explore the scenario of interest in an intuitive way,
and therefore they are suitable to convey information to non-experts, often at
the top of the decision-making chain. In the realm of security, tools like attack
trees and attack-defence trees have found industrial application, where quanti-
tative reasoning plays a crucial role. They allow to model in an abstract yet
effective way human behaviour, as well as technical threats of the organisation.
Moreover, representing interaction between the attacker and the defender, at-
tack trees and attack-defence trees can be seen as one- and two-player games,
respectively. While there is a growing interest in such graphical models for se-
curity, this is a young research area if compared to computer security construed
as protocol verification, cryptography, and the like.
The thesis of this dissertation is that graphical models for security of socio-
technical organisations can be assigned formal syntax and semantics supporting
the development of automated verification techniques for the analysis of secu-
rity properties, both from a qualitative and a quantitative perspective. Such
formal models, analyses, and properties encompass both attacker and defender
behaviour, and can be relied upon to synthesise optimal strategies, thereby draw-
ing attention to vulnerable fragments of the overall system.
1.2 Contribution
In order to tackle the challenge of formal verification of graphical models for
security, we study a number of verification techniques on attack and attack-
defence trees.
Attack trees are one of the most popular graphical security models. They
are an effective tool for identifying and reasoning about security threats of an
attack scenario in a graphical manner, showing how an overall goal (attack)
can be described as a propositional combination of sub-goals (basic actions).
Attack trees combine visual features with formal semantics, which makes them
appealing both to scientists, security professionals, and non-experts. Moreover,
further extensions of attack trees for capturing the defender’s behaviour have
been explored. Attack-defence trees allow to study attack-defence scenarios and
represent the possible attacker actions and the corresponding countermeasures
a defender can undertake.
A scenario where an attacker bribes an employee of an organisation is de-
scribed by the attack-defence tree presented in Figure 1.1. The root represents
the overall goal of the attacker. The leaves represent basic actions that the
attacker or the defender can perform to achieve his/her goal, represented by
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Figure 1.1: An attack-defence tree for bribing an employee.
round or square boxes, respectively. The internal nodes show how these actions
can be combined in order to achieve the overall goal.
The analysis of attack and attack-defence trees consists in the evaluation of
the scenario they depict from a qualitative or a quantitative perspective. In
a qualitative setting, we would enquire whether the overall goal described by
the tree is achievable, e.g., whether there exists an attack in the scenario. In
a quantitative setting, security attributes are associated with the basic actions
(leaves), providing the basics for various types of quantitative analyses, e.g., the
likelihood and cost of the attacks in the scenario.
We start this dissertation with a study of attack and attack-defence trees,
represented with a simple context-free grammar. As many real-life scenarios
require multiple attributes for security analyses, we augment tree models with
multiple attributes for the basic actions, like probability and cost, and present
evaluation techniques that address multi-parameter optimisation, improving on
the existing literature. Moreover, in case of conflicting objectives our techniques
compute the set of optimal solutions, defined in terms of Pareto efficiency. We
define two evaluation techniques; a natural but expensive semantic evaluation,
and an algorithmic evaluation which enjoys a dramatic improvement in com-
plexity. The evaluations are defined as formal semantics for trees represented
in our syntax. We finally show the equivalence of two evaluations under certain
conditions.
In the second part of this dissertation, we continue with a deeper treatment
of attack-defence scenarios, building on existing results that show a connection
between attack-defence trees and two-player games. Indeed, attack-defence trees
can be seen as interactions between an attacker and a defender who compete
in order to achieve conflicting objectives. While existing literature explores the
theoretical connection between these two concepts, we investigate the applica-
bility of game verification results to attack-defence scenarios. This opens up to
take advantage of a mature line of research including the support of a number
of tools for automated verification of games.
In particular, we translate attack-defence trees into Stochastic Two-player
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Games (STGs), and evaluate their security properties by means of PRISM-
games, a state-of-the-art model checker for stochastic games. The framework
we develop formalises the notion of strategy for a player as a decision tree with an
appealing graphical notation, which recalls the distinguishing trait of graphical
models.
In our investigation we identified a limitation in the logics used to express
security properties in one- and two-player games. In particular, Probabilistic
Computation Tree Logic with Rewards ( rPCTL) and Probabilistic Alternating-
Time Temporal Logic (rPATL) do not evaluate the cost of an execution without
considering the probability, i.e., the exact cost of an execution. Hence, in the
third and last part of this dissertation, we extend rPCTL to overcome such lim-
itation. We investigate both cost-related properties as well as multi-objective
properties concerning probability and exact cost. The extended logic can an-
swer the questions such as “what is the minimum cost of a successful attack?”,
“what is the maximum probability of cheap attacks?”, or “is the cost of attacks
with probability 0.7 within given cost bounds?”. We propose a model checking
algorithm for the new operators we introduce. We carry out these developments
in the simpler setting of attack trees, exploring their connection with Markov
Decision Processes (MDPs).
1.3 Synopsis
In this section, we present the organisation of the dissertation. For each part
that we have presented in Sect. 1.2 we give a brief account of its chapters and
their connection.
Part I: Evaluation of Attack and Defence Scenarios
The first part of the dissertation studies the evaluation of attack trees and
attack-defence trees.
Chapter 2 reviews existing literature on graphical models for analysing
security scenarios, in particular focusing on attack trees and their extension
with countermeasures, attack-defence trees. The chapter discusses the existing
evaluation techniques on tree models and highlights their limitations.
Chapter 3 introduces the formal syntax of attack trees which we use through-
out the dissertation. Focusing on the optimisation of attack trees with multiple
parameters for basic actions, the chapter presents evaluation techniques that
optimise all parameters at once, levering the concept of Pareto efficiency. The
chapter is based on [AN14, AINP15].
Chapter 4 builds on Ch. 3 by extending the model of attack trees with
defender actions and presenting evaluation techniques for attack-defence trees
with multiple parameters. It defines the formal syntax of attack-defence trees by
introducing the novel changing player operator. The chapter is based on [AN15].
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Part II: From Attack-Defence Trees to Security Games
The second part of the dissertation discusses the connection between attack-
defence trees and Stochastic Two-player Games.
Chapter 5 provides background material on probabilistic models, in partic-
ular Discrete-Time Markov Chains and stochastic games, and their evaluation
by means of probabilistic model checking.
Chapter 6 proposes a framework for a formal quantitative evaluation of
attack-defence scenarios with dependent actions, presented by an extended model
of attack-defence trees with sequential operators. The evaluation of attack-
defence trees exploits a game-theoretic approach. The chapter presents the
translation from attack-defence trees to Stochastic Two-player Games, and em-
ploys probabilistic model checking to analyse the model. The chapter is based
on [ANP16].
Part III: The Logic erPCTL for Attack Trees
The third part of the dissertation explores the relation between attack trees and
probabilistic models and presents the extended logic with exact cost operators.
Chapter 7 gives preliminaries on Markov Decision Processes and the proba-
bilistic temporal logic rPCTL for formalising the properties of MDPs. Moreover,
the chapter discusses a model checking algorithm for MDPs. Finally, we present
an evaluation technique for attack trees through Discrete-Time Markov Chains.
Chapter 8 extends rPCTL with new operators allowing to specify cost-
related properties. Investigating the probability and cost properties of an at-
tack scenario, the chapter proposes a quantitative evaluation of attack scenarios
through Markov Decision Processes resorting to model checking techniques. The
chapter is based on [AN17].
Chapter 9 presents some concluding remarks and highlights research direc-
tions that are open for future work.
On the whole, Chs. 2, 5 and 7 give the essential background to position this
dissertation, while the main contribution of the thesis is presented in Chs. 3, 4,
6 and 8.
Part I
Evaluation of Attack and
Defence Scenarios

9As we have discussed in the introduction, ensuring security of socio-technical
organisations is as challenging as crucial in today’s world. The distributed
nature of these systems increases the attack surface including cyber, physical and
“social” targets. Hence, automated techniques that support the risk assessment
process are required. Finally, the system under investigation and the result of
the analysis must be communicated to end users, who often are not security
experts.
To cope with the challenge of developing automated risk assessment tech-
niques and produce accessible results, various formal graphical models have been
studied. Graphical models prove useful tools for presenting both technical and
social threats and conveying security information to non-experts.
Models like attack trees and attack-defence trees are a promising approach
for representing threat scenarios and possible countermeasures in a concise and
intuitive manner. An attack tree represents attacks in an attack scenario, while
an attack-defence tree describes the interaction between an attacker and a de-
fender in an attack-defence scenario. They are evaluated by assigning param-
eters to the leaves, such as probability or cost of attack or defence. In case of
multiple parameters most analytical methods optimise one parameter at a time,
e.g., maximising the probability or minimising the cost of an attack. Such meth-
ods may lead to sub-optimal solutions when optimising conflicting objectives,
e.g., maximising probability while minimising cost.
In order to tackle this challenge and evaluate complex attack and attack-
defence scenarios with more than one parameter, we devise automated tech-
niques that optimise all parameters at once, thus computing different aspects of
an attack and handling multiple objectives. Moreover, in the case of conflict-
ing objectives our techniques compute the set of all optimal solutions, defined
in terms of Pareto efficiency. The developments are carried out on a new and
general formalism for attack trees and attack-defence trees.
Part I is organised as follows. Ch. 2 reviews existing literature on security
modelling and risk assessment of attack and defence scenarios. Our techniques
for evaluating attack trees with multiple parameters are presented in Ch. 3.
Ch. 4 extends the developments of Ch. 3 to attack-defence trees.
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Chapter 2
Preliminaries : Graphical
Models for Security
Analyses
Formal graphical models are useful tools for security analysis. They allow to
convey information to non-experts in an intuitive, visual and user-friendly way,
meanwhile attracting the attention of security experts and scientists as they
can be assigned a formal semantics. In turn, formal semantics support the de-
velopment of automated verification techniques for evaluating both qualitative
and quantitative security aspects of a system. Moreover, both the strengths of
graphical security models, that is, visualisation and verification, are supported
by various tools that facilitate risk management and threat assessment of com-
plex attack and defence scenarios.
Different graphical approaches for evaluating the properties of attack and
defence scenarios have been studied. In this work we will focus on the formalisms
based on undirected acyclic graphs, in particular on attack and attack-defence
trees.
A historical overview on existing graph-based approaches for security threats
is given by Piètre-Cambacédès and Boussou [PB10]. Moreover, Kordy et al.
summarise the existing methodologies for analysing attack and defence scenarios
in [KPS14a].
This chapter gives a review of the literature on attack and defence graphical
modelling approaches. We start with a short presentation of the first graphical
approaches in Sect. 2.1. Sect. 2.2 gives a review of the attack modelling tech-
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niques, while the modelling approaches for attacks and defences are described
in Sect. 2.3. Finally, the concept of Pareto efficiency, heavily exploited in our
developments, is discussed in Sect. 2.4.
2.1 First Graphical Models
The first graphical model aimed at representing graphically the safety and the
reliability of a system was introduced in the 1960’s, leading to so-called fault
trees. Fault trees represent a system failure in terms of the failure of its compo-
nents [VRHG81]. The root of the tree represents the main failure of the system,
while the basic actions (the leaves of the tree) correspond to the component
failure. Fault trees have been used in various domains such as aerospace, nu-
clear power and electrical power (for a list of references refer to the bibliography
of [MAV+13]).
Fault trees inspired a similar approach to security. In 1991, Weiss used trees
in security analysis and presented threat-logic trees as the first graphical attack-
modelling technique [Wei91]. They are used to identify the potential threats to
the system. The model follows top down approach breaking down the high-level
threat corresponding to the root of the tree into smaller threats that comprise
an attack scenarios. However, threat-logic went without much notice and few
years later, in 1998, Salter et al. [SSSW98] and a year later Schneier [Sch99]
introduced attack trees retracing the core idea of threat trees. Even though
attack trees were first mentioned by Salter et al., however, the term is often
credited to Schneier.
2.2 Attack Modelling Techniques
2.2.1 Attack Trees
In 1999, Schneier introduced attack trees as a tool to evaluate the security of
complex systems in a structured, hierarchical way. Attack trees allow to analyse
the possible attack scenarios and reason about the security of the whole system
in a methodical way, by splitting a complex goal into sub-goals and basic attacks
[Sch99].
Basics. The root of an attack tree represents the overall goal of the attacker.
The leaves represent the basic actions that an attacker might perform in order to
achieve his/her goal. The internal nodes represent the sub-goals of the tree and
refine conjunctively or disjunctively the sub-trees or actions. A conjunctively-
refined node is satisfied if all of its children are satisfied. A disjunctively-refined
node is satisfied if at least one of its children is satisfied.
Figure 2.1 displays a simplistic attack tree, where the goal is to force a card-
holder to pay. The root of the tree is labelled with the main goal. The goal
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Figure 2.1: Attack tree for forcing the cardholder to pay.
is further divided into two possible sub-goals: threatening and blackmailing.
As the main goal is satisfied if at least one of sub-goals is satisfied, the root is
a disjunctively-refined node. In order to succeed in threatening, the attacker
should access the household and threaten the cardholder, while the attacker
needs to collect information and blackmail the cardholder for a successful black-
mailing.
The attack tree model have been further extended. In particular, Mauw
and Oostdijk [MO05] give a formal foundation of attack trees. They define a
formal semantics of attack trees in terms of attack suites, which are collections
of possible basic actions.
Verification. In order to analyse attack trees, different kind of attributes
(such as probability or cost) are assigned to the leaves of a tree. By having
values for the basic actions the value for the root can be computed. The standard
method for evaluating attack trees is a bottom-up algorithm, where the values
are propagated from the leaves up to the root. During the years, researchers have
proposed various evaluation methods and analysed different security aspects,
such as feasibility of an attack, attack cost and probability of success.
The representation of an attack scenario through an attack tree and its eval-
uation provides the overall picture of the security of the system under study.
In order to make this picture realistic, some knowledge about the attacker is
required, as different attackers have different levels of skills, budget, etc. This
knowledge can be applied in the modelling stage of attack trees, for example
identifying the likelihood of basic actions on account of the attacker skills. More-
over, as mentioned by Schneier: “The characteristics of your attacker determine
which parts of the attack tree you have to worry about”. Thus, the result of
an attack tree analysis can be further refined on the basis of the attacker pro-
file. For instance, knowing the attacker’s budget, the expensive attacks can be
eliminated from the result.
Attack trees are supported by various tools for modelling and evaluating at-
tack scenarios, both academic tools such as SeaMonster [Mel10, MGE+08], and
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commercial software like SecurITree [Ame] from Amaneza and AttackTree+ [Iso]
from Isograph. Different tools implement different analyses. For example, it
seems that SecurITree is centred around the notion of risk of an attack, while
AttackTrees+ also reasons about probability.
Attack trees have been applied to the evaluation of various case studies.
For example, the security of the Estonian and the USA e-voting systems have
been studied in [BM07], while the evaluation of the border getaway protocol
with attack tree techniques is presented in [CCF04]. Moreover, in [BFM04,
TLG07] attack trees are used to identify possible attacks in Supervisory Controls
And Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems, and to suggest possible improvements
based on the identified vulnerabilities.
Generation. Historically, attack trees are constructed manually with the help
of experts. The construction starts by identifying the main attack goals of the
scenario, which are further decomposed into smaller sub-goals until reaching the
basic attacks. This process can be repeated by modifying or adding sub-goals
and basic actions to the tree. However, the manual construction of attack trees
for large systems is error-prone and complex. Various approaches have been pro-
posed for the automated generation of attack trees from formal specifications
of attack scenarios, for example, automated deduction of attack trees from a
process-algebraic specification [VNN14], attack tree generation by policy inval-
idation [IPHK15b, IPHK15a] and industry-based process-oriented construction
and maintenance of big attack trees [Pau14].
Attack graphs. Attack graphs have been introduced at the same time as
attack trees by Philips and Swiler [PS98]. They are mostly used for network
security analysis, and this could have favoured the usage of graphs as opposed
to trees, for network models are naturally represented with (cyclic) graphs. The
nodes of the graph represent possible attack states, while edges represent a
change of state due to an attacker’s action.
Based on Philips and Swiler’s model further studies on attack graphs have
been carried out. Sheyner et al. [SHJ+02, JSW02] developed a model-checking
based approach for automated generation and analysis of attack graphs, where
attack graphs are characterised as counter-example to safety properties. A
toolkit for generating and exploring attack graphs is developed on [SW04], while
a logic-based approach for representing and generating attack graphs is pre-
sented in [OBM06, Sah08]. Ammann et al [AWK02] proposed more compact
representation of attack graphs relying on explicit assumption of monotonicity
of the attacker actions.
2.2.2 Extensions of Attack Trees
Attack trees discussed so far have conjunctive (denoted by AND) and disjunctive
(denoted by OR) refinements for internal nodes. Further extensions of this
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model with other type of refinements have been studied.
Yager [Yag06] proposed an extension of attack trees called OWA trees. In
these extended trees AND and OR nodes are replaced with an Ordered Weighted
Averaging (OWA) node. The new node corresponds to quantifiers such as some,
half of, most, etc. OWA trees are suitable to model uncertainty and to reason
about the scenario when the exact number of satisfied sub-goals is unknown.
For modelling the situations when exactly one out of n children is necessary
for a successful attack, attack trees have been extended with XOR node [MDTG07].
A XOR node is satisfiable when exactly one of its children is satisfiable. An at-
tack tree with a XOR node is used to model spam over internet telephony attack
scenarios [MDTG07].
Several studies propose attack tree models with an order on the performance
of basic actions. For modelling the sequential-dependencies of attacks and order-
ing them, new nodes such as priority-AND, k-out-of-n and sequential enforcing
have been studied in [Kha09]. Similarly, attack trees have been extended with a
sequential conjunction operator that considers a precise order on the execution
of the basic actions in the tree [LL11]. Jhawar et al. [JKM+15] give a formal
semantics of attack trees with sequential conjunction calling the model SAND
attack trees.
It is worth noticing that the literature mentioned so far takes a static view
on the security model, where time does not play any role. Other models that
naturally allow to consider time have been investigated in connection to se-
curity analyses, such as timed automata and Continuous-Time Markov Chains.
However, this is the case of well-established general-purpose models, verification
techniques and tools applied to security problems and not the case of modelling
and analysing graphically appealing objects. We will briefly discuss these ap-
proaches in Ch. 6 in connection to our study of games.
2.2.3 Multi-Parameter Attack Trees
Basic attack trees first introduced in the literature enriched basic actions with
a single parameter of interest, such as probability, cost, time, and so on. More
recent works have lift this limitation looking at multi-parameter trees. This
extension, however, makes the analysis of attack trees much more challenging
as it leads to multi-parameter optimisation problems.
Buldas et al. [BLP+06] proposed a risk-analysis based method for security
evaluation of attack trees against a gain-oriented attacker, i.e., an attacker who
chooses only profitable attacks. The resulting model is called multi-parameter
attack trees. In the model the authors consider multiple security parameters of
the system such as gain of the attacker, probability of success, probability of
getting caught and expected penalties. On the basis of these parameters this
method computes the overall value of an attack in a bottom-up fashion. The
computation considers precise values for the parameters. An extension of this
method which considers an interval estimation for the parameters is proposed
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in [JW07].
The method has some limitations. The value for the gain parameter is
constant throughout the tree computation. Moreover, the computation of dis-
junctive nodes is based on local decisions, i.e., the outcome value of disjunctive
nodes is only based on the outcome value of their children.
Ju¨rgenson and Willemson [JW08] proposed a new computation model for
multi-parameter attack trees. Instead of using a bottom-up approach for the
computation, the authors evaluate the outcome value for each attack suite. An
attack suite is a set of basic actions leading to a successful attack. The analysis
is done by considering all attack suites and computing the outcome for each of
them. In the end, the attack suite with the highest outcome is considered. As the
computation considers all possible attack suites, the complexity is exponential.
To improve the complexity of the computation, the authors propose an ap-
proximation technique based on genetic algorithms [JW10]. The genetic al-
gorithm essentially computes a lower bound to the attacker’s outcome. The
complexity of their genetic algorithm is O(n4), where n is the number of leaves.
Another extension of the multi-parameter attack tree model [JW09] enriches
the attacker’s decision-making process with a temporal order. A serial model
for attack tree computation considers basic actions (attacks) in a given order
and computes the outcome of an attack according to the defined order on the
basic attack set.
2.3 Attack and Defence Modelling Techniques
While attack trees focus on evaluating attack scenarios, other tree-like repre-
sentation also incorporate countermeasures.
2.3.1 Defence Trees
Defence trees, introduced by Bistarelli et al., constitute the first approach to-
wards combining attacker’s and defender’s behaviour in tree-like models [BFP06].
They are an extension of attack trees with defender actions, where each attacker
basic action (leaf of the tree) is associated with a set of corresponding counter-
measures. Thus, defender actions occur only at the leaves of the tree and not in
the internal nodes, as opposed to attacks (an internal node represents a sub-goal
of the attacker).
Defence trees are used to evaluate effectiveness and economic profitability
of countermeasures. These analyses are based on two economic indexes; return
on investment (ROI), which is used to determine cost-effective countermeasures,
and return on attack (ROA), which is use to determine the best attack strategies.
The computation of ROI and ROA is based on parameters such as cost, impact,
etc.
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Further extensions of the model into game theory have been studied. The au-
thors proposed a game-theoretical reasoning for evaluating defence trees in [BDP06].
The analysis selects the best strategies for the attacker and the defender in terms
of Nash equilibrium.
2.3.2 Protection Trees
Edge et al. [EDRM, ERG+07] proposed a methodology for allocating appropri-
ate protections against specified attacks such that the success probability of the
defender is maximised. Protection trees have the same structure of attack trees
with the difference that nodes represent protections. A protection tree is gener-
ated from an existing attack tree by placing protections against corresponding
attacks. Thus, as a result we obtain two trees, an attack tree and correspond-
ing protection tree. The root of the protection tree directly corresponds to the
root of the associated attack tree, however this is not true for the rest nodes
of protection and attack trees, for protections and attacks are not necessarily
mapped one-to-one.
The evaluation of both trees are done by using bottom-up algorithms and
considering parameters such as probability, cost or impact. The formalism has
been applied to various case studies, including the U.S. Department of Homeland
Security [EDRM], online banking [ERG+07] and an RFID network [IEMR10].
2.3.3 Attack Countermeasure Trees
Another extension of attack trees with defender actions is attack countermeasure
trees proposed by Roy et al. [RKT10b, RKT10a, RKT12]. The countermeasures
in the tree are presented in the form of detection and mitigation events, and
can be applied at any node of the tree as oppose to defence trees, discussed
in Sect. 2.3.1. Moreover, together with conjunction and disjunction nodes, the
model is extended with a k-out-of-n node.
For evaluating attack countermeasure trees qualitative and probabilistic anal-
yses have been developed. The qualitative analysis of an attack countermeasure
tree exploits minimum cut sets to determine the possible ways of attacking and
defending a system and to identify the system’s most critical components. The
probability analysis is used to evaluate security aspects such as probability, cost,
impact, Birnbaum’s importance measure and risk, as well as ROI and ROA in-
dexes from defence trees.
2.3.4 Attack-Response Trees
Attack-response trees [ZKSY14] are another extension of attack trees with re-
sponse (countermeasure) actions. In attack-response trees an internal node or
a leaf is tagged with the corresponding response, and the root of the tree is
evaluated by considering the set of attacks and responses.
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Figure 2.2: An attack-defence tree for attacking bank accounts.
Attack-response trees are used to describe and analyse intrusion and response
scenarios. They have been developed as a part of an automated game-theoretic
intrusion response and recovery engine, which identifies the optimal response
actions from partially observable competitive Markov Decision Processes con-
structed from attack-response trees.
2.3.5 Attack-Defence Trees
Kordy et al. [KMRS10, KMRS14] formalised attack-defence trees as an intuitive
model for presenting attacks and countermeasures in a single view. Attack-
defence trees are extensions of attack trees with countermeasures. They illus-
trate in a graphical way the possible actions an attacker can perform in order to
attain a given goal, and the feasible countermeasures a defender can undertake
to counter such actions. They can be seen as an interaction between two players:
an attacker and a defender.
The graphical representation of an attack-defence tree is similar to the one
of an attack tree. The root node represents the main goal of one of the players.
The leaves represent the basic actions and the intermediate nodes refine sub-
trees either conjunctively or disjunctively. Moreover, each node might have
at most one child of the opposite type. Figure 2.2 illustrates an example of
attack-defence tree for attacking bank accounts.
For evaluating attack-defence trees the typical bottom-up approach of at-
tack trees is extended, i.e., the evaluation assigns values to the parameters of
the leaves and the tree is traversed from the leaves to the root. The evaluation
considers the basic actions to be independent. Attack-defence trees are inter-
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Figure 2.3: Pareto-efficient solutions for the attack tree t in Ch. 3.
preted with various semantics to answer questions such as the vulnerability of
the system to an attack or the minimum cost of an attack. Most evaluations
[KMRS10, KPS11, KPS14b] analyse a specific aspect of a scenario and do not
consider trees with multiple parameters.
Further developments on attack-defence trees have been explored. The rela-
tionship between attack-defence trees and games has been studied in [KMMS10].
The work shows that attack-defence trees with satisfiability attributes and two-
player binary zero-sum extensive form games have equivalent expressive power.
Moreover, [KPS14b] combines the tree methodology with Bayesian networks for
analysing probabilistic measures of attack-defence trees with dependent actions.
Attack-defence trees have been used to evaluate a real-life RFID good man-
agement system [BKMS12]. This case study resulted also in guidelines for the
use of parameters for basic actions in attack-defence trees. The attack-defence
tree methodology is supported by a tool called ADTool [KKMS13], which allows
to model and analyse attack-defence scenarios.
2.4 Pareto Efficiency
Any analysis of attack or attack-defence models starts from identifying the pa-
rameters of interest that characterise the basic actions. As we have already put
forward, real-life scenarios would often require to consider multiple parameters,
leading to the challenge of dealing with conflicting aspects.
Throughout this dissertation, we will use probability of success and cost of
performing an action as a paradigmatic example of conflicting goals, for any
rational player would like to maximise one while minimising the other. The
challenge arises as in the context of multi-objective optimisation with conflicting
objectives there is no one best solution but rather a set of incomparable ones.
In order to formalise this intuition, we resort to the notion of Pareto effi-
ciency. The concept was developed by the economist Vilfredo Pareto and have
been widely used in various fields such as economy, engineering and the life sci-
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ences. A solution is called Pareto-efficient if it is not dominated by any other
solution in the objective space [LGCM10, MG13]. The set of Pareto-efficient
solutions is known as Pareto frontier.
Figure 3.3 displays the Pareto frontier obtained in the study of an example
in Ch. 3. Each point corresponds to one solution, characterised by a probability
and a cost, on the x and y axis, respectively. Observe that each solution in
the Pareto frontier has either higher probability or lower cost than other points
in the frontier, hence it is not worse or better than the others and might be
appealing to a given player profile. On the other hand, observe that all points
that are not on the frontier, are either not a solution or are solutions not worth
being considered by any rational player, as they can be improved in either
component.
Chapter 3
Pareto Efficient Solutions of
Attack Trees
Securing socio-technical systems against the threat of attackers is a crucial prob-
lem, which becomes increasingly difficult as attacks become more sophisticated
and systems more complex. This necessitates a thorough investigation of the
possible attack scenarios of a system. As we have discussed in Sect. 2.2, at-
tack trees are a powerful tool for modelling security threats of a system and
representing attack scenarios in an intuitive manner.
Attack trees are typically analysed by assigning values to the basic actions
and propagating them from the leaves to the root of the tree, so that the value at
the root describes the entire attack scenario. Most attack tree analyses consider
attack trees with one parameter and therefore optimise one particular aspect of
a scenario, such as likelihood of success or difficulty of a hack, for instance in
terms of time or cost of an attack. Moreover, even in those attack tree models
enhanced with multiple parameters, values are propagated from the leaves to
the root applying local decision strategies, i.e., in each step of the evaluation
the optimisation is made with respect to one parameter. In case of conflicting
objectives, however, this approach may yield sup-optimal results.
In order to overcome this limitation and analyse complex attack scenarios,
we present evaluation techniques that consider attack trees where basic actions
are assigned more than one parameter, such as likelihood of success and cost.
Our evaluation techniques optimise all parameters at once. In order to cope
with the optimisation of multiple conflicting objectives in partially-ordered sets
we compute the set of optimal solutions, defined in terms of Pareto efficiency.
In this way we can for example maximise the likelihood of possible attacks while
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minimising their cost.
Our developments are carried out on a new language-based formalism for
attack trees. We study the problem in the settings of a Boolean and a prob-
abilistic semantics for attack trees. For each semantics, we first consider the
problem of feasibility of the attack, and then we extend our techniques to com-
pute optimal attacks in presence of probabilities and multiple costs. Moreover,
for each case, we first define the solution considering all possible choices of the
attacker, obtaining a natural but exponential characterisation. Then, we im-
prove on the complexity devising an algorithmic evaluation that is linear in the
size of the tree and yet sound for an expressive sub-class of models. We illus-
trate our developments on a home-payment system case study and we discuss
a more complex example that we have investigated through a proof-of-concept
implementation of our analysis.
We introduce our formalism for attack trees and provide evaluation tech-
niques for feasibility queries in Sect. 3.1. We extend the model with a single
cost per action and present the computation of minimum cost in Sect. 3.2.
Sect. 3.3 extend the single cost model to multiple costs. Finally, the proofs are
reported in Appendix A. This chapter is mainly based on [AN14, AINP15].
3.1 Formal Model of Attack Trees
In this section, we present our formalism for attack trees. We start by defining
the syntax and the terminology used throughout the chapter. Then, we de-
scribe the evaluation techniques for investigating the feasibility of attacks both
in Boolean and probabilistic settings. The Boolean case is thoroughly explained
in Sect. 3.1.2. The developments are generalised to the probabilistic setting in
Sect. 3.1.3.
3.1.1 Attack Trees
An attack tree is a graphical representation of an attack scenario. The root
of the tree represents the main goal of the attacker. The leaves of the tree
represent the basic actions that the attacker can perform in order to achieve
his/her goal. The internal nodes show how the basic actions can be combined.
For the sake of simplifying the technical developments, we assume that the
actions are independent.
The abstract syntax of an attack tree t is presented in Table 3.1. A tree is
either a leaf or the application of a tree operator to one or two sub-trees. A leaf
a is a basic action of the attacker. We denote the set of basic actions by Act
and the set of attack trees by Tree.
The special leaves true and false represent a trivially-successful and a
trivially-failed action, respectively.
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Table 3.1: The syntax of an attack tree.
t ::= a | &∧(t1, t2) | &∨(t1, t2) | &¬(t) | &true | &false
As standard in the literature, tree operators include conjunction and dis-
junction, while we introduce negation. The conjunction operator t = &∧(t1, t2)
requires that the goals of t1, t2 are achieved in order for the goal of t to be
achieved. The disjunction operator t = &∨(t1, t2) requires that the goal of at
least one sub-tree is achieved in order for the goal of t to be achieved.
The negation operator t = &¬(t′) requires that the goal of the sub-tree
t′ is not achieved in order for the goal of t to be achieved. This operator
negates the goal of t′ and it is handy for modelling purposes: even if basic
actions can be defined with a negative flavour, the possibility to negate an
entire sub-tree enhance its human-readability. Moreover, it is sometimes simpler
to define cost and probability of success in case of occurrence of an event as
opposed to estimate these values for enforcing its absence. For instance, cutting
a communication wire might be unrecoverable, and after having cut a wire a
player might not be able to communicate with a given device.
It is worthwhile observing that the operators that we have discussed are tree
operators and do not necessarily correspond to their propositional counterparts.
Hence the choice of & in the syntax.
Polarity-consistent tree. We introduce the notion of polarity-consistency,
to be exploited in the technical developments. We say that an action a occurs
negatively in a tree, if a is under an odd number of negations. Otherwise, we say
that an action a occurs positively. Such polarities are denoted with the symbols
− and +, respectively.
Definition 3.1 An attack tree t is polarity-consistent iff there is no action
that occurs both positively and negatively in t.
A sufficient (but not necessary) condition for polarity-consistency is that all
actions are “uniformly good” or “uniformly bad” for the proponent. If t is a
polarity-consistent tree, then the polarity of each action is uniquely determined.
Example. We demonstrate our developments on the example of a home-
payment system, inspired by [IPHK15a] and studied in the project TREs-
PASS [The14]. A home-payment system allows people, who may have difficulties
leaving their home, to manage some kind of services, e.g., care-taking or rent.
The payment services are performed using the remote control of a television box
by means of a contact-less payment card to authenticate users and to provide
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payment capabilities. The card-holder owns a card with a password for initiat-
ing transfers. We assume that the cardholder is an elderly person who stays at
home most of the time and has a trusted person who visits and helps him/her
from time to time.
The attack scenario that we consider is to steal money from the card-holder
by forcing him/her to pay for fake services. This goal is the root of the corre-
sponding attack tree. In order to steal money from the card-holder, the attacker
can “blackmail” or “threaten”. In order to succeed in blackmailing the attacker
has to collect necessary information and blackmail the card-holder. For a suc-
cessful threatening the attacker should threaten the cardholder and access the
household. The latter is achievable in different ways. The complete correspond-
ing attack tree is given in Figure 3.1, where we label leaves for ease of reference.
For the sake of clarity, in the figures we denote internal node operators with
their subscript symbols. The syntactic term of the full tree is:
t = &∨(&∧(&∨(ip,&∨(&∨(&∧(&∨(rc, rt), it), itt), itp)), tc),&∧(ci, bc))
3.1.2 Semantics in the Boolean Case
In this section we formalise the semantic of attack trees in the Boolean setting.
We evaluate the feasibility of an attack tree and investigate questions such as
“is there a successful attack?” by determining possible values at the root. We
associate with each basic action a value from the Boolean set B, where true
(tt) corresponds to performing and false (ff ) corresponds to not performing the
action. We consider B to be ordered such that max{tt ,ff } = tt and min{tt ,ff } =
ff . In this setting, the value true at the root denotes that the attacker has at
least one combination of basic actions that leads to the overall attack goal.
We define a Boolean assignment of basic actions as follows: a Boolean as-
signment m is an arbitrary function that assigns a value b ∈ B to each basic
action a ∈ Act; m : Act→ B. We say that the attack is successful if the Boolean
assignment evaluates the tree to true.
It is worthwhile noticing that in the following the conjunction, disjunction
and negation operators are interpreted as the corresponding Boolean opera-
tors, and in this setting the Boolean laws, i.e., commutativity, associativity,
distributivity and idempotency hold. Hence, the following two trees, t1 =
&∧(a,&∨(b, c)) and t2 = &∨(&∧(a, b),&∧(a, c)) are equivalent, meaning that
the same assignment evaluates t1 and t2 identically.
We present two evaluation techniques for feasibility analysis of an attack
scenario, termed semantic and algorithmic evaluations.
The semantic evaluation M (t) of an attack tree t ∈ Tree is presented in
Table 3.2. The evaluation of a tree t is performed over all possible Boolean
assignments of values to the basic actions of t. It computes the minimum and
maximum success values of an attack.
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Figure 3.1: Attack tree for forcing the cardholder to pay.
The call B[[t]]m of the recursive function B[[·]]m, displayed in the second part
of Table 3.2, analyses the tree t over the Boolean assignment m. Observe that
the negation operator changes the goal of the attacker in terms of optimisation
objectives.
Observe that the minimum value gives information about all attackers, e.g., if
any attacker can attack the system, while the maximum value gives information
about some attackers, e.g., if there exists an attacker that can attack the system.
The result of the evaluation is interpreted as follows:
• If both the minimum and the maximum values of t are false, M (t) =
(ff ,ff ), then the system is always secure despite the attacker’s actions.
• If the minimum value of t is false and the maximum value of t is true,
M (t) = (ff , tt), then the system is vulnerable. In other words, there exist
a set of actions (a Boolean assignment m) such that an attack on the
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Table 3.2: The Boolean semantic evaluation of an attack tree.
M (t) = (min{B[[t]]m | m Boolean assignment},
max{B[[t]]m | m Boolean assignment})
B[[a]]m = m(a)
B[[&∧(t1, t2)]]m = B[[t1]]m ∧ B[[t2]]m
B[[&∨(t1, t2)]]m = B[[t1]]m ∨ B[[t2]]m
B[[&¬(t)]]m = ¬B[[t]]m
B[[&true]]m = tt
B[[&false]]m = ff
system leads to the overall goal.
• If both the minimum and the maximum values of t are true, M (t) = (tt , tt),
the system is flawed. In other words, despite the attacker’s actions (for all
Boolean assignment m) an attack on the system is always successful.
The semantic evaluation explores all possible Boolean assignments to the
leaves of the tree and establishes our reference standard for the evaluation.
The drawback is its exponential complexity, as the satisfiability problem is NP-
complete. In the following, we present a technique with lower complexity and
we define restrictions on attack trees under which the new technique is sound
with respect to the semantic evaluation.
The algorithmic evaluation INT (t) of an attack tree t ∈ Tree is defined in
Table 3.3. The evaluation computes the pair of minimum and maximum suc-
cess values by propagating the values of basic actions up to the root of the
tree applying the rules presented in Table 3.3. The rule (Case-BA) assigns
the minimum and maximum values to basic actions. The rules (Case-and) and
(Case-or) define the computation for conjunction and disjunction in the stan-
dard manner, respectively. The rule (Case-neg) swaps the minimum and the
maximum values before applying negation, as negation changes the goal of the
attacker. The last two rules (Case-tt) and (Case-ff) assign true and false values
to a trivially-successful and a trivially-failed action, respectively.
The two evaluation techniques we presented might lead to different results.
For example, consider the attack tree t = &∧(a,&¬(a)), where a ∈ Act . The
result of the semantic evaluation is M (t) = (ff ,ff ), while the result of the
algorithmic evaluation is INT (t) = (ff , tt). Observe that t is not polarity-
consistent as a occurs both positively and negatively in t. In fact, to show that
the two techniques are equivalent it is sufficient to restrict to polarity-consistent
trees.
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Table 3.3: The Boolean algorithmic evaluation of an attack tree.
INT (a) = (ff , tt) (Case-BA)
INT (&∧(t1, t2)) = let (mini,maxi) = INT (ti), i ∈ {1, 2}
in (min1 ∧min2,max1 ∧max2) (Case-and)
INT (&∨(t1, t2)) = let (mini,maxi) = INT (ti), i ∈ {1, 2}
in (min1 ∨min2,max1 ∨max2) (Case-or)
INT (&¬(t)) = let (min,max) = INT (t)
in (¬max,¬min) (Case-neg)
INT (&true) = (tt , tt) (Case-tt)
INT (&false) = (ff ,ff ) (Case-ff)
Theorem 3.2 Let t ∈ Tree be a polarity-consistent attack tree. Then
M (t) = INT (t)
The complexity of the two evaluations is as follows. The semantic evaluation
considers all possible Boolean attacks m, thus it is exponential in the number
of leaves of t. The algorithmic evaluation consists in a bottom-up traversal over
the tree, and thus it is linear in the size of t. For polarity-consistent trees the
algorithmic evaluation offers a dramatic improvement in complexity.
3.1.3 Semantics in the Probabilistic Case
We extend the developments from the Boolean case to the probabilistic case.
In this setting, we consider the interval [0, 1], where 0 and 1 correspond to the
failure and to the success of an attack, respectively. We investigate questions
such as “what is the maximum probability of an attack?” or “how vulnerable is
the system to an attack?”.
We assume that each basic action a ∈ Act has two associated success prob-
abilities; success probability p1(a) in case of not performing a, and success
probability p2(a) in case of performing a, such that p1(a) ≤ p2(a). For instance,
an attacker might succeed to disable a security camera with a given probability
p2, or the security camera might be disabled due to some external conditions
with a given probability p1, which for the attacker will be the probability of
succeeding without performing the action. We consider the Boolean assignment
m as defined in the previous section, m : Act → B, and assume that an action
a has a probability of success p1(a) if m(a) is false and has a probability of
success p2(a) if m(a) is true. Choosing p1(a) = 0 and p2(a) = 1 coincides with
the Boolean case.
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Table 3.4: The probabilistic semantic evaluation of an attack tree.
M (t) = (min{P[[t]]m | m Boolean assignment},
max{P[[t]]m | m Boolean assignment})
P[[a]]m =
{
p1(a) if m(a) = ff
p2(a) if m(a) = tt
P[[&∧(t1, t2)]]m = P[[t1]]m · P[[t2]]m
P[[&∨(t1, t2)]]m = 1− (1− P[[t1]]m) · (1− P[[t2]]m)
P[[&¬(t)]]m = 1− P[[t]]m
P[[&true]]m = 1
P[[&false]]m = 0
In the probabilistic setting the operators are interpreted differently than in
the Boolean setting. They satisfy commutativity (e.g., &∧(a, b) and &∧(b, a) are
evaluated identically by the same assignment) and associativity (e.g., &∧(a,&∧(b, c))
and &∧(&∧(a, b), c) are evaluated identically by the same assignment). How-
ever, distributivity and idempotency do not hold in this setting. Thus, the
following two trees, t1 = &∧(a,&∨(b, c)) and t2 = &∨(&∧(a, b),&∧(a, c)), are
not equivalent in the probabilistic setting. The core reason why, is that in the
probabilistic setting multiple occurrences of the same action a are governed by
the corresponding probability distribution, but the outcome of each occurrence
is given by an independent sampling because each occurrence is attempted inde-
pendently. This feature allows to abstract details away in the model and group
basic actions in families sharing the same probabilistic behaviour. For instance,
the basic action “break door” might be used for all doors in the model that share
similar characteristics.
Similarly to the Boolean setting, we first present an evaluation technique
that describes the analysis in a natural way, and then we formulate a technique
with lower complexity by determining the necessary restrictions on the model.
The algorithmic evaluation M (t) for an attack tree t ∈ Tree is presented in
Table 3.4. The evaluation considers all possible Boolean assignments and from
these infers the probability values. The analysis P[[t]]m of the tree t, displayed in
the second part of Table 3.4, is performed recursively. The evaluation computes
the pair of minimum and maximum success probabilities. The maximum success
probability shows the existence of an attack with that probability. We say that
the system is p-vulnerable if there exists an attack with success probability p.
The algorithmic evaluation INT (t) of an attack tree t ∈ Tree is given in
Table 3.5. Similarly to the semantic evaluation, it computes the minimum and
the maximum success probabilities. The evaluation associates the probability
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Table 3.5: The probabilistic algorithmic evaluation of an attack-defence tree.
INT (a) = (p1(a), p2(a)) (Case-BA)
INT (&∧(t1, t2)) = let (mini,maxi) = INT (ti), i ∈ {1, 2}
in (min1 ·min2,max1 ·max2) (Case-and)
INT (&∨(t1, t2)) = let (mini,maxi) = INT (ti), i ∈ {1, 2}
in (1− (1−min1) · (1−min2),
1− (1−max1) · (1−max2)) (Case-or)
INT (&¬(t)) = let (min,max) = INT (t)
in (1−max, 1−min) (Case-neg)
INT (&true) = (1, 1) (Case-tt)
INT (&false) = (0, 0) (Case-ff)
values with each basic action and traverses the tree using a bottom-up approach.
For the negation operator, similarly to the Boolean case, the values are swapped
before applying negation.
Analogously to the previous section, we shall restrict to polarity-consistent
trees in order to show the equivalence of the two evaluations.
Theorem 3.3 Let t ∈ Tree be a polarity-consistent attack tree. Then
M (t) = INT (t)
Here as well, the imposed polarity-consistent restriction allows to scale from
an exponential to a linear complexity.
Example. Consider the polarity-consistent attack tree t presented in Fig-
ure 3.1. We apply the algorithmic evaluation for computing the maximum
probability of the attack scenario. The possible probability values for basic
actions are listed in Table 3.6 (the last column is for later reference).
The result of the algorithmic computation is INT (t) = (0, 0.34), that is, the
system is 0.34 vulnerable. The details of the computation with the values for
the internal nodes are presented in Appendix B.1.
3.2 Attack Trees with Cost
In the previous section we presented the feasibility and probability evaluations
of an attack tree. In this section, we extend the model of attack trees with a
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Table 3.6: The values of probability and cost for the basic actions of the tree
t, displayed in Figure 3.1
Label Name of the nodes p1 p2 c
ip infiltrate premises 0.1 0.25 120
rc jam remote-card communications 0 0.65 100
rt jam remote-TV communications 0 0.65 100
it impersonate technician 0 0.6 60
itt impersonate TV technician 0 0.45 60
itp impersonate trusted person 0 0.3 80
tc threaten cardholder 0 0.3 30
ci collect information 0.1 0.55 50
bc blackmail cardholder 0 0.2 30
single cost for basic actions, and investigate cost-related questions. We start by
presenting evaluation of the minimum cost in the Boolean setting in Sect. 3.2.1.
Sect. 3.2.2 generalises the developments to the probabilistic setting.
3.2.1 Cost in the Boolean Case
In the following, the semantic and algorithmic evaluations are extended with a
single cost. Hence, we associate with each basic action a pair of Boolean and
cost values and consider the set D = B×Q≥0. We investigate questions such as
“what is the minimum cost of an attack?” or “how much does it cost to protect
a system in a given scenario?”.
We assume that each basic action a ∈ Act has a cost of not performing a,
which we set to 0, and a cost c(a) ∈ Q≥0 of performing a. The actions are
associated with two costs in order to link the model to the Boolean setting in a
seamless manner.
Associating a pair of success and cost values with each basic action leads
to multi-parameter optimisation. Moreover, having the goal of the attacker to
maximise the success value and minimise the cost, rises an issue of optimising
more than one conflicting parameters at the same time. In order to handle multi-
parameter optimisation with incomparable values we employ to the notion of
Pareto efficiency. We define two functions for computing the set of Pareto-
efficient solutions.
We assume that the goal of the attacker is to maximise the success value while
minimising the cost of an attack. In order to compute the set of pairs of efficient
solutions, where we want to maximise the first argument while minimising the
second, we define function MR+−. The function computes the set of all pairs
that have higher value for the first argument or lower value for the second
argument with respect to the other pairs in the set.
MR+−(Z) = {(x, y) ∈ Z | ∀(x′, y′) ∈ Z : x′ w x ∧ y′ v y ⇒ x′ = x ∧ y′ = y}
= {(x, y) ∈ Z | ∀(x′, y′) ∈ Z : (x w x′ ∨ y < y′) ∧ (x = x′ ∨ y v y′)}
where Z ⊆ D.
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Table 3.7: The Boolean semantic evaluation of an attack tree with cost.
M (t,A) = (MR−−({ (B[[t]]m, b) | cost(m,A) ≤ b}),
MR+−({ (B[[t]]m, b) | cost(m,A) ≤ b}))
cost(m,A) =
∑
a∈A
{
0, if m(a) = ff
c(a), if m(a) = tt
Note that the sign “+” indicates the maximisation and the sign “−” indicates
the minimisation, and their position refer to the parameter of the maximisa-
tion/minimisation.
As we mentioned in Sect. 3.1.1, the negation operator changes the goal of the
player. For instance, if the goal is to maximise the success value and minimise
the cost, then under negation the goal is to minimise the success value and
minimise the cost. Observe that the objective for the cost remains the same
under negation, as we assume to deal with rational players. Thus, we define a
dual function MR−− that computes the set of all pairs that have lower value for
both arguments with respect to the other pairs in the set.
MR−−(Z) = {(x, y) ∈ Z | ∀(x′, y′) ∈ Z : x′ v x ∧ y′ v y ⇒ x′ = x ∧ y′ = y}
= {(x, y) ∈ Z | ∀(x′, y′) ∈ Z : (x v x′ ∨ y < y′) ∧ (x < x′ ∨ y v y′)}
where Z ⊆ D.
Note, that the first sign “−” in MR−− corresponds to the min operator in
Table 3.2, and the sign “+” in MR+− corresponds to the max operator.
Similarly to the previous cases, we present two evaluation techniques and
investigate their equivalence condition.
The semantic evaluation M (t,A) of an attack tree t ∈ Tree and a set of basic
actions A is defined in Table 3.7. It computes a pair of sets of Pareto-efficient
solutions MR−− and MR+−. The first set corresponds to the solutions that
have lower success values and lower cost if compared to other solutions, while
the second set corresponds to the solutions that have higher success value and
lower cost if compared to other solutions.
The analysis B[[t]]m computes the success value for each Boolean assignment
m. The cost is represented with the concept of a budget for associating with
each success value the corresponding budget of the attacker and the Boolean
assignment m. The budget b ∈ Q≥0 takes values from 0 to infinity in an
increasing manner. For a given budget b we take m such that the cost of the
attacker for m is not greater than b, and the corresponding success value for m
is computed. The cost for a given m is computed with the function cost, defined
in Table 3.7.
The algorithmic evaluation INT (t) for an attack tree t ∈ Tree is given in
Table 3.8. Similarly, it computes a pair of sets MR−− and MR+− by travers-
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Table 3.8: The Boolean algorithmic evaluation of an attack tree with cost.
INT (a) = (MR−−({(ff, 0), (tt, c(a))}),
MR+−({(ff, 0), (tt, c(a))})) (Case-BA)
INT (&∧(t1, t2)) = let (Vi,Wi) = INT (ti), i ∈ {1, 2}
in (MR−−({(b ∧ b′, c+ c′) | (b, c) ∈ V1, (b′, c′) ∈ V2}),
MR+−({(b ∧ b′, c+ c′) | (b, c) ∈W1, (b′, c′) ∈W2}))
(Case-and)
INT (&∨(t1, t2)) = let (Vi,Wi) = INT (ti), i ∈ {1, 2}
in (MR−−({(b ∨ b′, c+ c′) | (b, c) ∈ V1, (b′, c′) ∈ V2}),
MR+−({(b ∨ b′, c+ c′) | (b, c) ∈W1, (b′, c′) ∈W2}))
(Case-or)
INT (&¬(t)) = let (V,W ) = INT (t)
in (MR−−({(¬b, c) | (b, c) ∈W}),
MR+−({(¬b, c) | (b, c) ∈ V })) (Case-neg)
INT (&true) = ({(tt , 0)}, {(tt , 0)}) (Case-tt)
INT (&false) = ({(ff , 0)}, {(ff , 0)}) (Case-ff)
ing the tree from the leaves to the root following the rules given in Table 3.8.
The rule (Case-BA) defines the sets MR−− and MR+− for the basic actions.
The rules (Case-and) and (Case-or) represent the evaluation of conjunction and
disjunction, respectively, where the success values are computed through the
Boolean evaluation of the corresponding operator and the costs are summed.
The rule (Case-neg) for the negation operator swaps the pairs before applying
the evaluation. The evaluation of the success value simply negates it, as in
Sect. 3.1.2, while cost remains unchanged. The rules (Case-tt) and (Case-ff) are
used to evaluate trivially-successful and trivially-failed actions, where the cost
is equal to 0 as these actions are independent from the attacker. The functions
MR−− and MR+− are applied to each rule leading to a reduction of the size of
the sets in each step.
We denote by yield(t) ⊆ Act the set of actions that correspond to the leaves
of t. Consider the polarity-consistent tree t = &∧(&∨(a, b),&∨(a, d)), where
c(a) = 2, c(b) = 1 and c(d) = 3. The result of the semantic evaluation is
M (t,A) = ({(ff , 0)}, {(ff , 0), (tt , 2)}), while the result of the algorithmic eval-
uation is INT (t) = ({(ff , 0)}, {(ff , 0), (tt , 3)}). As it becomes apparent from
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Figure 3.2: The Boolean algorithmic evaluation with cost of the attack tree
t = &∧(&∨(a, b),&∨(a, d)).
Figure. 3.2, the algorithmic evaluation chooses b to satisfy the sub-tree &∨(a, b)
as c(b) < c(a) and a in the sub-tree &∨(a, d) as c(a) < c(d). However, the
choice of b and a are local to their sub-trees and yield sub-optimal solution once
combined. The reason why is to be sought in the repetition of a in distinct sub-
trees. On the contrary, in the semantic evaluation the assignment m(a) = tt is
enough to satisfy the whole tree yielding cost 2. Hence, the polarity-consistent
restriction in no longer adequate for the model of attack trees with cost. To
show the equivalence of the two evaluations we define the following restriction,
inspired by Girard’s linear logic [Gir95].
Definition 3.4 An attack tree t is linear iff no action occurs twice in t.
The notion of linearity is stronger than polarity-consistency, as the latter
does not forbid to have multiple occurrences of the same action with the same
polarity.
Theorem 3.5 Let t ∈ Tree be a linear attack tree. Then
M (t , yield(t)) = INT (t)
The complexity of the two evaluation techniques is defined with respect to
the number of set operations. The semantic evaluation is exponential, while
the algorithmic evaluation is linear. Thus, the linearity restriction leads to a
dramatic improvement in the complexity.
3.2.2 Cost in the Probabilistic Case
In this section we study the model of attack trees with a single cost in the prob-
abilistic setting by generalising the Boolean case. We focus on the differences
and omit redundant details.
We consider set D = [0, 1]×Q≥0 and investigate questions such as “what is
the maximum probability of an attack while minimising the cost?”. In order to
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Table 3.9: The probabilistic semantic evaluation of an attack tree with cost.
M (t,A) = (MR−−({ (P[[t]]m, b) | cost(m,A) ≤ b}),
MR+−({ (P[[t]]m, b) | cost(m,A) ≤ b}))
cost(m,A) =
∑
a∈A
{
0, if m(a) = ff
c(a), if m(a) = tt
link to the model to the probabilistic setting, we assume that each basic action
a ∈ Act has a cost of not performing a, which we set to 0 in this work, and a
cost c(a) ∈ Q≥0 of performing a.
Similarly to the Boolean case, the consideration of probability and cost
and the goal of maximising probability while minimising cost lead to a multi-
parameter optimisation problem with incomparable values. We define two eval-
uation techniques by considering the functions MR−− and MR+−.
The semantic evaluation M (t,A) of an attack tree t ∈ Tree and a set of basic
actions A is given in Table 3.9. It computes the pair of sets of Pareto-efficient
solutions. The evaluation follows the corresponding one presented in Sect. 3.2.1,
with the difference that the computation of the success value is based on the
probabilistic analysis P[[t]]m instead of the Boolean analysis B[[t]]m.
The algorithmic evaluation INT (t) of an attack tree t ∈ Tree is presented
in Table 3.10. The computation is performed in a bottom-up manner accord-
ing to the similar rules given in the Boolean setting, where the computation
of the probabilistic values are performed according to probabilistic evaluation,
discussed in Sect. 3.1.3.
In order to show the equivalence of the two evaluation techniques, we resort
again to a linearity restriction on trees.
Theorem 3.6 Let t ∈ Tree be a linear attack tree. Then
M (t , yield(t)) = INT (t)
Here again the restriction allows to scale from an exponential to a linear
complexity.
Example. Consider the linear attack tree t presented in Figure 3.1, and the
values of probability and cost given in Table 3.6.
We apply the above mentioned algorithmic evaluation for computing attacks
with maximum probability of success and minimum cost. We get the following
result at the root of the tree:
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Table 3.10: The probabilistic algorithmic evaluation of an attack tree with
cost.
INT (a) = (MR−−({(p1(a), 0), (p2(a), c(a))}),
MR+−({(p1(a), 0), (p2(a), c(a))}))
(Case-BA)
INT (&∧(t1, t2)) = let (Vi,Wi) = INT (ti), i ∈ {1, 2}
in (MR−−({(p · p′, c+ c′) | (p, c) ∈ V1, (p′, c′) ∈ V2}),
MR+−({(p · p′, c+ c′) | (p, c) ∈W1, (p′, c′) ∈W2}))
(Case-and)
INT (&∨(t1, t2)) = let (Vi,Wi) = INT (ti), i ∈ {1, 2}
in (MR−−({(1− (1− p)(1− p′), c+ c′) |
(p, c) ∈ V1, (p′, c′) ∈ V2}),
MR+−({(1− (1− p)(1− p′), c+ c′) |
(p, c) ∈W1, (p′, c′) ∈W2})) (Case-or)
INT (&¬(t)) = let (V,W ) = INT (t)
in (MR−−({(1− p, c) | (p, c) ∈W}),
MR+−({(1− p, c) | (p, c) ∈ V })) (Case-neg)
INT (&true) = ({(1, 0)}, {(1, 0)}) (Case-tt)
INT (&false) = ({(0, 0)}, {(0, 0)}) (Case-ff)
INT (t) = ({(0, 0)}, {(0, 0), (0.03, 30), (0.05, 60), (0.11, 80), (0.15, 90),
(0.17, 120), (0.24, 170), (0.28, 250), (0.3, 330),
(0.31, 410), (0.33, 510), (0.34, 630)})
Figure 3.3 represents the Pareto frontier corresponding to the overall result of
the evaluation. In the figure each point describes a possible optimal solution with
a probability of success with the corresponding cost. The probability of success
of an attack ranges from 0 to 0.34, while the corresponding cost, representing the
necessary resources to be spent, ranges from 0 to 630. The detailed evaluation
on the tree t is given in Appendix B.2.
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Figure 3.3: Pareto-efficient solutions for the attack tree t.
3.3 Attack Trees with Multiple Costs
We extend further the model of attack trees by considering multiple costs for
basic actions. In the following, we study the extended model in the probability
setting as it generalises the Boolean one.
Building on top of the developments of Sect. 3.2.2 we consider the set D =
[0, 1] × Qn≥0. We assume that each basic action a ∈ Act has two vectors of n
associated costs: a vector of 0’s denoting the costs incurred for not performing
a, and a vector γ : Act→ Qn≥0 denoting the costs incurred for performing a. We
write γ = (c1(a), · · · , cn(a)), ci : Act → Q≥0, i ∈ [1, n]. When adding costs we
resort to point-wise summation of vectors.
Similarly to the model with a single cost, the investigation of probability and
multiple costs leads to a multi-parameter optimisation challenge with conflicting
parameters. In order to generalise the functions MR−− and MR+− to deal with
multiple costs we introduce polarity modifications of the comparison operators
as follows: w+ is w, =+ is =, w− is v and =− is <. The sign “+” corresponds
to the maximisation of the parameters and keeps the operator as it is, while the
sign “−” corresponds to the minimisation of the parameters, therefore it changes
the operator.
The general format of the optimisation function MR is defined as follows,
where si ∈ {+,−} and Z ⊆ D:
MRs0,··· ,sn(Z) = {(x0, · · · , xn) ∈ Z | ∀(x′0, · · · , x′n) ∈ Z :
x′0 ws0 x0 ∧ · · · ∧ x′n wsn xn ⇒ x′0 = x0 ∧ · · · ∧ x′n = xn}
= {(x0, · · · , xn) ∈ Z | ∀(x′0, · · · , x′n) ∈ Z :
((x0 ws0 x′0) ∨ (x1 =s1 x′1) ∨ · · · ∨ (xn =sn x′n)) ∧ · · ·
· · · ∧ ((x0 =s0 x′0) ∨ (x1 =s1 x′1) ∨ · · · ∨ (xn wsn x′n))}
The function MRs0,··· ,sn computes the efficient solutions for multiple pa-
rameters by maximising the parameter values if si = + and minimising them if
si = −. Note that each wsi is in fact a total order (on [0,1] or Q≥0) and hence
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Table 3.11: The probabilistic semantic evaluation of an attack tree with mul-
tiple cost.
M ∗(t,A) = (MR−−···−({ (P[[t]]m, b1, · · · bn) | costi(m,A) ≤ bi}),
MR+−···−({ (P[[t]]m, b1 · · · bn) | costi(m,A) ≤ bi}))
costi(m,A) =
∑
a∈A
{
0, if m(a) = ff
ci(a), if m(a) = tt
¬(x′i wsi xi) is equivalent to xi =si x′i. Observe that with this notation we get
MR−− if we take n = 1 and s0 = s1 = −, and we get MR+− if we take n − 1
and s0 = +, s1 = −.
Lest to surprise the reader, we present again two evaluation techniques.
The semantic evaluation M ∗(t,A) of an attack tree t ∈ Tree and a set
of basic actions A is given in Table 3.11. The evaluation closely follows the
corresponding one described in Sect. 3.2.2. Similarly, the cost is represented
with a budget bi ∈ R≥0, where for a given budget bi the corresponding cost
ci(a) from the vector γ is considered. The result of the evaluation is a pair of
the set of Pareto-efficient solutions, computed through the functions MR−−···−
and MR+−···−.
The algorithmic evaluation INT ∗(t) of an attack tree t ∈ Tree is presented
in Table 3.12. Similarly to the evaluation of the model with a single cost, it
traverses the tree from the leaves to the root according to the rules. The rules
extend the ones presented in Table 3.10 with multiple costs.
The rule (Case-BA) defines the Pareto sets for the basic actions. The rules
(Case-and) and (Case-or) compute all possible sets from two sub-trees by evalu-
ating probabilities based on the operator and summing the corresponding costs,
and then applying the function MR··· in order to obtain the optimal solutions.
This is sound due to the point-wise ordering of arguments of MR···. Similarly to
the previous cases, the negation rule (Case-neg) swaps the sets before applying
the negation. The rules (Case-tt) and (Case-ff) are for trivially-successful and
trivially-failed actions, and have all costs equal to 0.
Analogously to the previous section, the linearity restriction is sufficient in
order to show the equivalence of the two evaluations.
Theorem 3.7 Let t ∈ Tree be a linear attack tree. Then
M ∗(t , yield(t)) = INT ∗(t)
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Table 3.12: The probabilistic algorithmic evaluation of an attack tree with
multiple cost.
INT ∗(a) = (MR−−···−({(p1(a), 0, · · · , 0), (p2(a), c1(a), · · · , cn(a))}),
MR+−···−({(p1(a), 0, · · · , 0), (p2(a), c1(a), · · · , cn(a))}))
(Case-BA)
INT ∗(&∧(t1, t2)) = let (Vi,Wi) = INT (ti), i ∈ {1, 2}
in (MR−−···−({(p · p′, c1 + c′1, · · · , cn + c′n) |
(p, c1, · · · , cn) ∈ V1, (p′, c′1, · · · , c′n) ∈ V2}),
MR+−···−({(p · p′, c1 + c′1, · · · , cn + c′n) |
(p, c1, · · · , cn) ∈W1, (p′, c′1, · · · , c′n) ∈W2}))
(Case-and)
INT ∗(&∨(t1, t2)) = let (Vi,Wi) = INT (ti), i ∈ {1, 2}
in (MR−−···−({(1− (1− p)(1− p′), c1 + c′1, · · · , cn + c′n) |
(p, c1, · · · , cn) ∈ V1, (p′, c′1, · · · , c′n) ∈ V2}),
MR+−···−({(1− (1− p)(1− p′), c1 + c′1, · · · , cn + c′n) |
(p, c1, · · · , cn) ∈W1, (p′, c′1, · · · , c′n) ∈W2}))
(Case-or)
INT ∗(&¬(t)) = let (V,W ) = INT (t)
in (MR−−···−({(1− p, c1, · · · , cn) | (p, c1, · · · , cn) ∈W}),
MR+−···−({(1− p, c1, · · · , cn) | (p, c1, · · · , cn) ∈ V }))
(Case-neg)
INT ∗(&true) = ({(1, 0, · · · , 0)}, {(1, 0, · · · , 0)}) (Case-tt)
INT ∗(&false) = ({(0, 0, · · · , 0)}, {(0, 0, · · · , 0)}) (Case-ff)
3.4 Attack Tree Evaluator Tool
We applied our approach to a real-life scenario of cloud environment studied in
the project TREsPASS [The14]. The International Traders LTD (ITL) company
is a commodity trader that buys and sells oil and gas related investments around
the world for an international set of clients. The key company asset is a list of
international clients with their private data. Much of their trading is automated
and they have a large IT department.
The company owns an office with a co-located data-center, illustrated in
Figure 3.4. Both the office and the data-center can be accessed either through
the door or the window. The data-center can also be accessed from the office
through an internal door.
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Figure 3.4: Simplified scenario of a private cloud environment with various
actors.
The cloud infrastructure is running on two physical servers, both located in
the data-center. On each server, two virtual machines, a virtual switch and a
virtual firewall are running on top of a Hypervisor. These virtual components
are connected to physical network components, namely switch SW1 and a Gate-
way. Through this connection it is possible to reach the physical and virtual
infrastructure from the Laptop. The sensitive document FileX is located in the
storage of the virtual machine VM1.
We consider an attacker whose goal is to obtain the sensitive document FileX.
The attacker is Ethan, who is trying to obtain the FileX through Terry. Due to
the large size of the attack tree corresponding to the scenario, we do not repre-
sent it here. However, we illustrate a small part of it, presented in Figure 3.5.
For obtaining the FileX from Terry attacker has to get Terry’s ID card and the
pin. The attacker gets the ID card though threatening, blackmailing, bribing,
social engineering or acquiring trust. Similarly the attacker can obtain the pin
of the ID card.
We apply the algorithmic evaluation to the example considering probability
and cost values to basic actions. The result of the evaluation at the root is pre-
sented in Figure 3.6. As we can see from the chart, the probability of an attack
ranges from 0 to 0.73 and the cost ranges from 0 to 9250. For each solution,
represented in the frontier, we can say that the system is (p, c)-vulnerable.
The result can be further analysed. For example, given a cost threshold for
an attacker we can eliminate the attacks that are outside of the cost threshold,
or we can rank the most successful attacks based on the threshold.
Implementation. A proof-of-concept implementation of the algorithmic eval-
uation techniques has been developed in Java and is available at
http://www2.compute.dtu.dk/~zaas/ATE.zip
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Figure 3.6: Pareto-efficient solutions for the attack tree t.
The Attack Tree Evaluator addresses multi-parameter optimisation of attack
trees in terms of Pareto efficiency. It takes as input an attack tree in .xml format
and values such as probability of success and cost for the basic actions.
If only the probabilistic values are provided for the basic actions, the tool
computes the maximum success probability. It also provides the set of basic
actions for that attack. If instead probability and cost values are provided, the
tool computes the set of optimal solutions by means of Pareto efficiency. It
presents the Pareto sets of pairs of maximum probability and minimum cost,
with the corresponding sets of basic actions. The overall structure of the tool is
presented in Figure 3.7.
3.5 Concluding Remarks
Attack trees are a widely-used tool to analyse threat scenarios and describe in
a formal way the security of a system. Most analyses consider one-parameter
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Figure 3.7: Structure of the tool Attack Tree Evaluator.
attack trees and analyse a particular aspect of an attack, such as feasibility or
cost. Moreover, in attack trees with multiple parameters, values characterising
basic actions are propagated to the root relying on local decision strategies.
In case of conflicting objectives, however, this approach may yield sup-optimal
results.
To overcome this limitation, we devised automated techniques that quantify
attack scenarios with sets of Pareto optimal solutions in the case of multiple
conflicting objectives. We studied the problem in both the Boolean and the
probabilistic settings. In each setting we presented two evaluation techniques, a
top-down evaluation with exponential complexity and a bottom-up evaluation
with linear complexity. We showed the equivalence of two evaluation techniques
under some condition. Similarly, we extended the developments to encompass
single and multiple costs to basic actions, and presented the corresponding eval-
uation techniques.
The method for evaluating attack trees with multiple costs can seamlessly
encompass costs but also rewards. Contrary to costs, a rational attacker would
seek reward maximisation, which can be evaluated in our framework by changing
the symbols si in the function MRs0,··· ,sn accordingly. Moreover, the model can
also cope with symbolic costs/rewards or with a combination of these.
We illustrated our evaluation techniques on an example from the TREsPASS
project, where the analysis allows to identify the most promising attacks.
In order to investigate the security properties of an attack scenario described
as an attack tree, the attack tree model needs first be produced. The auto-
mated generation of attack trees is one active research strand, briefly surveyed
in Ch. 2. Some of the examples we presented have been generated automati-
cally by tools developed in the context of the TREsPASS project, a European
research project for technology-supported risk estimation by predictive assess-
ment of socio-technical security. At a very high level, the end to end process
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starts with the generation of an attack tree for the scenario under study, whose
security properties are then analysed with dedicated tools and finally presented
to the end user.
Once an attack tree is available, another key component in the evaluation of
the corresponding attack scenario consists in the association of basic actions with
parameters such as probability and cost, which allow to phrase questions beyond
Boolean security. Providing realistic estimates for the parameters that describe
basic actions is a research topic in itself. Several techniques have been applied
to this problem, including quantification of information leakage [BLMW13] and
resorting to domain expert knowledge.
Chapter 4
Pareto Efficient Solutions of
Attack-Defence Trees
In the previous chapter we have developed evaluation techniques of attack sce-
narios represented by attack trees. However, attack trees allow to model and
analyse only the attacker’s behaviour and do not consider possible defences un-
dertaken to avoid the attacks. In this chapter we extend the model of an attack
tree with the defender’s action.
As we have discussed in Ch. 2, attack-defence trees are extensions of attack
trees with countermeasures. They illustrate in a graphical way the possible
actions an attacker can perform in order to attain a given goal, and the feasible
countermeasures a defender can undertake to counter such actions. Attack-
defence trees are used for analysing attack-defence scenarios. As for attack trees,
typical evaluations assign values to the parameters of the leaves and traverse a
tree from the leaves to the root.
The remarks on existing analyses we made on attack trees in Ch. 3 also
apply to attack-defence trees. Most analyses focus on one specific aspect of
the system, such as feasibility or cost of an attack or a defence. They do not
consider multiple parameters and the subsequent need for optimising all of them
at once. As we have seen, multiple parameters may lead to Pareto problems,
where there is a set of optimal solutions.
In order to address multi-parameter optimisation of attack-defence trees, we
present evaluation techniques that characterise the leaves of a tree with more
than one parameter, such as the success probability and the cost of an attack.
Our techniques compute different aspects of the scenario and handle multiple
parameters, thus optimising all of them at once. Multi-parameter optimisation
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becomes necessary in case of conflicting objectives, that we handle by computing
the set of optimal solutions, defined in terms of Pareto efficiency.
Building on Ch 3, our developments are performed on a new language-based
formalism for attack-defence trees, and retrace the same structure of our in-
vestigation of attack trees. We study attack-defence tree analysis in Boolean
and probabilistic settings. For each setting, we first consider the problem of
feasibility of the attack or the defence, and then we extend our techniques to
compute optimal attacks or defences in presence of probabilities and multiple
costs. Moreover, for each case, we first define the solution considering all pos-
sible player interactions, obtaining a natural but exponential characterisation.
Then, we improve on the complexity devising an algorithmic evaluation that is
linear and yet sound for an expressive sub-class of models.
The chapter is organised as follows. In Sect. 4.1 we introduce our formalism
for attack-defence trees and provide evaluation techniques for feasibility queries.
Sect. 4.2 extends the model with a single cost and presents evaluation techniques
for computing minimum cost. We extend the single cost model to multiple costs
in Sect. 4.3. The evaluation is demonstrated on a case study for a Radio-
Frequency Identification system managing goods in a warehouse. Proofs are in
Appendix C. This chapter is mainly based on [AN15].
4.1 Formal Model of Attack-Defence Trees
In the following, we extend the formalism for attack trees given in Sect. 3.1 to
attack-defence trees. First, we define the syntax and the related terminology in
Sect. 4.1.1. Then, we describe the evaluation techniques for investigating the
feasibility of attacks and defences both in Boolean and probabilistic settings.
The Boolean case is thoroughly explained in Sect. 4.1.2. The developments are
generalised to the probabilistic setting in Sect. 4.1.3.
4.1.1 Attack-Defence Trees
We construe an attack-defence tree as an interaction between two players (de-
noted by τ), the proponent (τ = p) and the opponent (τ = o), in the wake
of [KMRS10]. A player can be either an attacker or a defender. We associate
the proponent with the player at the root, and the opponent with the opposite
player. Each player has an associated goal, such as minimising or maximising
the overall probability of an attack or a defence.
The root of the tree represents the main goal of an attack-defence scenario
for a given player τ . The leaves represent the basic actions that a player can
perform to achieve his/her goal. The internal nodes show how those actions can
be combined. In order to simplify the technical developments, we assume that
the players’ actions are independent.
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Table 4.1: The syntax of attack-defence trees and the type system for defining
well-formed trees.
t ::= a | &∧(t1, t2) | &∨(t1, t2) | &¬(t) | &∼(t) | &true | &false
` a : p if a ∈ Actp ` a : o if a ∈ Acto
` t1 : τ ` t2 : τ
` &∧(t1, t2) : τ
` t1 : τ ` t2 : τ
` &∨(t1, t2) : τ
` t : τ
` &¬(t) : τ
` t : τ
` &∼(t) : τ ′
τ ′ = τ−1
` &true : τ ` &false : τ
The abstract syntax of an attack-defence tree t is presented in Table 4.1. A
tree is either a leaf or the application of a tree operator to one or two sub-trees.
Based on the player type, a leaf a is either a basic action of the proponent or
of the opponent. We denote the set of proponent’s and opponent’s basic actions
by Actp and Acto, respectively. We assume that these two sets are disjoint,
Actp∩Acto = ∅. We denote by Act the set of all basic actions, Act = Actp∪Acto.
There are two special types of leaves; &true represents a trivially-successful
action, and &false represents a trivially-failed action.
Similarly to the formalism for attack trees, tree operators include conjunc-
tion, disjunction and negation, while we introduce a novel construct for player
alternation. The conjunction, disjunction and negation operators are interpreted
in the same way as in Sect. 3.1.1.
The changing player operator t = &∼(t′) changes the goal of t′ by changing
the type of the player. Note that in this case the goal belongs to the opposite
player. For instance, if t′ belongs to an attacker with the corresponding goal
(e.g., minimising), then the tree t belongs to a defender with the corresponding
goal (e.g., maximising). Thus, the changing player operator flips the player from
an attacker to a defender and vice versa, as highlighted by the side-condition of
the corresponding rule, where p−1 = o and o−1 = p.
Well-formedness. The syntax of Table 4.1 is overly liberal for it does not
associate players to nodes. A simple type system, showed in the second section
of the table, enforces such association defining a well-formedness condition. We
denote by Treeτ the set of well-formed attack-defence trees whose root belongs
to a player τ . Based on the type of the player, we have Treep when τ is the
proponent and Treeo when τ is the opponent and we define Tree = Treep∪Treeo.
In the following, we will refer to them as attack-defence trees or simply trees.
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Polarity-consistent tree. Analogously to the model of attack trees, we in-
troduce the notion of polarity consistency, to be exploited in the technical de-
velopments. We say that an action a occurs negatively in a tree, if a is under an
odd number of negations. Otherwise, we say that an action a occurs positively.
Such polarities are denoted with the symbols − and +, respectively.
Definition 4.1 An attack-defence tree t is polarity-consistent iff there is no
action that occurs both positively and negatively in t.
Example. Let us introduce an example that we will develop throughout the
chapter. We consider a fragment of a Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID)
system managing goods in a warehouse, studied in [BKMS12]. Particularly, we
consider an attacker (proponent) whose goal consists in removing the RFID tags
from goods with the help of an insider.
In order to attain the goal, the attacker can “bribe”, “threaten”, “blackmail”,
or “trick” the insider. For bribing a person the attacker has to “identify a cor-
ruptible subject” and “bribe the subject”. The defender (opponent) can protect
against bribery by “thwarting employees”, which can be done by “training for
security” and by “threatening to fire the employees”.
In case the attacker decides instead to “trick” the insider by placing a fake
tag, he/she can either “send false replacement tags” or give a “false management
order” to do it. The latter can be done by “infiltrating the management” and
“ordering replacement tags”. To fight such attacks, the defender can provide the
employees with “training for trick”.
The corresponding attack-defence tree is given in Figure 4.1. We decorate
internal nodes with labels to keep track of sub-goals, hence making the tree more
informative and human-readable. We label the leaves to refer to them easily.
The example is formalised as a tree t, displayed in Figure 1, represented by the
following syntactic term:
t = &∨(&∧(is,&∧(bs,&∼(&∧(t1,tf)))),
&∨(t,&∨(b,&∧(&∨(&∧(st,&∼(&∧(at,&∼(ba)))),&∧(im,ot)),&∼(t2)))))
In order to enable a direct comparison with the evaluation techniques in
the literature, our attack-defence tree does not contain negation. We will see,
however, that as far as the calculation is concerned, negation would be treated
similarly to the changing player operator.
4.1.2 Semantics in the Boolean Case
As mentioned above, we construe an attack-defence tree as an interaction be-
tween the proponent and the opponent. Corresponding to the model of attack
trees, in the Boolean setting the investigation of the feasibility of a scenario is
related to answering questions such as “Is there a successful attack/defence?”.
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Figure 4.1: Attack-defence tree for removing RFID tags in a warehouse.
In this setting, we associate with each basic action a value from the Boolean
set B, where true corresponds to performing and false corresponds to not per-
forming the action. We consider B to be totally ordered such that max{tt ,ff } =
tt and min{tt ,ff } = ff . The tree operators are interpreted as the Boolean op-
erators, where the changing player operator is interpreted as negation.
We define a Boolean assignment of basic actions for a given player τ as
follows: a Boolean assignment mτ is an arbitrary function that assigns a value
b ∈ B to each basic action a ∈ Actτ ; mτ : Actτ → B. Thus, the Boolean
assignment m is a pair (mp,mo), but we allow to write m(a) as a shorthand
for mp(a) when a ∈ Actp and mo(a) when a ∈ Acto. We say that the main
goal described by a tree succeeds if the Boolean assignment evaluates the tree
to true.
For evaluating the feasibility of an attack-defence tree, we present two eval-
uation techniques, termed semantic and algorithmic evaluations, respectively.
The semantic evaluation M (t) of an attack-defence tree t ∈ Treep is pre-
sented in Table 4.2. The evaluation analyses the tree t by considering all pos-
sible Boolean assignments of values to the basic actions of t. It computes the
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Table 4.2: The Boolean semantic evaluation of an attack-defence tree.
M (t) = (min{max{B[[t]](mp,mo) | mo Boolean assignment} |
mp Boolean assignment},
max{min{B[[t]](mp,mo) | mo Boolean assignment} |
mp Boolean assignment})
B[[a]]m = m(a)
B[[&∧(t1, t2)]]m = B[[t1]]m ∧ B[[t2]]m
B[[&∨(t1, t2)]]m = B[[t1]]m ∨ B[[t2]]m
B[[&¬(t)]]m = ¬B[[t]]m
B[[&∼(t)]]m = ¬B[[t]]m
B[[&true]]m = tt
B[[&false]]m = ff
pair of minimum and maximum success values of the proponent. If the propo-
nent is an attacker, then it computes the minimum and the maximum values
of an attack. Otherwise, it computes the minimum and maximum values of a
defence. We observe that if the main goal of the scenario (represented by the
root of the tree) is successful for the proponent, then it is not successful for the
opponent. Similarly, if the proponent wants to maximise the success of the main
goal, then the opponent wants to minimise it. Thus, the players have opposite
goals. We integrate this consideration into our technique by minimising the
value of t over all opponent’s Boolean assignments mo, and then maximising it
over all proponent’s Boolean assignments mp. This is illustrated by the second
component of M (t) in Table 4.2, which computes the maximum success value
of the proponent. The first component of M (t) computes the minimum success
value of the proponent. Therefore, the computation maximises the value over
all mo’s and then minimises it over all mp’s.
The analysis B[[t]]m of the tree t, displayed in the second part of Table 4.2,
is performed recursively on the structure of t. It is worth noticing that the
evaluation rules for negation and changing player unfold in the same way but
are supported by a different semantic reason. In case of negation, t = &¬t′, the
player remains the same, say proponent, and his/her goal on &¬t′ is the same
goal he/she has on t, say minimise. However, minimising over &¬t′ corresponds
to maximising over t. In case of changing player, &∼t′, the player changes and
the objective changes accordingly. This is modelled again resorting to negation.
Hence, both cases are treated identically but what is the consequence in one
case is the reason for using negation in the other.
The result of the semantic evaluation is interpreted in the same way as
discussed in Sect 3.1.2: (ff ,ff ) denotes a secure system, (tt , tt) a flawed system
and (ff , tt) a vulnerable one – assuming the root belongs to the attacker.
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Table 4.3: The Boolean algorithmic evaluation of an attack-defence tree.
INT (a) =
{
(ff , tt) if a ∈ Actp
(tt ,ff ) if a ∈ Acto
(Case-BA)
INT (&∧(t1, t2)) = let (mini,maxi) = INT (ti), i ∈ {1, 2}
in (min1 ∧min2,max1 ∧max2) (Case-and)
INT (&∨(t1, t2)) = let (mini,maxi) = INT (ti), i ∈ {1, 2}
in (min1 ∨min2,max1 ∨max2) (Case-or)
INT (&¬(t)) = let (min,max) = INT (t)
in (¬max,¬min) (Case-neg)
INT (&∼(t)) = let (min,max) = INT (t)
in (¬max,¬min) (Case-change)
INT (&true) = (tt , tt) (Case-tt)
INT (&false) = (ff ,ff ) (Case-ff)
The semantic evaluation characterises the analysis in a natural way, for it ex-
plicitly considers all the interactions interwoven in a tree in terms of assignments
to the leaves. Nonetheless, it gives rise to an exponential computation already
in the Boolean case, the satisfiability problem being NP-complete. Therefore,
an evaluation technique that enjoy a lower complexity is needed. In particular,
we face the problem of defining those restrictions on attack-defence trees under
which more efficient methods are sound with respect to the semantic evaluation,
our standard of reference.
The algorithmic evaluation INT (t) of an attack-defence tree t ∈ Treep is
presented in Table 4.3. Similarly to the semantic evaluation, it computes the
pair of minimum and maximum success values of the proponent. It considers the
values of basic actions and propagates them up to the root. The propagation
is performed according to the rules given in Table 4.3. The rule (Case-BA)
assigns the minimum and the maximum success values to the actions based on
the player type. Observe that, as the players have opposite goals, the success
values are also opposite. The following four rules define the computation for
operators. Conjunction and disjunction are treated in the standard way, hence
let us focus on the negation and changing player operators. Both operators
change the goal of the player. The negation operator negates the value of its
sub-tree resulting in a change of optimisation goal (min = ¬max), while the
changing player operator changes the optimisation goal by changing the player
and this is modelled by negating the value of the sub-tree (min = ¬max). Thus,
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in both rules we first swap the minimum and maximum values, and then apply
negation. The last two rules are independent from the players and represent
always successful and failed actions.
As for attack trees, in the model of attack-defence trees, the semantic and
algorithmic evaluations might lead to different results, as we can see by consider-
ing the attack-defence tree t = &∧(a,&¬(a)), where a ∈ Actp. The result of the
semantic evaluation is M (t) = (ff ,ff ), while the results of the algorithmic eval-
uation is INT (t) = (ff , tt). However, observe that t is not polarity-consistent.
As a matter of fact, if we restrict to polarity-consistent trees, then the two
evaluations are equivalent.
Theorem 4.2 Let t ∈ Tree be a polarity-consistent attack-defence tree. Then
M (t) = INT (t)
The semantic evaluation considers all possible Boolean assignments m, thus
being exponential in the size of t. The implementation of the algorithmic eval-
uation consists in a bottom-up traversal of t, and thus is linear in the size of
the tree. Therefore, in case of polarity-consistent trees, our method offers a
dramatic improvement in performance, hence in scalability.
4.1.3 Semantics in the Probabilistic Case
As we have seen in Sect. 3.1.3 for attack trees, the probabilistic setting gen-
eralises the Boolean one. In the following, we give a brief explanation of the
setting and the evaluations, focusing on the novelties and omitting redundant
details.
In the probabilistic setting, we consider the interval [0, 1], where 0 corre-
sponds to failure and 1 corresponds to success. The questions tackled in the
probabilistic setting are, e.g., “What is the maximum probability of an attack?”
or “How vulnerable is the system with respect to this attack goal?”.
In this setting the tree operators are interpreted differently than the Boolean
operators, and they satisfy only commutativity and associativity. This is in line
with the model of attack trees.
Here as well, we assume that each basic action a ∈ Act has two associated
success probabilities; success probability p1(a) in case of not performing a, and
success probability p2(a) in case of performing a, such that p1(a) ≤ p2(a).
We consider the Boolean assignment mτ as defined in the previous section,
mτ : Actτ → B, and assume that an action a has probability of success p1(a)
if m(a) is false and has probability of success p2(a) if m(a) is true. Choosing
p1(a) = 0 and p2(a) = 1 coincides with the Boolean case.
The evaluation of attack-defence trees in the probabilistic setting follows the
development for the Boolean setting: first, we characterise the solution to our
problem in a top-down fashion, and then we investigate what restrictions on the
model allow to devise an algorithmic approach with lower complexity.
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Table 4.4: The probabilistic semantic evaluation of an attack-defence tree.
M (t) = (min{max{P[[t]](mp,mo) | mo Boolean assignment} |
mp Boolean assignment},
max{min{P[[t]](mp,mo) | mo Boolean assignment} |
mp Boolean assignment})
P[[a]]m =
{
p2(a) if m(a) = tt
p1(a) if m(a) = ff
P[[&∧(t1, t2)]]m = P[[t1]]m · P[[t2]]m
P[[&∨(t1, t2)]]m = 1− (1− P[[t1]]m) · (1− P[[t2]]m)
P[[&¬(t)]]m = 1− P[[t]]m
P[[&∼(t)]]m = 1− P[[t]]m
P[[&true]]m = 1
P[[&false]]m = 0
The semantic evaluation M (t) of an attack-defence tree t ∈ Treep is illus-
trated in Table 4.4. It computes the minimum and the maximum success prob-
ability of a scenario by analysing the tree t over all Boolean assignments from
which the probability values are inferred. Observe that also here the players have
opposite goals, e.g., the proponent wants to maximise the overall probability of
success, while the opponent wants to minimise it.
The result of the computation, when the proponent is an attacker, is inter-
preted as follows. The maximum success probability p shows the existence of an
attack with probability p. In this case, we say that the system is p-vulnerable.
The algorithmic evaluation INT (t) of an attack-defence tree t ∈ Treep is
given in Table 4.5. It traverses the tree from the leaves to the root and prop-
agates the values of the basic actions. Similarly to the Boolean case, as the
negation and changing player operators change the goal of the player, we first
swap the minimum and maximum values before applying negation.
We shall restrict to polarity-consistent trees in order to show the equivalence
of the two evaluations.
Theorem 4.3 Let t ∈ Tree be a polarity-consistent attack-defence tree. Then
M (t) = INT (t)
Hence, in the probabilistic setting polarity-consistency allows to scale from
an exponential to a linear complexity.
Example. Consider the attack-defence tree t presented in Figure 4.1. Observe
that t is a polarity-consistent tree, thus we can apply the algorithmic evalua-
tion for computing the maximum probability of success at the root. Table 4.6
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Table 4.5: The probabilistic algorithmic evaluation of an attack-defence tree.
INT (a) =
{
(p1(a), p2(a)) if a ∈ Actp
(p2(a), p1(a)) if a ∈ Acto
(Case-BA)
INT (&∧(t1, t2)) = let (mini,maxi) = INT (ti), i ∈ {1, 2}
in (min1 ·min2,max1 ·max2) (Case-and)
INT (&∨(t1, t2)) = let (mini,maxi) = INT (ti), i ∈ {1, 2}
in (1− (1−min1) · (1−min2),
1− (1−max1) · (1−max2)) (Case-or)
INT (&¬(t)) = let (min,max) = INT (t)
in (1−max, 1−min) (Case-neg)
INT (&∼(t)) = let (min,max) = INT (t)
in (1−max, 1−min) (Case-change)
INT (&true) = (1, 1) (Case-tt)
INT (&false) = (0, 0) (Case-ff)
lists possible probability values for basic actions (the last column is for later
reference).
Following the algorithmic computation we obtain INT (t) = (0, 0.97), that
is, the system is 0.97-vulnerable. The details of the computation with the values
for the internal nodes are presented in Appendix D.1.
4.2 Attack-Defence Trees with Cost
Analogously to the model of attack trees, we extend our evaluation techniques
by considering a single cost for basic actions. In this section, we evaluate the
minimum cost of an attack or defence in the Boolean and probabilistic settings.
Sect. 4.2.1 thoroughly explains the Boolean case, while the developments are
generalised to the probabilistic setting in Sect. 4.2.2.
4.2.1 Cost in the Boolean Case
We extend the model of attack-defence trees described in Sect. 4.1.2 with a
single cost for basic actions. Therefore, each basic action is associated with a
pair of Boolean and cost values.
When we consider costs, we can focus on questions such as “What is the
minimum cost of an attack?” or “How much does it cost to protect a system
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Label Name of the Node p1 p2 c
is identify subject 0.2 0.8 80
bs bribe subject 0 0.7 100
t1 training for thwart 0.1 0.3 0
tf threaten to fire employees 0.1 0.4 0
t threaten 0 0.7 160
b blackmail 0 0.7 150
st send false tag 0 0.5 50
at authenticate tag 0.1 0.7 0
ba break authentication 0.1 0.6 85
im infiltrate management 0 0.5 70
ot order tag replacement 0 0.6 0
t2 training for trick 0.1 0.4 0
Table 4.6: The values of probability and cost for the basic actions of the ex-
ample.
in a given scenario?”. Observe that cost-related questions are player-dependent,
meaning that the model is evaluated from a given player’s perspective. Since
we assumed that the basic actions are independent, we need to consider one
player’s values only. For instance, for computing the minimum cost of an attack
we need only the cost of the attacker’s actions and do not require the cost of
the defender’s actions. Thus, in our evaluation techniques we consider only the
cost of the proponent’s actions, and do not consider the cost of the opponent’s
actions.
In the following we consider the set D = B×Q≥0. In order to link the cost
parameter to the existing model in the Boolean setting, we assume that each
basic action of the proponent a ∈ Actp has two associated costs. One is the cost
of not performing a (0 in the following), the other is the cost c(a) of performing
a. We set both costs of the opponent actions to 0.
As we have seen for attack trees, extending the model with costs and evalu-
ating the pairs of success and cost values lead to multi-parameter optimisation.
Moreover, such pairs are incomparable in case the goal of a player is to maximise
one parameter while minimising the other. In order to address multi-parameter
optimisation in the case of conflicting objectives, we resort to Pareto efficiency
relying on the functions MR+− and MR−− defined in Sect. 3.2.1 to only retain
optimal solutions.
Following the previous developments, we present two evaluation techniques.
The semantic evaluation M (t,A) of an attack-defence tree t ∈ Treep and a
set of actions A is illustrated in Table 4.7. It computes a pair, where the first
argument is a set computed by the function MR−− and consists of all pairs that
have lower success value and lower cost of the proponent actions compared to
other solutions, and the second argument is the set computed by the function
MR+− and consists of all pairs that have higher success value and lower cost of
the proponent actions compared to other solutions.
As we discussed in Sect. 4.1.2, if the proponent wants to maximise the success
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Table 4.7: The Boolean semantic evaluation of an attack-defence tree with
cost.
M (t,A) = (MR−−({ (fmp1 (t), bp) | cost(mp,A) ≤ bp}),
MR+−({ (fmp2 (t), bp) | cost(mp,A) ≤ bp}))
fmp1 (t) = max{B[[t]](mp,mo) | mo Boolean assignment}
fmp2 (t) = min{B[[t]](mp,mo) | mo Boolean assignment}
cost(mp,A) =
∑
a∈A
{
0, if mp(a) = ff
c(a), if mp(a) = tt
of the main goal, then the opponent wants to minimise it. In other words, the
players affect the computation of the success value of the main goal in opposite
ways, e.g., when one wants to maximise, the other wants to minimise and vice
versa. The functions MR−− and MR+− evaluate the success values based on
the goal of the proponent. In order to consider the effect of the opponent with
the opposite goal, we define functions fmp1 (t) and f
mp
2 (t) given in Table 4.7. The
functions compute respectively the maximum and minimum success values over
all Boolean assignments mo for a given Boolean assignment mp.
The algorithmic evaluation INT (t) for an attack-defence tree t ∈ Treep is
given in Table 4.8. It again computes a pair, where the first argument consists
of all pairs that have lower success value and cost of the proponent actions, and
the second argument consists of all pairs that have higher success value and
lower cost of the proponent actions. Such sets are computed in a bottom-up
fashion, defined by the rules presented in Table 4.8. The rules extend the ones
for the success value computation, presented in Sect. 4.1.2, Table 3.3.
The rule (Case-BA) assigns the sets MR−− and MR+− to the basic actions.
Observe that the cost of not performing the proponent’s actions, as well as both
costs of the opponent’s actions, is 0. The rules for conjunction (Case-and) and
disjunction (Case-or) use the standard computation for success values and sum
the costs. The negation and changing player operators evaluate the success value
as described in Sect. 4.1.2, while leaving the cost unchanged. The rules (Case-tt)
and (Case-ff) correspond to trivially-successful and trivially-failed actions, which
are independent from the players, and thus have a cost equal to 0. Applying
the functions MR−− and MR+− in each rule of the evaluation allows to reduce
the size of the sets in each step.
As we have seen on attack trees, the notion of polarity-consistency does not
suffice to show the equivalence of the semantic and algorithmic evaluation when
the notion of cost enters the model. The same applies to attack-defence trees, un-
surprisingly. Consider the polarity-consistent tree &∧(&∨(a, b),&∨(a,&∼(d))),
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Table 4.8: The Boolean algorithmic evaluation of an attack-defence tree with
cost.
INT (a) =

(MR−−({(ff, 0), (tt, c(a))}),
MR+−({(ff, 0), (tt, c(a))})) if a ∈ Actp
(MR−−({(tt, 0)}),MR+−({(ff, 0)})) if a ∈ Acto
(Case-BA)
INT (&∧(t1, t2)) = let (Vi,Wi) = INT (ti), i ∈ {1, 2}
in (MR−−({(b ∧ b′, c+ c′) | (b, c) ∈ V1, (b′, c′) ∈ V2}),
MR+−({(b ∧ b′, c+ c′) | (b, c) ∈W1, (b′, c′) ∈W2}))
(Case-and)
INT (&∨(t1, t2)) = let (Vi,Wi) = INT (ti), i ∈ {1, 2}
in (MR−−({(b ∨ b′, c+ c′) | (b, c) ∈ V1, (b′, c′) ∈ V2}),
MR+−({(b ∨ b′, c+ c′) | (b, c) ∈W1, (b′, c′) ∈W2}))
(Case-or)
INT (&¬(t)) = let (V,W ) = INT (t)
in (MR−−({(¬b, c) | (b, c) ∈W}),
MR+−({(¬b, c) | (b, c) ∈ V })) (Case-neg)
INT (&∼(t)) = let (V,W ) = INT (t)
in (MR−−({(¬b, c) | (b, c) ∈W}),
MR+−({(¬b, c) | (b, c) ∈ V })) (Case-change)
INT (&true) = ({(tt , 0)}, {(tt , 0)}) (Case-tt)
INT (&false) = ({(ff , 0)}, {(ff , 0)}) (Case-ff)
where a, b ∈ Actp, d ∈ Acto, c(a) = 2 and c(b) = 1, we see that the two evalua-
tion techniques lead to different results. The semantic evaluation gives the re-
sult M(t, yield(t)) = ({(ff, 0)}, {(ff, 0), (tt, 2)}), while the algorithmic evaluation
(presented in Figure. 4.2) gives the result INT(t) = ({(ff, 0)}, {(ff, 0), (tt, 3)}).
Again, to show the equivalence of the two evaluation we restrict to linear
trees, i.e., trees where no action occurs twice (for any player).
Theorem 4.4 Let t ∈ Tree be a linear attack-defence tree. Then
M (t , yield(t)) = INT (t)
We measure complexity of the two evaluation methods by calculating the
number of set operations. The semantic evaluation is exponential, while the
algorithmic evaluation is linear and hence presents a dramatic improvement in
the case of linear trees.
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∧
MR−− : {(ff , 0)}
MR+− : {(ff , 0), (tt , 3)}
∨
MR−− : {(ff , 0)}
MR+− : {(ff , 0), (tt , 1)}
∨
MR−− : {(tt , 0)}
MR+− : {(ff , 0), (tt , 2)}
a
MR−− : {(ff , 0)}
MR+− : {(ff , 0), (tt , 2)}
b
MR−− : {(ff , 0)}
MR+− : {(ff , 0), (tt , 1)}
a
MR−− : {(ff , 0)}
MR+− : {(ff , 0), (tt , 2)}
∼
MR−− : {(tt , 0)}
MR+− : {(ff , 0)}
d
MR−− : {(tt , 0)}
MR+− : {(ff , 0)}
Figure 4.2: The Boolean algorithmic evaluation with cost of the attack tree
t = &∧(&∨(a, b),&∨(a,&∼(d))).
4.2.2 Cost in the Probabilistic Case
In the following we briefly generalise our development to the probabilistic set-
ting, concentrating on the differences with respect to the Boolean setting.
Note, that the same observation regarding the cost to the proponent and to
the opponent applies. Here we consider the set D = [0, 1] × Q≥0. The cost is
integrated to the basic actions in the same way. Thus, to extend the probabilistic
model with costs, we assume that each basic action of the proponent player
a ∈ Actp has two associated costs, 0 in case of not performing a, and c(a) in
case of performing a. We set both costs of the opponent’s actions equal to 0.
As in the previous case, by considering probability and cost and focusing on
maximising the first while minimising the other, we face a multi-parameter op-
timisation problem with conflicting objectives. Similarly to the Boolean setting,
we provide two evaluation techniques based on Pareto efficiency by considering
the functions MR−− and MR+−. We compute the set of Pareto-efficient solu-
tions for answering questions such as “What is the maximum probability and
the minimum cost of an attack?”.
The semantic evaluation M (t,A) of an attack-defence tree t ∈ Treep and a
given set A is illustrated in Table 4.9. The evaluation follows the corresponding
one for the Boolean case, described in the Sect. 4.2.1. The only difference is
that the tree t is evaluated over the Boolean assignments by considering the
probabilistic analysis P[[t]] instead of the Boolean one B[[t]] (and considering the
corresponding probabilistic values for each action). The result of the evaluation
is the pair of sets MR−− and MR+−, corresponding to the set of Pareto-efficient
solutions.
The algorithmic evaluation INT (t) for a tree t ∈ Treep is given in Table 4.10.
It traverses the tree from the leaves to the root according to the rules presented
in the table. The rules follow the corresponding ones of the Boolean setting.
Analogously to the previous section, we shall restrict to linear trees in order
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Table 4.9: The probabilistic semantic evaluation of an attack-defence tree with
cost.
M (t ,A) = (MR−−({ (fmp1 (t), bp) | cost(mp,A) ≤ bp}),
MR+−({ (fmp2 (t), bp) | cost(mp,A) ≤ bp}))
fmp1 (t) = max{P[[t]](mp,mo) | mo Boolean assignment}
fmp2 (t) = min{P[[t]](mp,mo) | mo Boolean assignment}
cost(mp,A) =
∑
a∈A
{
0, if mp(a) = ff
c(a), if mp(a) = tt
to show the equivalence of the two evaluations.
Theorem 4.5 Let t ∈ Tree be a linear attack-defence tree. Then
M (t , yield(t)) = INT (t)
Again, a syntactic restriction allows to develop a sound evaluation technique
that is linear in the size of the tree as opposed to the exponential complexity
that characterises the general case.
Example. Consider the linear attack-defence tree t presented in Figure 4.1.
Table 4.6 lists possible values for probability and cost for basic actions.
In order to detect the attacks with maximum probability of success and min-
imum cost, we apply the algorithmic evaluation. The details of the computation
are presented in Appendix D.2, while at the root we obtain:
INT (t) = ({(0, 0)}, {(0, 0), (0.1, 50), (0.18, 70), (0.26, 120), (0.7, 150),
(0.73, 200), (0.75, 220), (0.78, 270), (0.91, 310), (0.92, 360),
(0.93, 430), (0.95, 490), (0.96, 540), (0.97, 695)})
The overall result of the evaluation, i.e., the set of efficient solutions for the
goal representing the Pareto frontier of the problem, is displayed in Figure 4.3.
The probability of successful attacks ranges from 0 to 0.97 and the corresponding
cost ranges from 0 to 695. We can conclude that the system under study is (p,c)-
vulnerable for all the incomparable pairs in the Pareto frontier. In particular,
the attack is not attainable trivially (all pairs with probability greater than zero
require a cost greater than zero).
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Table 4.10: The probabilistic algorithmic evaluation of an attack-defence tree
with cost.
INT (a) =

(MR−−({(p1(a), 0), (p2(a), c(a))}),
MR+−({(p1(a), 0), (p2(a), c(a))})) if a ∈ Actp
(MR−−({(p2(a), 0)}),MR+−({(p1(a), 0)})) if a ∈ Acto
INT (&∧(t1, t2)) = let (Vi,Wi) = INT (ti), i ∈ {1, 2}
in (MR−−({(p · p′, c+ c′) | (p, c) ∈ V1, (p′, c′) ∈ V2}),
MR+−({(p · p′, c+ c′) | (p, c) ∈W1, (p′, c′) ∈W2}))
INT (&∨(t1, t2)) = let (Vi,Wi) = INT (ti), i ∈ {1, 2}
in (MR−−({(1− (1− p)(1− p′), c+ c′) |
(p, c) ∈ V1, (p′, c′) ∈ V2}),
MR+−({(1− (1− p)(1− p′), c+ c′) |
(p, c) ∈W1, (p′, c′) ∈W2}))
INT (&¬(t)) = let (V,W ) = INT (t)
in (MR−−({(1− p, c) | (p, c) ∈W}),
MR+−({(1− p, c) | (p, c) ∈ V }))
INT (&∼(t)) = let (V,W ) = INT (t)
in (MR−−({(1− p, c) | (p, c) ∈W}),
MR+−({(1− p, c) | (p, c) ∈ V }))
INT (&true) = ({(1, 0)}, {(1, 0)})
INT (&false) = ({(0, 0)}, {(0, 0)})
4.3 Attack-Defence Trees with Multiple Costs
In this section we extend the model to deal with multiple costs for basic actions.
Observing that the Boolean setting is a special case of the probabilistic one, in
the following we describe the extended model only in the probabilistic setting,
focusing on the extensions with respect to a single cost model. The developments
retrace those for the model of attack trees presented in Sect. 3.3.
We consider the set D = [0, 1] × Qn≥0. We assume that each basic action of
the proponent a ∈ Actp has two vectors of n associated costs: a vector of 0’s in
case of not performing a, and a vector γ : Actp → Qn≥0 in case of performing
a. We denote γ = (c1(a), · · · , cn(a)), ci : Actp → Q≥0, i ∈ [1, n]. Here as well,
when adding costs we resort to point-wise summation of vectors. We set the
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Figure 4.3: Pareto-efficient solutions for the attack-defence tree t.
cost of the opponent’s actions to vectors of 0’s.
The functions MR−− and MR+− are extended as in Sect. 3.3 by introducing
polarity modifications of the comparison operators as follows: w+ is w, =+ is
=, w− is v and =− is <. The sign “+” corresponds to the maximisation of the
parameters and keeps the operator as it is, while the sign “−” corresponds to
the minimisation of the parameters, therefore it changes the operator.
We define a general frontier function, where si ∈ {+,−} and Z ⊆ D, as
follows:
MRs0,··· ,sn(Z) = {(x0, · · · , xn) ∈ Z | ∀(x′0, · · · , x′n) ∈ Z :
x′0 ws0 x0 ∧ · · · ∧ x′n wsn xn ⇒ x′0 = x0 ∧ · · · ∧ x′n = xn}
= {(x0, · · · , xn) ∈ Z | ∀(x′0, · · · , x′n) ∈ Z :
((x0 ws0 x′0) ∨ (x1 =s1 x′1) ∨ · · · ∨ (xn =sn x′n)) ∧ · · ·
· · · ∧ ((x0 =s0 x′0) ∨ (x1 =s1 x′1) ∨ · · · ∨ (xn wsn x′n))}
As in Sect. 3.3, the function MRs0,··· ,sn computes the efficient solutions
for multiple parameters by maximising the parameter values if si = + and
minimising it if si = −. Each wsi is in fact a total order (on [0,1] or Q≥0) and
hence ¬(x′i wsi xi) is equivalent to xi =si x′i. Observe that with this notation
we get MR−− when we take n = 1 and s0 = s1 = −, and we get MR+− when
we take n− 1 and s0 = +, s1 = −.
The definitions of the semantic evaluation M ∗ and algorithmic evaluations
INT ∗ closely follow that of the corresponding ones in Sects. 4.2 and 3.3. The
two evaluations are given in Table 4.11 and 4.12, respectively.
We show the equivalence of two evaluation techniques by restricting to linear
trees.
Theorem 4.6 Let t ∈ Tree be a linear attack-defence tree. Then
M ∗(t, yield(t)) = INT ∗(t)
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Table 4.11: The probabilistic semantic evaluation of a tree with multiple cost.
M ∗(t ,A) = (MR−−···−({ (fmp1 (t), b1p, · · · , bnp ) | costi(mp,A) ≤ bip}),
MR+−···−({ (fmp2 (t), b1p, · · · , bnp ) | costi(mp,A) ≤ bip}))
fmp1 (t) = max{P[[t]](mp,mo) | mo Boolean assignment}
fmp2 (t) = min{P[[t]](mp,mo) | mo Boolean assignment}
costi(mp,A) =
∑
a∈A
{
0, if mp(a) = ff
ci(a), if mp(a) = tt
4.4 Concluding Remarks
The growing centrality of technology requires a thorough investigation of the
security properties of complex systems with respect to cyber and physical at-
tacks, as well as consideration of possible defences undertaken to counter such
attacks.
Attack-defence trees are a useful tool to study attack-defence scenarios and
present the interaction between an attacker and a defender in an intuitive way.
Moreover, such models are relied on to develop quantitative analyses of attacks
and defences. Many evaluation methods consider one-parameter trees or analyse
multi-parameter trees focusing on one specific aspect of the scenario, such as
probability of success or cost. Nonetheless, in case of multi-parameter models,
conflicting objectives may lead to incomparable values, which require to optimise
all parameters at once on pain of computing sub-optimal solutions.
In order to tackle this issue, we have presented evaluation techniques for
multi-parameter attack-defence trees that optimise all parameters at once, lev-
ering the concept of Pareto efficiency. Our developments have been carried out
extending the language-based formalism of Ch. 3 to attack-defence trees, intro-
ducing a novel operator for player alternation. In the extended language, the
interaction between an attacker and a defender is made explicit by associating a
player to each node thanks to a simple type system. We have called proponent
the player at the root and opponent the other player.
We have extended the analyses first introduced in Ch. 3 on attack trees
to analyse attack-defence scenarios, investigating aspects such as the feasibility
and the cost of an attack or a defence. For each case we have illustrated the
natural semantic evaluation technique as well as an algorithmic evaluation which
enjoys a dramatic improvement in complexity, and we have proven under which
conditions the latter can be relied on in place of the former. Both methods
characterise the goal of the scenario with a set of Pareto-efficient solutions.
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Table 4.12: The probabilistic algorithmic evaluation of a tree with multiple
cost.
INT ∗(a) =

(MR−−···−({(p1(a), 0, · · · , 0), (p2(a), c1(a), · · · , cn(a))}),
MR+−···−({(p1(a), 0, · · · , 0), (p2(a), c1(a), · · · , cn(a))}))
if a ∈ Actp
(MR−−···−({(p2(a), 0, · · · , 0)}),
MR+−···−({(p1(a), 0, · · · , 0)}))
if a ∈ Acto
INT ∗(&∧(t1, t2)) = let (Vi,Wi) = INT (ti), i ∈ {1, 2}
in (MR−−···−({(p · p′, c1 + c′1, · · · , cn + c′n) |
(p, c1, · · · , cn) ∈ V1, (p′, c′1, · · · , c′n) ∈ V2}),
MR+−···−({(p · p′, c1 + c′1, · · · , cn + c′n) |
(p, c1, · · · , cn) ∈W1, (p′, c′1, · · · , c′n) ∈W2}))
INT ∗(&∨(t1, t2)) = let (Vi,Wi) = INT (ti), i ∈ {1, 2}
in (MR−−···−({(1− (1− p)(1− p′), c1 + c′1, · · · , cn + c′n) |
(p, c1, · · · , cn) ∈ V1, (p′, c′1, · · · , c′n) ∈ V2}),
MR+−···−({(1− (1− p)(1− p′), c1 + c′1, · · · , cn + c′n) |
(p, c1, · · · , cn) ∈W1, (p′, c′1, · · · , c′n) ∈W2}))
INT ∗(&¬(t)) = let (V,W ) = INT (t)
in (MR−−···−({(1− p, c1, · · · , cn) | (p, c1, · · · , cn) ∈W}),
MR+−···−({(1− p, c1, · · · , cn) | (p, c1, · · · , cn) ∈ V }))
INT ∗(&∼(t)) = let (V,W ) = INT (t)
in (MR−−···−({(1− p, c1, · · · , cn) | (p, c1, · · · , cn) ∈W}),
MR+−···−({(1− p, c1, · · · , cn) | (p, c1, · · · , cn) ∈ V }))
INT ∗(&true) = ({(1, 0, · · · , 0)}, {(1, 0, · · · , 0)})
INT ∗(&false) = ({(0, 0, · · · , 0)}, {(0, 0, · · · , 0)})
Our current methods focus on the players independently: for evaluating the
cost of the proponent p, we set the cost of the opponent to 0 and assign a budget
to p. In future work, it would be interesting to investigate the extension of the
model with a budget for the opponent, so as to compute the optimal solutions
for both players at once.
We have now concluded Part I where we approached the challenge of attack
and attack-defence trees analysis improving on the literature but remaining in
the realm of direct evaluation of tree-like objects. In the remainder of the disser-
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tation we shall instead explore the connection between attack and attack-defence
trees and stochastic models, moving from a static to a dynamic perspective on
the problem of security.
Part II
From Attack-Defence Trees to
Security Games
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Formal graphical models help identify and understand the security threats
to system and to study the possible countermeasures. In the previous part we
studied two such approaches, namely attack trees and attack-defence trees, and
proposed evaluation techniques that address multi-parameter optimisation of
objectives such as probability and cost. The techniques we developed for attack
trees and attack-defence trees optimise all parameters at once and compute the
set of optimal solutions, levering the concept of Pareto efficiency.
Attack-defence scenarios, illustrated through attack-defence trees, can be
seen as the interaction between two players, an attacker and a defender, where
the players compete with each other for achieving conflicting objectives. In this
part of the work we look into attack-defence scenarios from this perspective and
explore the relation between attack-defence trees and games in the stochastic
domain. A game-theoretic approach to the analysis of attack-defence trees al-
lows to reap the benefits of the great many developments in the area of game
model checking.
The probabilistic features of many scenarios and the competitive behaviour
of attackers and defenders make it natural to model attack-defence scenarios
as Stochastic Two-player Games. We define a translation from attack-defence
trees to STGs and use automated verification techniques such as probabilis-
tic model checking for evaluating security properties and computing optimal
attack and defence strategies to the players. In order to express the dependen-
cies between attacker and defender actions we introduce sequential operators
in attack-defence trees, extending our formalism. This allows to handle the
situations when the choices of players may depend on the history of the game.
We investigate probability and expected cost-related properties of a scenario
and use Probabilistic Alternating-Time Temporal Logic with Rewards (rPATL)
to express security properties. rPATL allows to specify quantitative properties
and reason about the strategies available to the competing players. To support
the modelling and verification of stochastic multi-player games we rely on the
model checker PRISM-games.
Finally, we discuss an extension of our approach for analysing properties with
multiple objectives. We consider multi-objective probabilistic model checking for
stochastic games, which allows to verify multiple, conflicting objectives such as
probability and expected cost. This is a key contribution in our approach to
analysing attack-defence trees, as we have stressed throughout Part I. Observe
that in Part I we always dealt with the exact cost of an attack, defined as the
sum of the costs of the actions leading to the goal. On the other hand, the lit-
erature on stochastic model checking focuses on expected reward, weighing costs
by the probability of incurring them. However, it is not clear how to compare
an expected cost to a fixed budget available to a player. We will investigate in
Part III how to overcome this limitation.
The organisation of this part is as follows. Chapter 5 provides background
material on stochastic systems and the logics used in subsequent chapters. We
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present our formalism for attack-defence trees, the proposed translation from
trees to STGs, as well as the evaluation of security properties and synthesis of
strategies in Ch. 6.
Chapter 5
Preliminaries: Probabilistic
Models
This chapter aims at introducing necessary preliminaries on the probabilistic
models used in Ch. 6 and Ch. 7. In particular, it presents Discrete-Time Markov
Chains and Stochastic Two-player Games, as well as their analysis by means of
probabilistic model checking.
5.1 Probabilistic Models
Probability is an important component for modelling unreliable and unpre-
dictable system behaviour, for example fault-tolerant systems or communication
networks. Many real-life systems have a stochastic nature, such as probabilistic
protocols or randomised distributed systems. In order to express random and
unpredictable behaviour, the models are annotated with information about the
probability of the occurrence of events. In this part of the work we consider two
probabilistic models: Discrete-Time Markov Chains (DTMCs), that represent
purely probabilistic behaviour, and Stochastic Two-player Games (STGs), that
model probabilistic systems embedding competitive behaviour.
The chapter is organised as follows. We begin in Sect. 5.1.1 with a brief back-
ground material on DTMCs. In Sect. 5.1.2 we give an overview of STGs and
related concepts. Model checking DTMCs and games is discussed in Sects. 5.2.1
and 5.2.2, respectively. Finally, Sect. 5.3 presents the model checker PRISM. For
a thorough treatment of the topic the reader is referred to [BK08, Ch.10] [KNP07,
CFK+13a].
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5.1.1 Discrete Time Markov Chains
Discrete-Time Markov Chains model the probabilistic behaviour of the system.
In DTMCs the probability of making a transition from one state to another
depends only on the current state and not on any past states, that is, the
system is memoryless.
Definition 5.1 (DTMC) A Discrete-Time Markov Chain is a tuple D =
(S, s0, P,AP,L), where:
• S is a finite, non-empty set of states;
• s0 ∈ S is the initial state;
• P : S × S → [0, 1] is a transition probability function such that for all
states s ∈ S, ∑s′∈S P (s, s′) = 1;
• AP is a set of atomic propositions; and
• L : S → 2AP is a labelling function.
The transition probability function indicates the probability P (s, s′) of mov-
ing from state s to state s′ in a single transition. It is required that
∑
s′∈S P (s, s
′) =
1 for all state s ∈ S, thus terminating states are modelled by adding a self-loop.
The function P can be viewed as the matrix (P (s, s′))s,s′∈S , where each element
P (s, s′) gives the probability of moving from s to s′. The labelling function L
maps each state s to a set of atomic propositions.
A path through a DTMC is a sequence of states pi = s0s1 · · · where si ∈ S
and P (si, si+1) > 0 for all i ≥ 0. A path can be infinite or finite. The sets of all
infinite and finite paths starting in a state s are denoted by Paths and Pathfins ,
respectively. The i-th state of the path is denoted by pi[i].
Reasoning about quantitative properties of a DTMC requires determining
the probabilities that certain paths are taken. This is done by defining a proba-
bility measure Prs over the set of infinite paths Paths based on σ-algebra. For
more details we refer the reader to [BK08, Ch.10].
In addition to the probability, DTMCs can be augmented with reward struc-
tures of the form r : S×S → Q≥0, which map each transition to a non-negative
rational number. In our work we use reward as a mechanism to model costs
associated with performing an action, i.e., with taking a transition.
5.1.2 Stochastic Two-Player Games
Systems with both probabilistic and competitive behaviour can be modelled
as stochastic games. In this dissertation, we consider Stochastic Two-player
Games for modelling the interaction between the attacker and the defender of
an attack-defence scenario.
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Definition 5.2 (STG) A Stochastic Two-player Game is a tuple G = (Π, S,
s0, α, (SA, SD, SP , S}), P, T,AP,L), where:
• Π = {A,D} is a set of players;
• S = SA unionmulti SD unionmulti SP unionmulti S} is a finite set of states, partitioned into attacker
states (SA), defender states (SD), probabilistic states (SP ) and final states
(S});
• s0 ∈ S is the initial state;
• α is a finite, non-empty set of actions;
• P : SP × S → [0, 1] is a probabilistic transition function such that for all
probabilistic states s ∈ SP
∑
s′∈S P (s, s
′) = 1;
• T : (SA ∪ SD)× α→ S is a transition function;
• AP is a set of atomic propositions; and
• L : S → 2AP is a labelling function.
An STG has two players, which we fix as A (attacker) and D (defender).
Each player controls a subset of the states: A chooses between available actions
a ∈ α in states s ∈ SA, while D does so for states s ∈ SD. The choice between
outgoing transitions in probabilistic states s ∈ SP is made probabilistically,
applying the probabilistic transition function P . States in S} are terminating
and have no transitions. As for DTMCs, paths are (finite or infinite) sequences
of connected states. The sets of all infinite and finite paths starting in state s
are denoted by Paths and Pathfins , respectively.
Strategy. A strategy for player i ∈ Π is a function σi : S∗Si → Dist(α), where
Dist(α) is the set of discrete probability distributions over α. Informally, the
strategy resolves the choice of actions for the player during their turns, based
on the previous history of the STG. A strategy σi is memoryless if for any
pi, pi′ ∈ S∗ and s ∈ Si, σi(pis) = σi(pi′s) = σi(s). A strategy is deterministic if it
always selects actions with probability 1, and randomised otherwise. The set of
all strategies for player i is denoted Σi. The strategies for both players form a
strategy profile σ = σA, σD. A probability measure Prσs under a strategy profile
σ is defined in the standard way, similarly to DTMC.
Given a strategy profile σ = σA, σD, the resulting behaviour of the STG
is represented by the induced DTMC, from which we can obtain a probability
measure Prσs over Paths. If the strategies are both memoryless, the induced
DTMC has the same state space S as the STG.
Definition 5.3 (Induced DTMC) Let G = (Π, S, s0, α, (SA, SD, SP , S}),
P, T,AP,L) be an STG and σA, σD memoryless strategies on G. The DTMC
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Dσ = (S, Pσ, s0, AP, L) induced by strategy profile σ = σA, σD on G has Pσ as
probabilistic transition function, defined by
Pσ(s, s
′) =

1 if s ∈ SA ∧ T (s, σA(s)) = s′
1 if s ∈ SD ∧ T (s, σD(s)) = s′
P (s, s′) if s ∈ SP
1 if s ∈ S} ∧ s = s′
0 otherwise
Like for DTMCs, we also consider reward structures. For an STG, these
take the form rA : SA × α → Q≥0 and rD : SD × α → Q≥0, annotating the
transitions controlled by the attacker and defender, respectively.
5.2 Probabilistic Model Checking
Probabilistic model checking provides automated analysis of quantitative prop-
erties, formally specified in temporal logic, against various probabilistic models,
including DTMCs and STGs.
For expressing the properties of DTMCs Probabilistic Computation Tree
Logic (PCTL) and its extensions with cost operator are used, while Probabilistic
Alternating-Time Temporal Logic with Rewards (rPATL) is used as specification
language for STGs.
In this section, we provide a brief overview of PCTL and its extension with
rewards, and rPATL, while omitting the respective model checking algorithm.
We refer the reader to [HJ94, KNP07, CFK+13a] for a more in-depth coverage
of the topic.
5.2.1 PCTL and Model Checking DTMCs
Syntax. Probabilistic Computation Tree Logic is a branching-time temporal
logic, based on the temporal logic CTL.
Definition 5.4 (PCTL Syntax) The syntax of PCTL is defined as fol-
lows:
φ ::= true | a | ¬φ | φ1 ∧ φ2 | P./p(ψ)
ψ ::= Xφ | φ1Uφ2
where a ∈ AP is an atomic proposition, ./∈ {≥, >,≤, <}, and p ∈ Q ∩ [0, 1].
Note that atomic proposition a must be taken from the set AP of a proba-
bilistic model for which the formula is specified.
A formula defined in PCTL can be either a state formula φ evaluated over
states, or a path formula ψ evaluated over paths. State formulae are used to
express the properties of the model, while path formulae are used only as the
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parameter of the probabilistic operator P . Intuitively, a state s satisfies P./p(ψ)
if the probability that the formula ψ holds on the paths from s satisfies ./ p.
Path formulae are constructed with the operators next and until, denoted by
X and U , respectively. The formula Xφ is true on a path pi if φ is true on the
second state pi[1] of the path. The formula φ1Uφ2 is true on a path pi if φ2 is
true on the j-th state pi[j − 1] of the path and φ1 is true up until the j-th state.
A number of additional operators can be derived based on the syntax of
PCTL. In particular, well-known logical equivalences such as:
false ≡ ¬true
φ1 ∨ φ2 ≡ ¬(¬φ1 ∧ ¬φ2)
Moreover, the path operator U allows to derive the new path operator eventually,
denoted by F , as follows:
Fφ ≡ true U φ
Intuitively, the formula Fφ means that φ will be eventually satisfied.
Semantics. For a DTMC D, s |= φ denotes that a state s ∈ S satisfies the
state formula φ. Similarly, for a path pi and a path formula ψ, pi |= ψ states
that pi satisfies ψ.
Definition 5.5 (PCTL Semantics) LetD = (S, s0, P,AP,L) be a DTMC.
For a state s ∈ S the satisfaction relation |= of PCTL is defined inductively by:
s |= true ∀s ∈ S
s |= a iff a ∈ L(s)
s |= ¬φ iff s 2 φ
s |= φ1 ∧ φ2 iff s |= φ1 and s |= φ2
s |= P./p(ψ) iff Prs(ψ) ./ p
where Prs(ψ) = Prs({pi ∈ Paths | pi |= ψ}), and for a path pi in D:
pi |= Xφ iff pi[1] |= φ
pi |= φ1Uφ2 iff ∃j ≥ 0 : pi[j] |= φ2 ∧ (0 ≤ k < j : pi[k] |= φ1)
Extension of PCTL with rewards. The logic PCTL is extended with the
reward operator E, which allows to specify reward-related properties such as “is
the expected reward of a successful attack at most 500?”.
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Definition 5.6 (rPCTL Syntax) The syntax of rPCTL is defined as
follows:
φ ::= true | a | ¬φ | φ1 ∧ φ2 | P./p(ψ) | Er./x(Fφ)
ψ ::= Xφ | φ1Uφ2
where x ∈ Q≥0 and r : S × S → Q≥0 is a reward structure.
The expected reward operator E is used to evaluate the expected cost of
reaching a state that satisfies φ. Intuitively, a state s satisfies Er./x(Fφ) if the
overall expected cumulative reward before reaching a state satisfying φ fulfils
./ x.
For D = (S, s0, P,AP,L) and a state s ∈ S the semantics of the expected
reward operator is defined as follows:
s |= Er./x(Fφ) iff Exps(ZrFφ) ./ x
where Exps(ZrFφ) denotes the expectation of the random variable Z
r
Fφ : Paths →
Q≥0 with respect to the probability measure Prσs , and for a path pi ∈ Paths
ZrFφ(pi) =
{ ∞ if pi[i] 2 φ for all i ∈ N∑min{j|pi[j]|=φ}−1
i=0 r(pi[i]) otherwise
Quantitative extension of PCTL. PCTL allows to verify whether or not
the probability with which a path formula is satisfied meets the bound p. How-
ever, it is possible also to compute the actual probability of a path formula being
satisfied, since the model checking algorithm computes the actual probability
first and then compares it with the bound. Formally, we will write P=?(ψ). The
same holds for the expected reward operator, where we can compute the actual
expected value with the formula Er=?(Fφ).
5.2.2 rPATL and Model Checking Games
Syntax. Alternating-Time Temporal Logic with Rewards is an extension of
Alternating Temporal Logic (ATL). It combines the logic rPCTL with the tem-
poral logic ATL that allows to express probabilistic properties for given coali-
tions of players.
Definition 5.7 (rPATL Syntax) The syntax of rPATL is:
φ ::= true | a | ¬φ | φ1 ∧ φ2 | 〈〈C〉〉P./p(ψ) | 〈〈C〉〉Er./x(F ∗φ)
ψ ::= Xφ | φ1Uφ2
where a ∈ AP is an atomic proposition, C ⊆ Π is a set of players, ./ ∈ {≥, >
,≤, <}, p ∈ Q ∩ [0, 1], x ∈ Q≥0, r is a reward structure and ∗ ∈ {0,∞, c}.
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The coalition operator 〈〈C〉〉φ means that the coalition of the players C ⊆ Π
has a strategy to satisfy φ, regardless of the strategies of the players in Π\C. In
our setting, C is either {A} or {D} (in our case this is an exclusive or).
A formula can be either a state formula φ or a path formula ψ. Atomic propo-
sitions and logical connectives have the same meaning as in rPCTL. Similarly
to rPCTL, the operators for building path formulae are next and until, denoted
by X and U . The operator eventually is defined as in PCTL by Fφ ≡ true U φ.
Intuitively, the formula 〈〈C〉〉P./p(ψ) means that the coalition of players C has
a strategy which can ensure that the probability of ψ being satisfied is in the
interval specified by ./ p, regardless of the strategies of the other players. An
example formula is 〈〈A〉〉P≥0.1(F success), which is true if the attacker has a
strategy that guarantees to reach a state labelled with success (e.g., denoting a
successful attack), regardless of the strategy of the defender.
The operator E allows to reason about expected cumulative reward until a
state satisfying φ is reached. The parameter ∗ specifies the result if φ is not
reached. In the developments of Ch. 6 we fix ∗ = ∞. Intuitively, the formula
〈〈C〉〉Er./x(F ∗φ) means that the coalition of players C has a strategy which can
ensure that the expected reward before reaching a state satisfying φ is in the
interval specified by ./ x, regardless of the strategies of the other players.
Semantics. As with PCTL, s |= φ indicates that the state s satisfies the state
formula φ, and pi |= ψ indicates that the path pi satisfies the path formula ψ.
Definition 5.8 (rPATL Semantics) Given a game G and a state s the
satisfaction relation |= of rPATL is defined inductively by:
s |= true ∀s ∈ S
s |= a iff a ∈ L(s)
s |= ¬φ iff s 2 φ
s |= φ1 ∧ φ2 iff s |= φ1 and s |= φ2
s |= 〈〈C〉〉P./p(ψ) iff ∃σC ∈ ΣC such that ∀σΠ\C ∈ ΣΠ\C :
Pr
σC ,σΠ\C
s (ψ) ./ p
s |= 〈〈C〉〉Er./x(F ∗φ) iff ∃σC ∈ ΣC such that ∀σΠ\C ∈ ΣΠ\C :
Exp
σC ,σΠ\C
s (rew(r, ∗, Sat(φ))) ./ x
where PrσC ,σΠ\Cs (ψ) = Pr
σC ,σΠ\C
s {pi ∈ Paths | pi |= ψ} and ExpσC ,σΠ\Cs (rew(r, ∗, Sat(φ)))
denotes the expectation of the reward function rew(r, ∗, T ) : Paths → Q≥0 un-
der schedulers σC , σΠ\C with respect to the probability measure Pr
σC ,σΠ\C
s , and
for a path pi:
rew(r, ∗, T )(pi) =
{
g(∗) if pi[i] 2 φ for all i ∈ N∑min{j|pi[j]|=φ}−1
i=0 r(pi[i]) otherwise
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where g(∗) = ∗ if ∗ ∈ {0,∞} and g(∗) = ∑i∈N r(pi[i]) if ∗ = c.
For a path pi, the satisfaction relation is defined by:
pi |= Xφ iff pi[1] |= φ
pi |= φ1Ukφ2 iff ∃j ≤ k : pi[j] |= φ2 ∧ (0 ≤ i < j : pi[i] |= φ1)
pi |= φ1Uφ2 iff ∃j ≥ 0 : pi[j] |= φ2 ∧ (0 ≤ i < j : pi[i] |= φ1)
Quantitative extension of rPATL. The rPATL operators defined above
are qualitative ones, meaning that the operators verify whether or not the
given bound is satisfied. The logic can be extended with quantitative opera-
tors that return numerical values. For the probabilistic computation the for-
mulae 〈〈C〉〉Pmin=?(ψ) and 〈〈C〉〉Pmax=?(ψ) compute the minimum and the max-
imum probabilities of ψ being satisfied, respectively. Similarly, the formulae
〈〈C〉〉Ermin=?(F ∗φ) and 〈〈C〉〉Ermax=?(F ∗φ) compute the minimum and the max-
imum expected reward, respectively.
5.3 PRISM and PRISM-Games
The probabilistic symbolic model checker PRISM [KNP11] is a tool for for-
mal modelling and analysis of systems with probabilistic and nondeterministic
behaviour.
PRISM provides support for various Markov models such as Discrete- and
Continues-Time Markov Chains and Markov Decision Processes. The model
checking techniques for such models are implemented in PRISM, allowing to
analyse a wide range of qualitative and quantitative properties. The language
used for specifying properties includes various temporal logics such as PCTL,
CSL, LTL, as well as extensions for quantitative specifications and rewards.
The tool has been widely used to analyse systems from many application do-
mains, e.g., security protocols, wireless communication protocols, randomised
distributed algorithms and biological systems.
The model checker PRISM has been extended to support the modelling
and analysis of systems with competitive or cooperative behaviour. PRISM-
games [KPW16] is a model checking tool for verification and strategy synthesis
for stochastic multi-player games. The tool supports the probabilistic model
checking algorithm for the logic rPATL.
PRISM-games supports verification of multi-objective properties expressed
as a Boolean combination of reward-based objectives. Moreover, the tool can
compute and display a Pareto curve in case of conflicting objectives.
The interested reader is referred to [KNP11, KPW16, PRI] for a more in-
depth coverage of PRISM and PRISM-games.
Chapter 6
Quantitative Verification
and Synthesis of
Attack-Defence Scenarios
So far we have studied the evaluation of attack-defence scenarios through attack-
defence trees. We shall now focus on the competitive behaviour of the attacker
and the defender, and explore the relation between attack-defence trees and
Stochastic Two-player Games.
In this chapter, we propose a novel framework for the formal analysis of
quantitative properties of attack-defence scenarios using an extension of attack-
defence trees. We allow the trees to incorporate information about the temporal
ordering of some actions or sub-goals. We then propose a novel class of at-
tack/defence strategies that incorporate dependencies, allowing decisions about
which actions are taken by the attacker or defender to be based on which actions
have been taken earlier and the outcomes of those actions.
Formally, these strategies are defined as decision trees. For an attack-defence
scenario, modelled as an attack-defence tree, and specific strategies for both the
attacker and defender, we give a semantics defining the resulting behaviour. We
allow attack-defence trees to be annotated with the probability of success or
failure of individual basic actions, so the semantics takes the form of a Markov
model, more precisely a Discrete-Time Markov Chain.
In order to formally analyse attack-defence scenarios modelled in this way,
we employ quantitative verification techniques, in particular probabilistic model
checking.
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For attack-defence trees, it is natural to model the interactions between at-
tacker and defender as a two-player game. So, in our setting, where quantitative
and probabilistic aspects are essential, we use STGs, building upon the proba-
bilistic model checking techniques for stochastic games, and implemented in the
PRISM-games model checking tool.
This approach uses the temporal logic rPATL, introduced in Ch. 5. rPATL
allows us to explicitly reason about the strategies available to the competing
players, and provides a variety of operators to specify quantitative properties of
these strategies relating to the probability of certain events occurring, or a cost
or reward measure associated with them.
Probabilistic model checking of rPATL on stochastic games allows us to
take two distinct approaches to the analysis of an attack-defence scenario: we
can verify security properties of them (e.g., “whatever the attacker does, the
defender can always guarantee that the probability of a successful attack is
at most 0.001”); or we can synthesise strategies for a player with respect to
some goal (e.g., “what strategy for the attacker maximises the probability of a
successful attack, regardless of the actions employed by the defender?”). rPATL
provides expressiveness which goes beyond the standard queries typically used
on attack-defence scenarios [KMS12].
In order to use these game-theoretic verification techniques within our frame-
work, we define a translation from attack-defence trees to STGs. This model
captures the set of all strategies available to the attacker and defender play-
ers, and the resulting (Markov Chain) semantics induced by each pair of such
strategies. Using probabilistic model checking, we can either verify a security
property on this game model, or synthesise a strategy achieving or optimising
a desired property. In the latter case, a player strategy generated from the
stochastic game as a result is then converted into a decision tree for either the
attacker or defender.
Finally, we discuss the evaluation of multi-objective properties in this setting.
We use an extension of the basic rPATL-based approach for multi-objective
probabilistic model checking of stochastic games [CFK+13b]. This allows us
to analyse multiple, conflicting objectives such as probability and expected cost
(e.g., “what strategy minimises the expected cost incurred by the attacker, whilst
guaranteeing a successful attack with probability at least 0.5?”), and also to
compute the Pareto curve associated with the objectives.
We implement our approach and illustrate it on the example of a Radio-
Frequency Identification (RFID) warehouse goods management system, focus-
ing on a fragment of the overall system that includes also the example of
Ch. 4 [BKMS12].
In Sect. 6.1 we present our formalism for attack-defence trees and strategies,
as well as their semantics. In Sect. 6.2 we describe our proposed translation from
attack-defence trees to STGs, and the evaluation of single-objective properties.
The evaluation of STGs with multiple objectives is discussed in Sec. 6.3. The
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Table 6.1: The syntax of attack-defence trees and the type system for defining
well-formed trees.
t ::= nt | &−→∧ (t1, t2) | &−→∨ (t1, t2)
nt ::= a | &∧(nt1, nt2) | &∨(nt1, nt2) | &∼nt | &true | &false
` a : A if a ∈ ActA ` a : D if a ∈ ActD
` t1 : τ ` t2 : τ
` &−→∧ (t1, t2) : τ
` t1 : τ ` t2 : τ
` &−→∨ (t1, t2) : τ
` nt1 : τ ` nt2 : τ
` &∧(nt1, nt2) : τ
` nt1 : τ ` nt2 : τ
` &∨(nt1, nt2) : τ
` nt : τ
` &∼nt : τ ′
τ ′ = τ−1
` &true : τ ` &false : τ
results of the evaluation are discussed on the case study in Sect. 6.4. This
chapter is based on [ANP16].
6.1 Attack-Defence Trees with Sequential Oper-
ators
In this section, we present the key ingredients of our formalism: attack-defence
trees, to represent attack-defence scenarios, and strategies (in the form of de-
cision graphs), to represent the behaviour of the attacker and defender. The
formalism for attack-defence tree is the extension of our formalism presented in
Ch. 4. We start by defining the syntax and terminology for each of these, in
Sect. 6.1.1 and 6.1.2, respectively. Then, in Sect. 6.1.3, we describe their formal
semantics.
6.1.1 Attack-Defence Trees
The abstract syntax of an attack-defence tree is presented in the top part of
Table 6.1, organised into rules for a tree t and a non-sequential tree nt. A tree
is either a leaf or the application of a tree operator to one or two sub-trees. A
leaf a is a basic action of either the attacker or the defender. We denote the
attacker’s and defender’s sets of basic actions by ActA and ActD, respectively.
We assume these are disjoint and write Act = ActA unionmulti ActD for the set of all
basic actions.
Tree operators include conjunction, disjunction and changing player, already
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defined in Ch. 4, as well as two additional operators: sequential conjunction &−→∧
and sequential disjunction &−→∨ . In order to simplify the technical developments,
we require that the sequential operators only occur above the conjunction and
disjunction operators in a tree. Thus, we disallow trees such as &∧(&−→∧ (a, b), c)
for basic actions a, b, c. This is imposed by the division of the syntax into trees
t and non-sequential trees nt.
The sequential variants additionally impose an ordering on the sub-trees.
Sequential conjunction t = &−→∧ (t1, t2) requires that the goals of both t1 and
t2 are achieved and that the former is performed before the latter. Sequential
disjunction t = &−→∨ (t1, t2) similarly requires t1 to be performed before t2 and
that the goal of at least one sub-tree is achieved. Intuitively, in a sequential
disjunction it only makes sense to attempt t2 after failing in achieving t1.
As in Ch. 4, a simple type system enforces the association between players
and nodes, as shown in the second section of Table. 6.1.
Phases. In an attack-defence tree t of the form described above, we associate
each maximal non-sequential sub-tree with a phase. We say that the maximal
non-sequential sub-trees nt1, · · · , ntn divide the tree t into phases p1, · · · , pn,
where any two non-sequential sub-trees are connected with a sequential operator.
Thus, the number of phases in a tree is one more than the number of sequential
operators. We denote by Phases the set of all phases in a tree. We indicate by
Actpi,A and Actpi,D, respectively, the set of attacker and defender basic actions
in phase pi (non-sequential tree nti), and by Actpi the set of all basic actions in
phase pi, i.e., Actpi = Actpi,A unionmultiActpi,D.
Example. Let us introduce an example that we will develop throughout this
chapter. We consider a modified version of a simple scenario borrowed from [KPS14b],
where an attacker wants to infect a computer with a virus. In order to do so, the
attacker needs to put the virus file on the system and only after that execute it.
The attacker can transmit the virus either by sending an e-mail with an attach-
ment or by distributing a USB stick to a user of the system. The defender, on
the other hand, can try to prevent the attack by running an anti-virus program.
Once the virus file is on the computer, the attacker can execute it either directly
or through a third person. The defender can counteract this by restoring the
registry The corresponding attack-defence tree is shown in Figure 6.1, where we
label leaves for ease of reference. The syntactic term corresponding to the full
tree is:
t = &−→∧ (&−→∧ (&∨(se, usb),&∼rav),&∧(ef,&∼rr))
The tree t has three non-sequential sub-trees: t1 = &∨(se, usb), t2 = &∼rav,
and t3 = &∧(ef,&∼rr) and thus three phases.
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on system ∧execute
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Figure 6.1: An example of an attack-defence tree for infecting a computer.
6.1.2 Strategies as Decision Trees
As we have seen in Ch. 4 for the Boolean setting, in the standard model of
attack-defence trees a possible attack (or defence) is a set of basic actions for
one player which will be performed. Given an attack and a defence, the tree
defines the success or failure of these according to the way that the basic actions
are combined within the attack-defence tree (e.g., if the root node belongs to
the attacker, the attack is successful if the tree evaluates to true).
Here, we take a different approach, proposing a more powerful class of strate-
gies for attackers and defenders which can incorporate dependencies on events
that happened previously when deciding which basic action to perform. In
particular, a strategy’s choice can depend on the attempt, success or failure
of another basic action from an earlier phase. We represent these strategies,
for either attacker or defender, by means of decision trees, which illustrate the
relation between phases in an intuitive way.
The abstract syntax of a decision tree d is presented in Table 6.2. We assume
that this defines a strategy for an attack-defence tree with n phases p1, · · · , pn
and, for convenience, we add a “dummy” phase pn+1 denoting the end of the
strategy. In the syntax, dτi represents a strategy (for a sub-tree ti) for player τ
(where τ = A,D) which starts in phase pi. So the root node of a decision tree
is of the form dτ1 .
In phase pi (for 1 ≤ i ≤ n), a decision tree can be either: (i) an action
node B.dτi+1, indicating that player τ performs the (possibly empty) set of basic
actions B ⊆ Actpi,τ in that phase and then proceeds to sub-tree dτi+1; or (ii)
a decision node of the form if(cτi , d′τi , d′′τi ), which branches based on the con-
dition cτi . Once n phases have passed, the decision tree moves to a stop node,
representing the end.
Decision nodes represent conditional dependencies: deciding whether to per-
form some basic actions or to move to another phase can be conditional on events
that have already occurred. For instance, in phase pi, a player may wish to only
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Table 6.2: The syntax of a decision tree.
dτi ::= B.d
τ
i+1 where B ⊆ Actpi,τ cτi ::= a? if τ = A and a ∈ Actpi,D
dτi ::= if(cτi , d′τi , d′′τi ) cτi ::= pj? if 1 ≤ j < i
dτn+1 ::= stop c
τ
i ::= c
′τ
i ∧ c′′τi
cτi ::= c
′τ
i ∨ c′′τi
cτi ::= ¬c′τi
perform an action in the case of a failed attempt at performing some action in
phase pi−1. A decision node consists of a condition cτi and two possible sub-trees,
where execution of the strategy moves to the first sub-tree d′τi if the condition
is true, or the second sub-tree d′′τi otherwise.
Conditions are expressed as Boolean expressions over atomic conditions of
two types, pj? or a?. A condition of the form pj?, in a phase pi decision tree
node (where j < i), asks about the success of an earlier phase. The success of
a phase is determined by an evaluation of the corresponding node of the sub-
tree (more precisely, the root node of the corresponding maximal non-sequential
tree), which we will define more precisely in the next section.
In the case of a decision tree for an attacker strategy (i.e., where τ = A),
we also allow conditions a? that ask whether some defender action a ∈ Actpi,D
was performed within the current phase pi (note that we ask whether it was
attempted, not whether it was successful, since the latter is not yet known). We
do not allow the reverse: where defenders ask about attacker action’s performed
in the same phase. In our work, we assume that the attacker has slightly more
power/information than the defender in this respect, favouring a conservative
approach to verifying the absence of attacks.
The intuition behind the strategy for the players is as follows. In each phase
pi (for 1 ≤ i ≤ n) the attacker can ask about the success of the earlier phases pj
(where j < i), and whether some defender action a ∈ Actpi,D was attempted in
the same phase. Based on the outcome of such queries the attacker chooses the
set of actions B ⊆ Actpi,A to be performed in pi. On the contrary, in each phase
pi (for 1 ≤ i ≤ n) the defender can ask only about the success of the earlier
phases pj (where j < i), and based on the result chooses the set of basic actions
B ∈ Actpi,D to be performed in phase pi. We assume that in each phase the
players always perform a set of basic actions. In case the player has no action in
the current phase we denote it with B = ∅. The phase pi ends when the players
performed the set of actions and the strategy moves to the next phase pi+1.
Graphical representation. The graphical representation of each node in a
strategy is shown in Figure 6.2. A stop node is represented by a black dot,
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(a) stop node
d′
B
(b) action node
pi
d′
d′′
c
T
F
(c) decision node
Figure 6.2: Graphical representation of decision tree nodes.
p1 p2 p3 p4
{se} ∅ p1?∧p2?
T
F
{ef}
∅
Figure 6.3: An attacker strategy for the attack-defence tree of Fig 6.1.
and occurs only as a leaf at the end of the tree (in the last phase pn+1). An
action node B.d′ is represented by a black square with an outgoing edge to the
successor node d′ labelled with the set of performed actions B. A conditional
node if(c, d′, d′′) is drawn as a black diamond. It has an outgoing transition
labelled with the condition c and two transitions, labelled with “T ” (true) and
“F ” (false), corresponding to the “then” and “else” branches of the “if” statement.
In the rightmost node in Figure 6.2 (the decision node), we also illustrate the
use of vertical dashed lines to mark the boundaries of phases.
Example. Figure 6.3 illustrates a possible attacker strategy for the tree t,
displayed in Figure 6.1. The attack strategy is represented by the decision tree
with the following syntactic term:
dA1 = {se}.∅.if(p1? ∧ p2?, {ef}.stop, ∅.stop)
According to the strategy dA1 , in the first phase, the attacker sends an e-mail
with an attachment. As there are no attacker actions in the second phase,
the attacker does nothing and moves to the third phase. Before performing an
action in the third phase, the attacker checks the success of the previous phases
p1, p2. In case of success, i.e., if the attacker successfully sent an e-mail in phase
p1 and the defender did nothing or failed to run the anti-virus program in phase
p2, the attacker executes the file; otherwise, he/she does nothing.
Figure 6.4 illustrates a possible defender strategy for the same tree. The
difference for a defender strategy with respect to an attacker strategy is that
in each phase the defender knows about the success of the previous phases but
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Figure 6.4: A defender strategy for the attack-defence tree of Fig 6.1.
not about actions attempted by attacker in that phase. The defender strategy
is represented by the following term:
dD1 = ∅.if(p1?, {rav}.if(p1? ∧ p2?, {rr}.stop, ∅.stop), ∅.∅.stop)
In the first phase, the defender does not have any actions to perform. In the
second, it runs the anti-virus program if p1 was successful, that is, if the attacker
succeeded in sending a virus over e-mail; otherwise, he/she does nothing. In the
third phase, depending on the success of the previous phases, the defender either
restores the registry or does nothing.
6.1.3 Semantics of Attack-Defence Trees
So far we have presented the syntax of attack-defence trees and explained how
strategies can be represented by means of decision trees. Given strategies for
both players, the attack-defence scenario described by an attack-defence tree is
determined, meaning that the value at the root can be computed. The com-
putation depends on the type of semantics chosen for the basic actions, e.g.,
Boolean, probabilistic, etc. Moreover, fixed a semantics, different evaluation
approaches can be exploited in the computation. For example, a bottom-up
evaluation (without sequential operator) for the Boolean and probabilistic case
can be found in [KMRS10] and for multi-objective Pareto analyses in Ch. 4 and
in [AN15].
In the following, we define, given an attack-defence tree and strategies for
both players, a probabilistic semantics of the resulting attack-defence scenario,
and show how to evaluate it. Since our attack-defence trees incorporate tem-
poral ordering (through the sequential operators) and our strategies involve
dependencies on earlier events, we define our semantics as a state-based model
capturing the possible sequences of events that can unfold. As discussed below,
basic actions can fail stochastically, so the semantics is in fact represented as a
(Discrete-Time) Markov Chain. We will also annotate this model with costs or
rewards (e.g., to represent the cost of performing basic actions) and, later, will
show how the semantic model can be analysed against a range of quantitative
measures using probabilistic model checking. This will allow us to check for
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the existence (or absence) of particular strategies, for example: “what is the
maximum probability of a successful attack?”.
Probabilities and costs. We associate each basic action a with a success
probability p(a), p : Act→ [0, 1], that it is achieved successfully if a is performed.
Moreover, we assume that each basic action a has a cost c(a) of performing it,
c : Act → Q≥0. Note that, the probabilities of individual basic actions are
all assumed to be independent of each other. Similarly, the costs incurred by
each action and by each player are all independent. Moreover, cost-related
questions are player-dependent, meaning that the scenario is evaluated from a
given player’s perspective. For instance, for computing the minimum cost of an
attack we need only the cost of the attacker’s actions and do not require the
cost of the defender’s actions. Thus, in our model we will not consider the cost
of the defender actions while evaluating the attacker cost, and vice versa. The
relation between actions (and the resulting impact this has in terms of, e.g.,
the probability of a successful attack) is captured by the structure of the attack
tree. In other words, the assumptions retrace those from Ch. 4.
Semantics. We define the DTMC semantics for attack-defence tree t, with
n phases, represented by non-sequential trees t = t1, . . . , tn, and decision trees
dD1 , d
A
1 . The semantics is given by the function build in Table 6.3. It constructs
the DTMC, which takes the form of a tree, recursively, each call returning a
new root state.
It is worthwhile noticing that the order in which players perform actions
is not determined in an attack-defence tree. On the contrary, in the DTMC,
this needs to be made explicit. Since we assume, as discussed earlier, that the
attacker knows the actions attempted by the defender in the current phase, in
the DTMC semantics, the defender is the first to move in each phase.
Throughout the evaluation of the function we assume to have an attack-
defence tree t with n phases, t = t1, · · · , tn, and the corresponding probabil-
ity function p and cost function c as a global parameters. The build func-
tion operates recursively over the two decision trees: each call is of the form
build[t, p, c](dτ , dτ
−1
, τ,Succp,Donei,Succi), where the parameters have the fol-
lowing meaning. The first two parameters correspond to a player’s decision tree
dτi and the opposite player’s decision tree dτ
−1
i that still have to be evaluated.
The third parameter represents the next player to move, and is used to identify
the end of each phase, i.e, it is the end of the phase if τ = A. The remaining
parameters record the phases that were successful (Succp), the set of actions
attempted in the current phase (Donei) and the ones that succeeded (Succi).
At the top-level, the function is called as build[t, p, c](dD1 , dA1 , D, ∅, ∅, ∅). The
function is structurally defined over decision trees as explained below.
If the decision tree is an if -clause, dτi = if(cτi , d′τi , d′′τi ), we evaluate the condi-
tion cτi over the success of the previous phases and, when τ = A, also over the set
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Table 6.3: The function build describing the semantics of an attack-defence
tree as a DTMC.
build[t, p, c](if(cτi , d′τi , d′′τi ), dτ
−1
i , τ,Succp,Donei,Succi) ={
build[t, p, c](d′τi , d
τ−1
i , τ,Succp,Donei,Succi) if [[cτi ]](Succp,Donei)
build[t, p, c](d′′τi , d
τ−1
i , τ,Succp,Donei,Succi) if ¬[[cτi ]](Succp,Donei)
build[t, p, c]((B ∪ {a}).dτi+1, dτ
−1
i , τ,Succp,Donei,Succi) = new state s with:
L(s) = {a}, P (s, s′) = p(a), P (s, s′′) = 1−p(a) where:
s′ = build[t, p, c](B.dτi+1, d
τ−1
i , τ,Succp,Donei ∪ {a},Succi ∪ {a})
s′′ = build[t, p, c](B.dτi+1, d
τ−1
i , τ,Succp,Donei ∪ {a},Succi)
and: r(s, s′) = r(s, s′′) = c(a)
build[t, p, c](∅.dτi+1, dτ
−1
i , D,Succp,Donei,Succi) =
build[t, p, c](dτ
−1
i , d
τ
i+1, A,Succp,Donei,Succi)
build[t, p, c](∅.dτi+1, dτ
−1
i+1 , A,Succp,Donei,Succi) ={
build[t, p, c](dτ
−1
i+1 , d
τ
i+1, D,Succp∪{pi}, ∅, ∅) if [[ti]](Succi)
build[t, p, c](dτ
−1
i+1 , d
τ
i+1, D,Succp, ∅, ∅) if ¬[[ti]](Succi)
build[t, p, c](stop, stop,A,Succp,Donei,Succi) = new state s with:
L(s) = {success} if [[t]](Succp,Succi) and {failure} otherwise
of actions attempted in the current phase. The evaluation [[cτi ]](Succp,Donei) is a
standard Boolean evaluation, where cτi is a Boolean expression and (Succp,Donei)
give the truth values of the variables, where the variable is tt if it is in the set
(Succp,Donei) and ff otherwise. If τ = D we can omit the component Donei
from the evaluation. The DTMC is constructed recursively, from either d′τi or
d′′τi , depending on whether cτi evaluates to true.
If the root of the decision tree is an action node containing action a, i.e., dτi =
(B ∪ {a}).dτi+1, we create a DTMC state labelled with a, with outgoing transi-
tions corresponding to the success or failure of executing a (with probability p(a)
and 1−p(a)). We also label the transitions with the cost c(a). The successor
states are constructed recursively, adding a to Donei and, if appropriate, Succi.
In case a executed successfully we call build[t, p, c](B.dτi+1, dτ
−1
i , τ,Succp,Donei∪
{a},Succi ∪ {a}), otherwise we call build[t, p, c](B.dτi+1, dτ
−1
i , τ,Succp,Donei ∪
{a},Succi).
If the set of actions in the action node is empty, dτi = ∅.dτi+1, and the
current player is D, it means that the defender does not have any more moves
in phase i and we need to start exploring the attacker decision tree in the same
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phase. Thus, we change the current player from D to A, and construct DTMC
recursively from dτ
−1
i .
On the contrary, if the action set is empty and the current player is A, then
we are at the end of the phase. Hence, we evaluate the success of phase i based
on the set Succi, [[ti]](Succi), where [[ti]] is Boolean formula of which the non-
sequential sub-tree ti is a parse tree and the actions in the formula are tt if the
actions are in the set Succi and ff otherwise. If phase i was successful, we add
pi to the set Succp. We start the new phase pi+1 with player D to move next,
and resetting the sets Donei and Succi to empty.
Finally, if the decision trees for both players consist of the stop node, dτi =
stop, dτ
−1
i = stop, and A is to move next, then we are at the end of both strate-
gies. We create a final node in the DTMC and label it with the result of the
evaluation of the tree t over the success of all phases, [[t]](Succp).
Once we have obtained a DTMC, we can verify the properties of interest
by means of probabilistic model checking. Below, we will see some examples
of security properties verified on the DTMC corresponding to the tree given in
Figure 6.1.
So far we assumed that the strategies for both players are given and focused
on the values of the properties for fixed strategies. This leads to the following
questions:
• how to obtain strategies (possibly in an automated way)?
• how to evaluate security properties over all possible strategies for both
players?
A game semantics for attack-defence scenarios is the answer to both questions.
Example. Consider the example attack-defence tree given in Figure 6.1, the
strategies for attacker and defender given in Figures 6.3 and 6.4, and the prob-
ability and cost values for basic actions listed in Table 6.4. Figure 6.5 shows
the resulting DTMC semantics. We verify the following security properties: “Is
the success probability of an attack greater than or equal to 0.005?” and “What
is the success probability of an attack?”. The first one is expressed in PCTL
as the formula P≥0.005[F success] which evaluates to true, while the second one
is expressed in PCTL as the formula P=?[F success] and the obtained result is
0.00675.
6.2 Game-based Modelling and Verification
In this part of the dissertation, we use probabilistic model checking techniques to
evaluate attack-defence scenarios using the formalism proposed in the previous
section. In particular, we aim at verifying whether certain types of attack are
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Table 6.4: Probabilities and costs for the basic actions in the example.
Label Name of the Node Success probability Cost
se send e-mail with attachment 0.2 20
usb distribute USB stick 0.6 80
rav run anti-virus 0.7 70
ef execute file 0.75 50
rr restore registry 0.85 65
se
rav
failure
failure
rr
ef
ef
failure
failure
success
failure
0.2(20)
0.8(20)
0.7(70)
0.3(70)
0.85(65)
0.15(65)
0.75(50)
0.25(50)
0.75(50)
0.25(50)
Figure 6.5: The DTMC for attack-defence tree from Figure 6.1 and decision
trees dA1 , dD1 from Figures 6.3 and 6.4.
impossible, or to synthesise attack or defence strategies satisfying some formally
specified property. The basic idea is to transform an attack-defence tree into a
Stochastic Two-player Game, in which the players are the attacker and defender,
and strategies (in the sense of the stochastic game) correspond to strategies
represented by decision trees over an attack tree.
In this section, we explain the transformation of an attack tree to a game
and describe how probabilistic model checking can be applied to answer the
kinds of questions posed above. We also then explain how to extract decision
tree strategies from the results of model checking.
6.2.1 From Attack-Defence Trees to Stochastic Games
Given an attack-defence tree t with n non-sequential sub-trees (phases) we trans-
form the tree t to an STG in two steps. First we transform each sub-tree to
a game and then combine the games by means of the sequential composition,
mimicking the behaviour of a sequential operator connecting corresponding non-
sequential sub-trees.
Before explaining the algorithm, it is worthwhile discussing the behaviour
of the players in the trees. Each sub-tree represents the static behaviour of the
players, i.e., each player makes a choice of their actions independently and the
outcome of each action affects only the overall result of the sub-tree and not the
other basic actions. Thus, in a game corresponding to a sub-tree, we consider
the set of attempted actions for each player instead of one action at a time.
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Algorithm 1 Transformation of non-sequential tree to STG.
Input: a non-sequential tree ti with probabilistic function p and cost function
c for basic actions, and Actpi,A,Actpi,D,Act = Actpi,A unionmultiActpi,D sets
Output: STG (Π, S, s0, α, (SA, SD, SP , S}), P, T,AP,L)
Π← {A,D}; α← 2Act; AP ← Act unionmulti {success, failure};
P ← ∅; T ← ∅; F1 ← ∅; F2 ← ∅;
SA ← ∅; SD ← ∅; SP ← ∅; S} ← ∅;
Create state sD; SD ← SD ∪ {sD}; s0 ← sD;
for all B ⊆ Actpi,D do
Create state sA; SA ← SA ∪ {sA}; F1 ← F1 ∪ {sA};
T (sD, B)← sA; L(sA)← B;
rD(sD, B)←
∑
a∈B c(a);
end for
for all sA ∈ F1 do
for all C ⊆ Actpi,A do
Create state sP ; SP ← SP ∪ {sP }; F2 ← F2 ∪ {sP };
T (sA, C)← sP ;
L(sP )← C ∪B where B ⊆ L(sA);
rA(sA, C)←
∑
a∈C c(a);
end for
end for
Create states ss, sf ; S} ← S} ∪ {ss, sf};
L(ss)← {success, pi = T}; L(sf )← {failure, pi = F};
for all sP ∈ F2 do
let p =
∑
E⊆BCs.t.eval(t,E)
∏
a∈E p(a)
∏
a∈BC\E 1 − p(a) where BC ⊆
L(sP );
P (sP , ss)← p; P (sP , sf )← 1− p;
end for
S ← SA unionmulti SD unionmulti SP unionmulti S};
Moreover, similarly to a DTMC, we cannot generate games without fixing an
order of the players. We assume that the attacker has more information than
the defender, thus in a game the defender will be the first to move. On the
contrary, a tree consisting of two non-sequential sub-trees t1, t2 combined with
a sequential operator illustrates the dynamic behaviour of the players. Here, the
choices of the basic actions in t2 might depend on the outcome of t1. We take
care of this in the sequential composition of two sub-trees, formalised below.
Algorithm 1 displays how to transform a non-sequential tree ti to a game.
The transformation first considers all nondeterministic transitions of the de-
fender and of the attacker, and then the probabilistic transitions. We start with
the initial state s0 belonging to the defender. For all subsets B ⊆ Actpi,D of the
defender actions we have an outgoing edge from s0 entering an attacker state
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Algorithm 2 Sequential composition of two sub-trees.
Input: an attack-defence tree t = op(t1, t2), op ∈ {&−→∧ ,&−→∨ } and correspond-
ing STGsM1,M2
Output: STG (Π, S, s0, α, (SA, SD, SP , S}), P, T,AP,L)
Let m be the number of final states inM1;
Create m disjoint copiesM12, · · · ,Mm2 ofM2;
MergeM1,M12, · · · ,Mm2 ;
Replace each final state j labelled with “success" of M1 with the starting
state ofMj2;
Add the label p1 = T to the starting state ofMj2;
Replace each final state j labelled with “failure" ofM1 with the starting state
ofMj2;
Add the label p1 = F to the starting state ofMj2;
Change the label of each final state ofMj2 base on the evaluation [[t]](Done);
labelled with the subset B. The outgoing edges are labelled with the sum of
the costs of the actions in the subset B,
∑
a∈B c(a). For each attacker state we
do a similar construction, i.e., each attacker state has as many outgoing edges
as the subsets C ⊆ Actpi,A of the attacker actions. Similarly, the edges are
labelled with the sum of the costs
∑
a∈C c(a) and they enter the probabilistic
states labelled with the corresponding subset C. Each probabilistic state has
two outgoing edges. One of the edges enters the final state labelled with suc-
cess and is labelled with the sum of the success probabilities of the actions that
evaluates the tree ti to true. The other edge enters the final state labelled with
failure and is labelled with the sum of the failure probabilities. The final states
labelled with success and failure are also instrumented with pi = T meaning
that the phase pi was successful, and pi = F meaning that the phase pi failed,
respectively.
So far we have described how to transform each non-sequential sub-trees
to a Stochastic Two-player Game. We combine the games corresponding to
sub-trees by means of the sequential composition. Consider two sub-trees t1, t2
connected with a sequential operator op ∈ {&−→∧ ,&−→∨ }, t = op(t1, t2), and the
corresponding games M1,M2. The sequential composition of two games is
presented in Algorithm 2, and is as follows. Assume M1 has m final states.
We create m disjoint copies ofM2, denotedM12, · · · ,Mm2 . For each final state
j of M1 labelled with success we connect Mj2 with M1 by replacing the final
state j of M1 with the starting state of Mj2 and adding the label pi = T to
the starting state of Mj2. Similarly, for each final state j of M1 labelled with
failure we connectMj2 withM1 by replacing the final state j ofM1 with the
starting state ofMj2 and add the label p1 = F to the starting state ofMj2. We
evaluate and re-label (if needed) each final state ofMj2 based on the set Done
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of performed actions on the path from the starting state of M1 till the final
state, [[t]](Done), where [[t]] is the Boolean formula of which the tree t is a parse
tree.
In the special case where there are only sequential conjunctions, we can op-
timise the construction of the game by merging together all final states labelled
with success and all final states labelled with failure. Observe that merging
the final states together does not cause a lose of information in the history of a
game.
Example. Let us construct an STG from the tree t, displayed in Figure 6.1,
by following the steps described above. First we transform each basic sub-tree
to a game through Algorithm 1. Figure 6.6 presents the constructed games for
each basic sub-tree. As we can see, each game has first the nondeterministic
transitions of the defender, then the nondeterministic transitions of the attacker
and finally the probabilistic transitions. We combine the constructed games
by means of the sequential composition, as explained in Algorithm 2. As the
tree has only sequential conjunction, we merge the final states with same label
during the sequential composition. The full game for the attack-defence tree t
is illustrated in Figure 6.7.
6.2.2 Probabilistic Model Checking Stochastic Games
In the previous section we proposed a transformation from attack-defence trees
to STGs. The main focus of this section is to show how to evaluate security
properties over all possible strategies and how to synthesise optimal attack (or
defence) strategies. We start with a discussion of the security properties of
interest and then discuss their representation in the temporal logic rPATL. This
allows us to perform our analysis of attack-defence trees using the existing model
checking techniques implemented in PRISM-games.
Security properties. We can phrase a great many useful quantitative ques-
tions on attack-defence scenarios, concerning either one player or both players.
It is worth observing that a question might refer to one or both players de-
pending on the parameters they are formulated over. For example, cost-related
questions refer to one player: for computing the cost of an attack we do not
require the cost of the defender actions. On the other hand, probability-related
questions refer to both players, i.e., if the attacker succeeds with probability p
then the defender succeeds with probability 1− p.
In this work we characterise the basic actions of an attack-defence scenario
with the success probability and the cost of an attack and a defence. We then
study properties with one objective, e.g., “is there an attack which is successful
with probability greater than or equal to 0.03?” or “what is the maximum success
probability of an attack?”. Later in Sect. 6.3 we will investigate properties with
multiple objectives.
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Figure 6.6: Transformation of basic sub-trees to games (at-
tacker/defender/probabilistic states shown as dia-
monds/rectangles/circles).
Verification of security properties. Formal verification is used to deter-
mine whether or not the system under study exhibits certain precisely specified
properties. For verifying security properties of STGs, we exploit probabilis-
tic model checking of rPATL. This logic allows us to express a wide range of
properties. For instance, the first single-objective property above is expressed
in rPATL as the formula 〈〈A〉〉P≥0.03[F success], while the second property is
expressed as the formula 〈〈A〉〉Pmax=?[F success].
Model checking systematically explores all states and transitions in the model
to check whether it satisfies the given property. Moreover, probabilistic model
checking of rPATL also allows us to synthesise strategies for a player with respect
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Figure 6.7: The STG for attack-defence tree t, from Figure 6.1. An optimal
strategy for the attacker player is marked in bold.
to a given property. For instance, we can determine which is the optimal strategy
for the attacker in terms of maximising the success probability of the attack,
for all possible strategies that the defender may choose. In fact, we can also
determine, at the same time, what the best strategy for the defender to ensure
that the probability of success does not exceed this.
The model checking techniques described here are all implemented in PRISM-
games, which we therefore employ for verification and strategy synthesis prob-
lems on attack-defence trees. PRISM-games also generates optimal strategies.
Correctness. We conclude this section by sketching the correctness of our ap-
proach, i.e., that the construction and analysis of the stochastic game described
above yields the right answers to questions phrased in terms of attack-defence
trees. This relies on the correspondence between an attack-defence tree t, as for-
malised in Sect. 6.1, and the STG G whose construction is outlined in Sect. 6.2.1.
More precisely, this depends on a correspondence between decision trees for t
and their corresponding attacker or defender player strategies in the stochastic
game G.
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In Sect. 6.1.3, we gave a precise definition of the semantics of a pair of
attacker/defender decision trees dA, dD in terms of a Discrete-Time Markov
Chain. Each decision tree dτ has an equivalent strategy, say στ , for player τ in
G. As mentioned in Sect. 5.1.2, the behaviour of G under a pair of strategies
σA, σD is also represented by a DTMC. It is the equivalence of these two Markov
Chains which underlies the correctness of the overall approach. An important
issue here is the class of stochastic game strategies that we need to consider. For
the properties used in this paper (those in the logic rPATL), it suffices to consider
memoryless strategies, which makes the equivalence of the two Markov Chains
relatively straightforward. The relation between stochastic game strategies and
decision trees is expanded upon in the following section.
Example. Consider the game given in Figure 6.7. We use the tool PRISM-
games to verify the security properties mentioned above. For example, the veri-
fication of the query 〈〈A〉〉P≥0.03[F success] returns “false”, meaning that there is
no attack with success probability greater than or equal to 0.03. The verification
of the quantitative query 〈〈A〉〉Pmax=?[F success]) computes the maximum suc-
cess probability of an attack, which is 0.0229. Figure 6.7 also shows an optimal
attacker strategy, marked in bold.
6.2.3 Synthesising Strategies as Decision Trees
After synthesising an optimal strategy from the stochastic game, as described
above, we can transform it to a corresponding decision tree. This provides
a high-level, syntactic description of the strategy, in particular, capturing the
dependencies within the strategy on the outcomes of earlier actions and choices
by players. We now describe this process, first for an attacker, and then for a
defender.
Attacker strategies. Synthesis of an attacker decision tree, from an STG G
and attack strategy σA, is done using the recursive function generateAD[G, σA](s, i),
shown in Table 6.5, which operates over the structure of G. The first parameter
s is a state of G and the second parameter i keeps track of the current phase (to
be precise, the phase i associated with the decision tree node currently being
created). Throughout the evaluation of the function we assume to have the STG
G, and the attack strategy σA as a global parameters. At the top-level, we call
the function as generateAD[G, σA](s0, 1), where s0 is the initial state of G.
By construction of the game G (see Sect.6.2.1), its states are grouped by
phase, and within each phase there are (possibly) defender and then (possibly)
attacker states, followed by probabilistic states at the end of the phase. We
treat the three classes of state separately.
If s is a defender state, s = sD ∈ SD, then the strategy σA will not have
resolved the choice of actions in sD and we need to consider each of the possible
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Table 6.5: generateAD: construction of attacker decision tree from STG and
attacker player strategy.
generateAD[G, σA](sD, i) = construct[G, σA](sD, i, Actpi,D, ∅)
generateAD[G, σA](sA, i) = σA(sA).generateAD[G, σA](sP , i+ 1)
where sP = T (sA, σA(sA))
generateAD[G, σA](sP , i) =
if(pi−1?, generateAD[G, σA](s′, i), generateAD[G, σA](s′′, i))
where P (sP , s′) > 0 ∧ “pi−1 = T” ∈ L(s′)
and P (sP , s′′) > 0 ∧ “pi−1 = F” ∈ L(s′′)
generateAD[G, σA](sP , n+ 1) = stop
construct[G, σA](sD, i,LA ∪ {a},Done) =
if(a?, construct[G, σA](sD, i,LA,Done ∪ {a}), construct[G, σA](sD, i,LA,Done))
construct[G, σA](sD, i, ∅,Done) ={
generateAD[G, σA](s′, i) if s′ = T (sD,Done) ∈ SA
∅.generateAD[G, σA](s′, i+ 1) if s′ = T (sD,Done) ∈ SP
outgoing branches. These will be translated into if statements in the decision
tree, which can ask whether a defender action was performed in the current
phase (see Sect. 6.1.2). This is done by calling construct[G, σA](sD, i, Actpi,D, ∅),
explained below.
If the state s is an attacker state, s = sA ∈ SA, we create an action node with
the set of attacker actions performed in state sA, as specified by the strategy
choice σA(sA), and the next node in the decision tree is generated recursively
for the successor state T (sA, σA(sA)), which, by construction of the game, will
be a probabilistic state.
For a probabilistic state, s = sP ∈ SP , we have reached the end of current
phase in the STG. We create a decision node whose condition depends on the
success of the phase, and then recursively construct the decision tree for the
successor states of sP corresponding to the scenarios where the phase succeeded
or failed. Notice that we create a decision node for phase i (i.e., a node dAi from
Table 6.2) which queries the state of the preceding phase pi−1. Once we reach
the end of the phases (indicated by i = n+1), we have reached the end of the
STG and there are no further actions to be taken so we create a stop node in
the decision tree.
As mentioned above, defender states sD are treated using an auxiliary recur-
sive function construct[G, σA](sD, i,LA,Done), which is also given in Table 6.5.
The first two parameters are as for generateAD, the third, LA, is the set of the
defender actions to be performed and the last, Done, is the set of actions al-
ready performed. The function iterates over the actions in LA (initially, the set
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Table 6.6: generateDD: construction of defender decision tree from STG and
defender player strategy.
generateDD[G, σD](sD, i,D) = σD(sD).generateDD[G, σD](s′, i+ 1, A)
where s′ = T (sD, σD(sD))
generateDD[G, σD](sA, i, A) = generateDD[G, σD](sP , i+ 1, A)
where sP = T (sA, B) for some B
generateDD[G, σD](sA, i,D) = ∅.generateDD[G, σD](sP , i+ 1, A)
where sP = T (sA, B) for some B
generateDD[G, σD](sP , i, A) =
if(pi−1?, generateDD[G, σD](s′, i,D), generateDD[G, σD](s′′, i,D))
where P (sP , s′) > 0 ∧ “pi−1 = T” ∈ L(s′)
and P (sP , s′′) > 0 ∧ “pi−1 = F” ∈ L(s′′)
generateDD[G, σD](sP , n+ 1, A) = stop
Actpi,D of all defender actions for phase i), each time removing an action a and
creating a decision node with condition a? and recursively building the decision
tree for the cases where the condition is true or false. This creates decision
nodes that branch over the possible combinations. Once, the parameter LA is
empty, we recursively construct the next part of the decision tree, using the
outgoing transitions of the sD state. These will either go to an attacker state
sA or directly to a probabilistic state sP . In the latter case, we add an action
node with an empty action set, indicating that the attacker performs no actions
in this phase.
Defender strategies. The generation of a defender decision tree from a game
and a defender tree is slightly different, since, here, the defender can ask only
about the success of the previous phases, not any attacker actions from the
current phase.
Again, we use a recursive function operating over the states of the game G.
This function, generateDD[G, σD](s, i, τ) is shown in Table 6.6 and constructs
a decision tree for a strategy σD of the defender player in G. Parameters s
and i are the current state and phase, as for generateAD, above; parameter τ
represents the next player to move. At the top-level, we call the function as
generateDD[G, σD](s0, 1, D).
If the state is a defender state, s = sD ∈ SD, we create an action node with
the set of actions performed by the defender in sD, obtained from the defender
strategy σD, and proceed recursively using the successor of sD chosen by σD.
If the state is an attacker state, s = sA ∈ SA, and the current player is
A, we just move to the next probabilistic state sP . The state sP is chosen
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Figure 6.8: An attack decision tree for the optimal attacker strategy high-
lighted in the stochastic game shown in Figure 6.7.
nondeterministically. Note, that for any choice of sP further construction on
the decision tree is the same. If the current player is D, this means that there
is no defender action in the current phase. Thus, we create an empty set in the
decision tree and move to the next probabilistic state sP .
On probabilistic states, the function generateDD behaves the same as the
function generateAD, as described above.
Finally, we note that the decision tree constructed as above can subsequently
be optimised by merging identical sub-trees and removing decision nodes with
identical then/else branches.
Example. The stochastic game in Figure 6.7 also shows an optimal attacker
strategy marked in bold. We show in Figure 6.8 the (optimised) attacker decision
tree corresponding to the optimal attacker strategy.
6.3 Extension with Multi-Objective Properties
So far we proposed a game-theoretic approach, translating attack-defence trees
to STGs, and then employed probabilistic model checking techniques for for-
mally analyse these models. We studied the analysis of single-objective proper-
ties for an attack-defence scenario. We shall now move towards multi-objective
properties.
An rPATL-based approach for multi-objective probabilistic model checking
of stochastic games allows to analyse multiple objectives, and compute the as-
sociated Pareto curve. The approach focuses on expected reward objectives.
Although expected reward objective can express various useful properties for
games, however the main focus in an attack-defence tree evaluation is on exact
cost, i.e., cost of performing a successful attack without taking into consider-
ation the probability measure. That is why, here we will briefly discuss the
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analysis of multi-objective properties expressed as expected reward by omitting
the details. We will discuss exact cost in Part III.
In this section we present briefly how we can extend the proposed frame-
work for verifying multi-objective properties of the attack-defence scenarios,
and synthesising strategies for the attacker and the defender which guarantee
or optimise some multi-objective quantitative property.
Optimal strategies for multi-objective properties may be randomised. Thus,
we extend the framework to incorporate randomisation, i.e., we extend the syn-
tax and the semantics of decision trees, as well as the construction of a decision
tree from a strategy to incorporate randomisation. Observe that multi-objective
queries in stochastic games need infinite-memory strategies in general, but our
games are trees (or DAGs) so memoryless strategies suffice.
Randomisation in decision trees and semantics. Decision trees repre-
sent the attacker or the defender strategies that incorporate dependencies. For
representing strategies that optimise multiple objectives, we consider randomi-
sation in decision trees. More precisely, instead of just allowing the attacker or
defender to choose to execute a set of actions B in a given phase, we allow them
to probabilistically select between several different action sets. In terms of the
syntax of a decision tree, presented in Table 6.2, in addition to action nodes
d = B.d′ for B ⊆ Actpi,τ , we allow d = µ.d′, where µ is a discrete probability
distribution over Actpi,τ , indicating that each action set Bi may be picked, with
probability µ(Bi), before proceeding to the sub-tree d′.
The random selection of actions in decision trees can be added to the seman-
tics in Table 6.3 in straightforward fashion: a node d = µ.d′ results in a single
DTMC state with one outgoing transition for each element of the support of µ,
each of which is a normal action node of the form d′′ = B.d′.
Randomisation in construction of decision trees. We consider decision
trees that incorporate randomisation. In the transformation of a strategy to a
corresponding decision tree, that means that strategy σA (or σD) may select a
distribution over actions in a state sA (or sD), rather than a single action. The
decision tree synthesis algorithms in Tables 6.6 and 6.5 thus remain unchanged
but the rules for states sA and sD, respectively generate random action nodes.
Multi-objective security properties. Here, we study properties with mul-
tiple objectives, such as “can we achieve an attack with an expected cost of
at most 500 and a success probability of at least 0.005?”. As in the case
of a single objective, we use rPATL to express the properties. For exam-
ple, the above mentioned multi-objective property is expressed as the formula
〈〈A〉〉(ErA≤500[F success] ∧ P≥0.005[F success]).
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Figure 6.9: Pareto curve illustrating the trade-off between attack success prob-
ability and expected attack cost over strategies in the running
example.
For verification of multi-objective properties we use an extension of rPATL
model checking [CFK+13b]. The extension allows us both to verify security
properties and to synthesise strategies for a player, e.g., “what strategy of the
attacker ensures that the expected cost of an attack is at most 500, while the
success probability is at least 0.005?”. In addition, we can compute the Pareto
curve of achievable objectives.
We employ PRISM-games for verification and strategy synthesis of multi-
objective queries. PRISM-games also can compute and display graphically the
Pareto curve associated with two objectives.
Example. Consider the game given in Figure 6.7. We verify multi-objective
queries such as 〈〈A〉〉(ErA≤500[F success]∧P≥0.005[F success]). The property evalu-
ates to “true” meaning that there is an attack with cost at most 500 and success
probability at least 0.005. Moreover, Figure 6.9 illustrates the Pareto curve com-
puted by PRISM-games when maximising probabilities and minimising cost of
an attack.
6.4 Implementation
We applied our approach to a real-life scenario studied in [BKMS12]: we consider
part of a Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID) goods management system for
a warehouse, modified by introducing temporal dependencies between actions.
The warehouse uses RFID tags to electronically identify all goods. In the
attack-defence scenario that we consider, the attacker aims to physically remove
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Figure 6.10: Attack-defence tree for breaking and entering a building.
some RFID tags after infiltrating the building.
In order to achieve this goal, the attacker has to first get into the premises
and then into the warehouse. For getting into the premises the attacker can
climb over the fence or enter through the main gate. The defender can protect
against climbing by setting some barbed wire on the fence. To protect against
the barbed wire the attacker can guard against barbs either by using a carpet
over the barbs or by wearing protective cloths. Once the attacker succeeds in
accessing the premises, they have to get into the warehouse. The attacker can
achieve this sub-goal either by entering through the door or by entering through
the loading dock. The former action can be defended against by monitoring the
door with biometric sensors.
The defender can prevent the attacker from attaining the main goal by mon-
itoring the premises with security cameras. In order to overcome the camera
issue the attacker can disable them either by shooting a strong laser at the cam-
eras or by video looping the camera feed. The defender, in turn, can employ
guards in order to patrol the premises and counter this kind of attack.
The corresponding attack-defence tree is given in Figure 6.10. The leaves
(basic attack and defence actions) of the tree are decorated with success proba-
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Figure 6.11: Pareto curve illustrating the trade-off between attack success
probability and expected attack cost over strategies for the RFID
example.
bility and cost values. The attack-defence tree has three phases: the first phase
corresponds to the sub-tree with the root “get into premises”, the second phase
is the “get into warehouse” sub-tree, and the last phase is the sub-tree on the
right of the main goal with the defender action on the root. The syntactic term
corresponding to each phase and to the full tree is:
t1 = &∨(&∧(ef,&∼&∧(bw,&∼&∨(uc, pc))), tg)
t2 = &∨(&∧(ed,&∼bs), ld)
t3 = &∼(&∧(sc,&∼&∨(lc,&∧(vc,&∼eg))))
t = &−→∧ (&−→∧ (t1, t2), t3)
The resulting stochastic game generated from the attack-defence by our ap-
proach has 1072 states and 2052 transitions. We verified a variety of proper-
ties, including the numerical property 〈〈A〉〉Pmax=?[F success]) that computes
the maximum success probability of an attack (equal to 0.41), and the multi-
objective qualitative property 〈〈A〉〉(RrA≤150[F success]∧P≥0.1[F success]) (which
evaluates to true, meaning that there is an attack with cost at most 150 and
success probability at least 0.1). We also examine the trade-off between the
probability of a successful attack at the expected cost of doing so. The Pareto
curve generated for this pair of properties is shown in Figure 6.11.
Implementation. We have developed a prototype implementation of our
techniques, comprising a converter from attack-defence trees, specified in XML,
into stochastic games modelled in the input language of PRISM-games [KPW16],
available in Java at
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www2.compute.dtu.dk/~zaas/ADT2PRISM.zip
The output of the tool can then be used to perform verification and strategy
synthesis as described earlier. The presented two example in this chapter are
available with the tool.
6.5 Concluding Remarks
As we have argued in Ch. 4, attack-defence trees are a useful tool to study
attack-defence scenarios and present the interaction between an attacker and
a defender in an intuitive way. However, they offer a rather static view on
the scenario, while a game approach promotes the dynamic interaction of the
players as a first-class citizen of the domain, thanks to the notion of strategy.
Stochastic Two-player Games are a more general and widely-used formalism to
study competing behaviours, and benefit from a rich corpus of literature on
automated verification and tool support.
In this chapter, we explored the relation between attack-defence trees and
STGs. We proposed a framework for evaluating security properties of attack-
defence scenarios, by developing an extension of attack-defence trees in which
temporal dependencies among sub-goals can be expressed. In order to formally
represent strategies for the players in presence of such dependencies, we have
defined the novel concept of decision trees, whose semantics we have given in
terms of Discrete-Time Markov Chains. Moreover, we have shown how to encode
an attack-defence tree into an STG, where it becomes natural to study the
interaction between players and to account for quantitative and probabilistic
aspects of a scenario. This allows us to exploit the power of probabilistic model
checking techniques and tools, to verify security properties automatically and
synthesise strategies for attacks and defences. These strategies can be converted
to decision trees, linking the outcome of the verification on the game model to
the original attack-defence tree, facilitating communication of the results to
end-users.
We implemented our approach in a prototype tool and applied it to the
example of an RFID goods management system, where the analysis gives insights
on the points of the system open to attack and the corresponding effort to the
attacker and likelihood of success.
Our current approach requires that sequential operators only occur above
non-sequential operators in an attack-defence tree. Future work includes gener-
alisation of the approach allowing sequential operators to occur anywhere in a
tree. Moreover, it would be interesting to consider partially-observable games
instead of fully-observable ones.
In order to address multi-parameter optimisation we considered multi-objective
probabilistic model checking and extended the framework to incorporate ran-
domisation. The approach for model checking of Stochastic Two-player Games
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with multiple objectives investigates the expected cost or reward objectives, i.e.,
the summation of the rewards multiplied with the probabilities along the path.
The expected reward captures many useful properties of stochastic games. How-
ever, it is sometimes important to know the exact costs of attacks or defences,
especially when a given budget is constraining the resources available to either
player. Moreover, exact cost is studied in many evaluation techniques of attack-
defence scenarios, hence we cannot claim the verification techniques proposed
in this chapter fully cover those developed in Chs. 3, 4 directly on attack and
attack-defence trees. To the best of our knowledge, no extension of rPATL exists
that encompass exact costs. Therefore, in Part III we will embrace the challenge
of extending the model checking approach to attack tree evaluation to consider
exact cost analysis.
Graphical and game-theoretical approaches. While most extensions study
static attack trees, a few consider dynamic aspects. Arnold et al. [AHPS14] anal-
ysed the timing of attack scenarios using Continuous-Time Markov Chains, but
do not reason about strategies; [KRS15] used priced time automata and the
Uppaal model checker to analyse attack trees, but without probabilities. More
recently, [HKKS16] explored how stochastic timed automata can be used to
study attack-defence scenarios where timing plays a central role. None of these
approaches use game-based models.
Elsewhere, various studies have explored a game-theoretic approach to mod-
elling security aspects of a system. In particular, stochastic games [Sha53] have
proven useful to model uncertainty and randomisation of security scenarios,
and have been explored in several application domains. Lye and Wing [LW05]
modelled the security of computer network as a stochastic game and computed
Nash equilibrium strategies for the players. Ma et al. [MRY11] presented a
game-theoretic approach for studying rational attackers and defenders in the
security of cyber-physical systems. Along similar lines, Vigo et al. [VBY13] pro-
posed a framework for modelling and analysing the security of cyber-physical
systems by means of stochastic games.
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In Part II we showed the connection between attack-defence trees and STGs,
and proposed a game-theoretic approach for analysing attack-defence scenarios.
We discussed a limitation of rPATL, namely, the logic does not support the
evaluation of the exact cost of the execution.
The reward operator in rPATL computes the expectation of the cumulative
cost with respect to the probability measure. It does not evaluate the cost
value itself without probabilities. The cumulative exact cost is however a useful
concept to reason about cost-related properties of the execution. It allows to
compute the cheapest execution or to verify that the cost of an execution is
within a given budget. In order to compute the exact cost of an attack and to
analyse queries with probability and cost bounds, we extend rPCTL with new
operators. We develop the theory in the simpler setting of attack trees. This
simplification removes the defender from the scene focusing on the evaluation of
attack scenarios and moving the game from two players to one player, namely
MDPs.
We use MDPs to model the probabilistic and nondeterministic behaviour of
an attacker in an attack scenario, and propose a translation from attack trees
to MDPs. To verify security properties expressed in rPCTL, we employ proba-
bilistic model checking. The logic rPCTL allows to express properties ranging
over probability and expected cost. Even though there exist a few studies that
have extended rPCTL with reward-bounded properties, as we will discuss in
Sect. 7.3, they evaluate properties on Discrete- and Continuous-Time Markov
Chains. To evaluate exact cost-related properties on MDPs, we extend rPCTL
with new operators and present the corresponding model checking algorithm.
Moreover, we study the connection between attack trees and DTMCs for
representing the purely probabilistic behaviour of the system, for which we de-
velop a bisimulation-based analysis that leads to a straightforward visualisation
of the feasibility of an attack.
This part is organised as follows. We start with the background on MDPs
and probabilistic model checking in Ch. 7, where we also present the transla-
tion of attack trees to DTMCs and the evaluation of probabilistic properties
expressed in rPCTL. The extended logic with cost-related operators, as well as
the proposed translation from trees to MDPs is formulated in Ch. 8.
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Chapter 7
Preliminaries : Markov
Decision Processes
So far we presented DTMCs, which are purely probabilistic models, and STGs,
which incorporate the competitive behaviour of two players. In this chapter we
review MPDs, which extend DTMCs with nondeterministic choices. Moreover,
MDPs are a special case of STGs where the nondeterministic actions of one
player are fixed.
MDPs are transition systems that model nondeterministic and probabilistic
behaviour. MDPs are used to model various kinds of systems, including for
example randomised distributed algorithms, planning, queuing and optimisation
problems. Phenomena like message loss, processor failure and the like may be
modelled by nondeterminism. As for DTMCs, in order to analyse such systems
quantitative verification techniques, namely probabilistic model checking, are
applied, extended to deal with nondeterministm.
Probabilistic model checking is used to verify automatically whether or not
a model satisfies its specification. It requires as input a state transition system
and a property of interest. In order to express the qualitative and quantitative
properties of the system, the temporal logic rPCTL is used. This logic allows to
express probability and reward-based properties such as “the attack will succeed
at least with probability 0.7” or “what is the maximum probability of eventually
reaching a successor state?”.
Section 7.1 gives the essential background on MDPs and related concepts,
while Sect. 7.2 reviews the syntax and the semantics of the logic, as well as the
model checking algorithm, presented in the wake of [BK08, Ch.10] [FKNP11,
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KP12]. We discuss various reward operators proposed in the literature for
rPCTL in Sect. 7.3. Finally, Sect. 7.4 presents a translation from attack trees
to DTMCs and shows what analyses are supported by existing techniques.
7.1 Markov Decision Processes
Definition 7.1 (MDP) AMarkov Decision Process is a tupleM = (S, α, P,
T, s0, AP, L) where we can find sets SA (of attacker nondeterministic states), SP
(of probabilistic states), and S} (of final states), such that
• S = SA unionmulti SP unionmulti S}, where unionmulti denotes the finite disjoint union of sets;
• α is a finite, non-empty set of actions;
• P : SP × S → [0, 1] is a probabilistic transition function such that for all
probabilistic states s ∈ SP
∑
s′∈S P (s, s
′) = 1;
• T : SA × α→ S is a transition function;
• s0 ∈ S is the initial state;
• AP is a set of atomic propositions; and
• L : S → 2AP is a labelling function.
The probabilistic transition function P is defined in a similar way as for
DTMCs. It describes the probability P (s, s′) of a transition from the state s to
the state s′ in one step. Final states are modelled by adding a self-loop, i.e., for
all s ∈ S} the probability of a transition going back to s is 1, P (s, s) = 1.
The transition function T is used to solve nondeterminism. For a state s and
an action l ∈ α selected nondeterministically function T specifies the successor
state s′, T (s, l) = s′. We denote by α(s) the set of enabled actions in the state
s ∈ SA, α(s) = {l ∈ α | s ∈ SA and T (s, l) is defined}. The labelling function L
maps each state s to a set of atomic propositions.
The set of direct successors of s is defined as Post(s) = {s′ ∈ SA | ∃l ∈ α :
T (s, l) = s′} ∪ {s′ ∈ SP ∪ S} | P (s, s′) > 0}. Similarly, the set of direct prede-
cessors is defined as Pre(s) = {s′ ∈ SA | ∃l ∈ α : T (s′, l) s} ∪ {s′ ∈ SP ∪ S} |
P (s′, s) > 0}.
An infinite path in an MDP is a non-empty sequence of states pi = s0s1 · · ·
where si ∈ S. A finite path is a finite sequence of states pi = s0 · · · sn, where
si ∈ S. We denote by Pathfins and Paths the set of all finite and infinite paths
that start in state s, respectively, and by pi[i] we denote the i-th state of the
path, pi[i] = si.
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Schedulers. Reasoning about probabilities in an MDP relies on the determi-
nation of nondeterminism. A scheduler solves nondeterminism by choosing an
action for each nondeterministic state of an MDP. A scheduler forM is a func-
tion σ : S∗SA → α that maps a finite path to an action. A scheduler corresponds
to one possible resolution of nondeterminism. A scheduler σ is memoryless if
for any pi, pi′ ∈ S∗ and s ∈ SA, σ(pis) = σ(pi′s) = σ(s). We denote by Σ the
set of all possible schedulers of an MDP. A probability measure Prσs under a
scheduler σ is defined in the standard fashion.
As we mentioned above, a scheduler σ solves nondeterministic choices in
an MDP reducing the model to a purely probabilistic one. Thus, a scheduler
σ induces a DTMC that corresponds to the behaviour of the MDP under the
decision of σ. The following definition formalises this intuition.
Definition 7.2 (Induced DTMC) Let M = (S, α, P, T, s0, AP, L) be
an MDP and σ a memoryless scheduler onM. The DTMCDσ = (S, Pσ, s0, AP, L)
induced by σ onM has Pσ as probabilistic transition function, defined by
Pσ(s, s
′) =

1 if s ∈ SA ∧ T (s, σ(s)) = s′
P (s, s′) if s ∈ SP
1 if s ∈ S} ∧ s = s′
0 otherwise
A reward structure is helpful to reason about the quantitative information
of an MDP. In this work we consider only state rewards and use the termi-
nology reward to model cost. Thus, a reward (cost) structure on an MDP
M = (S, α, P, T, s0, AP, L) is a function r : S → Q≥0 that assigns the states
with a cost. For a finite path pi = s0s1 · · · sn we define the total cost as
cost(pi) =
∑
si∈pi r(si).
Remark 1 As shown by Baier [Bai98], there are two kinds of MDP-based
models. Concurrent probabilistic systems, where each state is assigned nonde-
terministic alternatives followed by probabilistic distribution; and stratified sys-
tems, where states are distinguished between nondeterministic and probabilistic
ones. This two models have equivalent expressive power. Baier showed how to
transform concurrent probabilistic systems to stratified systems.
Building on top of Baier’s approach, we could show that the stratified sys-
tems discussed in this chapter can be transformed into concurrent probabilistic
systems. Informally, the procedure would work as follows. We modify transi-
tions between states and make them two-step transitions, first nondeterministic
and then probabilistic ones. For a nondeterministic states s, after choosing an
action from α(s), the successor state is chosen probabilistically with probability
1. For a probabilistic state s we first add a nondeterministic choice of an action
and then choose the successor state according to probability distribution P (s, s′).
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7.2 Model Checking MDPs
In this section we describe rPCTL that is used to specify the properties of the
system modelled by an MDP and we give the model checking algorithm for
verifying the specified properties. The algorithms presented in this section are
based on [FKNP11].
7.2.1 rPCTL
Syntax. We consider the extension of PCTL with rewards to evaluate the
expected cost properties on an MDP. Let us remind the reader of the syntax of
rPCTL, introduced in Ch. 5
φ ::= true | a | ¬φ | φ1 ∧ φ2 | PJ(ψ) | Er./x(Fφ)
ψ ::= Xφ | φ1Uφ2
where a ∈ AP is an atomic proposition, ./∈ {≥, >,≤, <}, J ⊆ [0, 1] is an
interval with rational bounds, x ∈ Q≥0, r : S → Q≥0 is a reward structure.
Observe that there is a minor difference in the syntax of P with respect
to Ch. 5. Here we write PJ(ψ) as oppose to P./p(ψ), where the interval J
allows to express bounds from below and above in a concise way. As we will see
shortly, the expressiveness of the two version of the logic is the same. Moreover,
reasoning about intervals will make our exposition simpler to follow.
Semantics. The semantics of the propositional logic fragment and of the path
formulae is defined as for DTMCs. The difference is in the probabilistic and
expected reward operators, where the notion of scheduler is introduced and the
computation ranges over all schedulers σ ∈ Σ. The formal semantics of rPCTL
is as follows.
Definition 7.3 (rPCTL Semantics) Let M = (S, α, P, T, s0, AP, L)
be an MDP, σ a scheduler of M and s ∈ S. The satisfaction relation |= of
rPCTL for state formulae is defined inductively by:
s |= true ∀s ∈ S
s |= a iff a ∈ L(s)
s |= ¬φ iff s 2 φ
s |= φ1 ∧ φ2 iff s |= φ1 and s |= φ2
s |= PJ(ψ) iff Prσs (ψ) ∈ J for all schedulers σ ∈ Σ
s |= Er./x(Fφ) iff Expσs (ZrFφ) ./ x for all schedulers σ ∈ Σ
where Prσs (ψ) = Prσs ({pi ∈ Paths | pi |=σ ψ}), and Expσs (ZrFφ) denotes the
expectation of the random variable ZrFφ : Paths → Q≥0 under scheduler σ with
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respect to the probability measure Prσs ,
ZrFφ(pi) =
{ ∞ if pi[i] 2 φ for all i ∈ N∑min{j|pi[j]|=φ}−1
i=0 r(pi[i]) otherwise
Moreover, for a path pi in M the satisfaction relation |=σ is defined by:
pi |=σ Xφ iff pi[1] |= φ
pi |=σ φ1Uφ2 iff ∃j ≥ 0 : pi[j] |= φ2 ∧ (0 ≤ k < j : pi[k] |= φ1)
From now onwards we will omit σ from the satisfaction relation and write
|= when the meaning is clear from the context.
Operator P and E. Before discussing the model checking algorithm, we
expand on the semantics of P and E defined above, showing how queries over all
schedulers reduce to reasoning over infimum and supremum over all schedulers.
This corresponds to computing infσ∈Σ Prσs (ψ) and supσ∈Σ Prσs (ψ).
In order to simplify the technical details, we use the symbol d to denote open
and closed lower bounds, d∈ {[, (} and we use e to denote open and closed upper
bounds, e ∈ {], )}. Accordingly, we use the symbol d./ to denote “greater than”
inequality symbols, d./ ∈ {≥, >}, and we use the symbol e./ to denote “less than”
inequality symbols, e./ ∈ {≤, <}, where [./ = ≥, (./ =>, ]./ =≤ and )./ =<.
From the equivalence result on PCTL formulae discussed by Baier and Ka-
toen [BK08, Ch.10], we know that the following holds:
Pdp1,p2e(ψ) ≡ P d./p1(ψ) ∧ P e./p2(ψ)
We are interested in computing theminimum and themaximum probabilities
and expected values. By the result in [BK08, Ch. 10], we know that there exist
memoryless schedulers σmin and σmax that minimise and maximise, respectively,
the probabilities of eventually reaching a state that satisfies φ:
Prσmins (Fφ) = inf
σ∈Σ
Prσs (Fφ)
Prσmaxs (Fφ) = sup
σ∈Σ
Prσs (Fφ)
This holds for every state s. In particular we will have:
s |= P./p(ψ)⇔ Prσmins (ψ) ./ p for ./∈ {≥, >}
s |= P./p(ψ)⇔ Prσmaxs (ψ) ./ p for ./∈ {≤, <}
Similar reasoning holds for the operator E, where we are interested in com-
puting the minimum and the maximum expected cost values over all schedulers.
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From [FKNP11] we know that there exist memoryless schedulers σmin and
σmax that minimise and maximise, respectively, the expected cumulative reward
of reaching a state that satisfies φ:
Expσmins (Z
r
Fφ) = inf
σ
Expσs (Z
r
Fφ)
Expσmaxs (Z
r
Fφ) = sup
σ
Expσs (Z
r
Fφ)
In particular, we can write:
s |= Er./x(Fφ)⇔ Expσmins (ZrFφ) ./ x for ./∈ {≥, >}
s |= Er./x(Fφ)⇔ Expσmaxs (ZrFφ) ./ x for ./∈ {≤, <}
Quantitative extension of rPCTL. The operators P and E express quali-
tative properties, i.e., they validate whether or not the probability and expected
cost of the paths satisfying the formula meet the given bounds, respectively. For
instance, the property “is the probability of reaching a state satisfying φ2 while
passing through states satisfying φ1 greater than or equal to 0.7?” can be ex-
press with the formula P[0.7,1](φ1Uφ2). Even though such queries are qualitative,
however the model checking algorithm is solving the corresponding quantitative
formulation. Thus, the logic can be extended with quantitative properties such
as Pmin=?(ψ), Pmax=?(ψ), Rmin=?(ψ) and Rmax=?(ψ), and compute the mini-
mum and the maximum values of probability and expected cost, respectively.
For instance, the formula Pmax=?(F success) will compute the maximum prob-
ability of eventually reaching successful states.
Remark 2 (Extending E.) According to the semantics the expected re-
ward operator returns infinity (∞) when the set of target states T ⊆ S is not
reached for some path pi, and this is what we will consider in the following part
of the dissertation. However, inspired by the different forms of the reward for-
mula defined by Baier and Katoen [BK08, Ch.10], the expected reward operator
can be extended with alternative values for the reward when T is not reached.
In particular, the expected reward ∗ can be 0 (∗ = 0) when T is not reached, or
it can be equal to the cumulative reward c (∗ = c) along the whole path.
The general definition of the random variable ZrF∗φ(pi) for different values
for the reward, when T is not reached, is:
ZrFφ(pi) =
{
g(∗) if pi[i] 2 φ for all i ∈ N∑min{j|pi[j]|=φ}−1
i=0 r(pi[i]) otherwise
where g(∗) = ∗ if ∗ ∈ {0,∞}, and g(∗) = ∑j∈N r(pi[j]) if ∗ = c.
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7.2.2 Model Checking rPCTL
Given a model of the system defined by an MDP M and a property specified
by an rPCTL state formula φ, model checking verifies whether the model M
satisfies the formula φ. For verification of the formula φ the model checking
algorithm automatically determines the states ofM that satisfies φ. The algo-
rithm recursively traverses the parse tree of φ in a bottom-up fashion, where the
internal nodes of the parse tree represents the sub-formulae of φ and the leaves
correspond to the constant true or an atomic proposition a ∈ AP . For each
sub-formula φ′ of φ, the algorithm recursively computes the set of satisfying
states Sat(φ′) = {s ∈ S | s |= φ′}.
For atomic propositions and logical connectives the model checking algorithm
is as follows:
Sat(true) = S
Sat(a) = {s ∈ S | a ∈ L(s)}
Sat(¬φ) = S\Sat(φ)
Sat(φ1 ∧ φ2) = Sat(φ1) ∩ Sat(φ2)
Model checking the operators P and E is not trivial. We need to compute
the probability and expected cost values over all schedulers and then check them
against the given bounds. Below we discuss the model checking algorithm for
each operator separately.
The complexity of PCTL model checking over MDPs is linear in the size of
the formula φ and polynomial in the size of the state space S.
7.2.2.1 Model Checking the Probabilistic Operator P
For model checking the formulas PJ(ψ) we need to compute the probability of
satisfying the formula ψ for each state s, and check whether or not the interval
J is satisfied for all schedulers σ ∈ Σ. This is reduced to the computation of the
minimum and maximum probabilities depending on the bound. Thus, we have:
Sat(P1p(ψ)) = {s ∈ S | Prmins (ψ) 1 p} for 1∈ {≥, >}
Sat(P1p(ψ)) = {s ∈ S | Prmaxs (ψ) 1 p} for 1∈ {≤, <}
where Prmins (ψ) = infσ∈Σ Prσs (ψ) and Prmaxs (ψ) = supσ∈Σ Prσs (ψ).
The computation is done for each path formula separately. For the sake of
simplicity, we denote Prmins (ψ) by xmins and Prmaxs (ψ) by xmaxs .
The operator Next. We first consider the operator next. For
xmins = Pr
min
s (Xφ)
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the following equation system is satisfied:
xmins =

0 if s ∈ S}∑
s′∈Sat(φ) P (s, s
′) if s ∈ SP
minl∈α
{
1 if T (s, l) ∈ Sat(φ)
0 otherwise if s ∈ SA
In case the system had multiple solutions, we would consider the least one as we
are interested in the minimum probability. However, from the results discussed
in [FKNP11], it follows that the above equation system has a unique solution.
Similarly, for
xmaxs = Pr
max
s (Xφ)
the following equation system is satisfied and has a unique solution:
xmaxs =

0 if s ∈ S}∑
s′∈Sat(φ) P (s, s
′) if s ∈ SP
maxl∈α
{
1 if T (s, l) ∈ Sat(φ)
0 otherwise if s ∈ SA
The operator Until. For computing the operator until, we first determine the
sets of states satisfying the formula with probability 1 and 0. The set Sat(φ2)
contains the states satisfying the formula φ2 with probability 1, while the set
S0min = {s ∈ S | ∃σ ∈ Σ : Prσs (φ1Uφ2) = 0} denotes all states from which it
is not possible to reach a state satisfying φ2 by following the states satisfying
φ1. The computation of the set S0min is done through the breadth-first graph
traversal algorithm presented in Algorithm 3. We refer the reader to [FKNP11]
for more details about the algorithm and the computation.
Algorithm 3 : Computation of the set S0min
Input: MDPM = (S, α, P, T, s0, AP, L), ψ = φ1Uφ2
Output: the set S0min = {s ∈ S | ∃σ ∈ Σ : Prσs (φ1Uφ2) = 0}
—————————————————————————————————–
R← Sat(φ2); R′ ← ∅;
while R 6= R′ do
R′ ← R;
R← R′ ∪ {s ∈ Sat(φ1) | (s ∈ SP ∧ (∃s′ ∈ R′ : P (s, s′) > 0)) ∨
(s ∈ SA ∧ (∀l ∈ α(s) : (∃s′ ∈ R′ : T (s, l) = s′)))};
end while
return S\R;
For each set of states and for
xmins = Pr
min
s (φ1Uφ2)
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we have:
xmins =

1 if s ∈ Sat(φ2)
0 if s ∈ S0min∑
s′∈S P (s, s
′) · xmins′ if s ∈ SP \(S0min ∪ Sat(φ2))
minl∈α xminT (s,l) if s ∈ SA\(S0min ∪ Sat(φ2))
As before, we are interested in the minimum solution of the system. However,
here as well the above equation system has a unique solution.
For computing
xmaxs = Pr
max
s (φ1Uφ2)
we have:
xmaxs =

1 if s ∈ Sat(φ2)
0 if s ∈ S0max∑
s′∈S P (s, s
′) · xmaxs′ if s ∈ SP \(S0max ∪ Sat(φ2))
maxl∈α xmaxT (s,l) if s ∈ SA\(S0max ∪ Sat(φ2))
where S0max = {s ∈ S | ∀σ ∈ Σ : Prσs (φ1Uφ2) = 0} and the computation
is presented in Algorithm 4. Analogously, the following system has a unique
solution.
Algorithm 4 : Computation of the set S0max
Input: MDPM = (S, α, P, T, s0, AP, L), ψ = φ1Uφ2
Output: the set S0min = {s ∈ S | ∀σ ∈ Σ : Prσs (φ1Uφ2) = 0}
—————————————————————————————————–
R← Sat(φ2); R′ ← ∅;
while R 6= R′ do
R′ ← R;
R← R′ ∪ {s ∈ Sat(φ1) | (s ∈ SP ∧ (∃s′ ∈ R′ : P (s, s′) > 0)) ∨
(s ∈ SA ∧ (∃l ∈ α(s) : (∃s′ ∈ R′ : T (s, l) = s′)))};
end while
return S\R;
7.2.2.2 Model Checking the Reward Operator E
Similarly to the case of probabilistic operator, for computing the expected cost
value over all schedulers we compute the minimum and maximum values based
on the bound.
Sat(Er./x(Fφ)) = {s ∈ S | Expmins (ZrFφ) ./ x} for ./∈ {≥, >}
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Sat(Er./x(Fφ)) = {s ∈ S | Expmaxs (ZrFφ) ./ x} for ./∈ {≤, <}
where Expmins (ZrFφ) = infσ∈ΣExp
σ
s (Z
r
Fφ) and Exp
max
s (Z
r
Fφ) = supσ∈ΣExp
σ
s (Z
r
Fφ).
The computation of
xmins = Exp
min
s (Z
r
Fφ)
can be done by solving the following equation system:
xmins =

0 if s ∈ Sat(φ)
∞ if s ∈ S<1min
r(s) +
∑
s′∈S P (s, s
′) · xmins′ if s ∈ SP \(S<1min ∪ Sat(φ))
r(s) + minl∈α xminT (s,l) if s ∈ SA\(S<1min ∪ Sat(φ))
where S<1min = {s ∈ S | ∀σ ∈ Σ : Prσs (Fφ) < 1}. The set S<1min is the set of
states for which the probability of reaching the states satisfying φ is strictly less
than 1 for all schedulers. We omit the detail computation of the set S<1min and
refer the reader to [FKNP11].
We are interested in the minimum value of the above system. Based on the
discussion in [FKNP11], for the equation system above to have a unique solution
we need to modify the MDP by removing states with self-loop and zero reward.
For the computation of the maximum value we replace min with max in the
system above and use the set S<1max = {s ∈ S | ∃σ ∈ Σ : Prσs (Fφ) < 1}.
7.3 Reward Operators for rPCTL
We have seen so far a classic expected reward operator for rPCTL. It is worth
noticing, however, that different operators have been investigated to compute
different kinds of rewards. For instance, Forejt et al. [FKNP11] define PCTL
with new operators that are used to evaluate instantaneous and cumulative
expected reward, while operators for expressing long-run and accumulated ex-
pected reward are presented in [AHK03].
Nevertheless, these extensions do not reason about the cumulative reward
along the path, i.e., they cannot express properties such as “the probability of
reaching the success state is at least 0.7, while the cumulative reward is at most
50”. To overcome this limitation, rPCTL has been extended with the reward-
bounded until path operator [BK08, Ch.10], [BHHK00, CFK+13a]. The operator
verifies if the cumulative reward along a path satisfying the property meets the
given reward bound.
All these operators evaluate the expected reward of the model, i.e., the sum
of the rewards along the path multiplied with probabilities. To the best of
our knowledge, they do not evaluate the exact reward, i.e., the sum of the
rewards without considering the probability measure. As in the attack and
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attack-defence scenarios the exact cost is one of the properties of interest, in
Ch. 8 we extend rPCTL with an operator that evaluates the exact cost of the
model.
7.4 Verification of Attack Trees though DTMCs
Attack trees in probabilistic setting present the purely probabilistic behaviour
of the system. In this setting, where only probabilistic aspects are essential,
the connection between attack trees and probabilistic models established in the
area of probabilistic model checking becomes natural. In particular, we study
the relation between attack trees and DTMCs, and propose an approach based
on DTMCs for evaluating the probability of an attack scenario.
In order to verify the probabilistic properties of an attack scenario we use
probabilistic model checking. First we present the transformation of an attack
tree to a probabilistic model (DTMC), and then discuss how probabilistic model
checking can be used to validate the properties of interest.
In the following we consider the attack tree formalism presented in Ch. 3,
where the sub-trees are combined either conjunctively or disjunctively. The
set of basic actions of an attack tree t is denoted by Act. For evaluating the
probabilistic behaviour of the system, we associate with each basic action a ∈
Act a success probability p(a) in case the attacker performs the action, p : Act→
[0, 1]. The probability of the failure of the action a will be 1− p(a).
7.4.1 Construction of DTMCs
The transformation of an attack tree t to a DTMC is done with the help of
transition matrices. First, we transform each basic action of an attack tree to a
DTMC and compute the corresponding transition matrix. Then, we construct
the product automata of DTMCs by combining the transition matrices by means
of Kronecker product in a bottom-up fashion according to the structure of the
tree. Finally, having a transition matrix for the root of the tree, we construct a
DTMC corresponding to t.
The construction of a DTMC D from a basic action a ∈ Act is presented
in Algorithm 5. The construction is done as follows. For each basic action a
we create three new states s0, s1 and s2. The initial state s0 of the DTMC D
corresponds to performing a. If a is performed successfully, the state s0 moves
with probability p(a) to a success state s1. Otherwise, it moves with probability
1−p(a) to a failure state s2. We associate with each state a Boolean label, such
that a state has label tt if an action a performed successfully in that state, and
it has label ff otherwise. Thus, we label the state s1 with tt and the state s2
with ff. The initial state has label ff.
Figure 7.1 shows graphically the constructed DTMC D from a basic action a.
The state s0 is the initial state labelled with ff. It has two outgoing transitions.
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Algorithm 5 : Algorithm for constructing a DTMC from a basic action.
Input: a basic action a ∈ Act
Output: DTMC D = (S, s0, P,AP,L)
—————————————————————————————————–
new states s0, s1, s2;
P (s0, s1) = p(a); P (s0, s2) = 1− p(a);
P (s1, s1) = 1; P (s2, s2) = 1;
L(s0) = ff; L(s1) = tt; L(s2) = ff;
ffstart
s0
tt
s1
ff
s2
p(a)
1− p(a)
1
1
Figure 7.1: Markov chain constructed from a basic action a.
With the outgoing transition labelled with probability p(a) the action succeeds
and moves to the state s1, while with the transition labelled with probability
1−p(a) it fails and moves to the state s2. The success state s1 is labelled with tt,
while the failure state s2 is labelled with ff. The states s1 and s2 are absorbing
states, meaning that Post(s1) = {s1} and Post(s2) = {s2}.
The transition matrix P and the labelling vector L of the constructed DTMC
D have the following form:
P =
 0 p(a) 1− p(a)0 1 0
0 0 1
 and L =
 fftt
ff

So far we have described how to transform each basic action to a DTMC. We
combine DTMCs by computing a product automata. The product automata
of two DTMCs D1,D2 corresponding to sub-trees t1, t2, and with transition
matrices P1, P2 and labelling vectors L1, L2 is constructed as follows. First,
we construct the transition matrix P and the labelling vector L of the product
automata. The construction is based on the operator combining sub-trees t1
and t2:
• If t = &∧(t1, t2), then P = P1 ⊗ P2 and L = L1 ∧ L2
• If t = &∨(t1, t2), then P = P1 ⊗ P2 and L = L1 ∨ L2
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Figure 7.2: A fragment of the attack tree for forcing the cardholder to pay,
from Ch. 3.
Table 7.1: The values of probability for the basic actions of the example.
Name of the Node Success probability
Access household 0.6
Threaten cardholder 0.3
Collect information 0.55
Blackmail cardholder 0.2
where the labelling vector is combined by using point-wise conjunction (respec-
tively disjunction) that applies the conjunction operator (respectively disjunc-
tion operator) element by element such that L(ij) = L1(i)∧L2(j) (respectively
L(ij) = L1(i) ∨ L2(j)).
From the resulting transition matrix P and labelling vector L we construct
the DTMC corresponding to the tree t by considering only reachable states.
At each step of the construction we remove outgoing edges from the absorbing
states by making them terminal states, meaning that Post(s) = ∅.
The constructed DTMC can be further simplified with the help of bisimu-
lation reduction. A bisimilar DTMC can be computed by means of partition
refinement, which has a complexity of O(nt) for a Markov Chain with n states
and t transitions [BK08, Buc08, Buc99].
Example. We will present our approach on a fragment of the attack tree
discussed in Ch. 3. Consider the attack tree given in Figure 7.2, where the goal
of the attacker is to steal money from the cardholder by forcing him/her to pay.
The goal can be divided into two sub-goals: threatening or blackmailing. For
a successful threatening the attacker should threaten the cardholder and access
the household. In order to succeed in blackmailing the attacker should collect
necessary information and blackmail the cardholder. The estimated success
probability of basic actions is given in Table 7.1.
First, we translate each basic action to a DTMC having the form presented
in Figure 7.1, where edges are labelled with corresponding probabilities. Using
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our bottom-up approach we construct a DTMC for the root.
Let us first construct a DTMC for the node “threaten”. The corresponding
transition matrix Pth, which is the Kronecker product of transition matrices Pah
and Ptc, corresponding to the basic actions “access household” and “threaten
cardholder”, is:
Pth = Pah ⊗ Ptc =

0 0 0 0 0.18 0.42 0 0.12 0.28
0 0 0 0 0.6 0 0 0.4 0
0 0 0 0 0 0.6 0 0 0.4
0 0 0 0 0.3 0.7 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.3 0.7
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

The corresponding labelling vector Lth is the point-wise conjunction of the la-
belling vectors of the basic actions “access household” and “threaten cardholder”.
Lth = Lah ∧ Ltc =

ff
ff
ff
ff
tt
ff
ff
ff
ff

Considering only the reachable states of the transition matrix Pth and the
labelling vector Lth, the DTMC for the node “threaten” is:
ffstart
tt
ff
ff
ff
0.18
0.12
0.28
0.42
1
1
1
1
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The new transition matrix Pth, derived from the figure above, is:
Pth =

0 0.18 0.42 0.12 0.28
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1

Observe that we can reduce the DTMC to the following one, which is bisim-
ilar to the one above:
ffstart
tt
ff
0.18
0.82
1
1
The corresponding transition matrix Pth and labelling vector Lth is:
Pth =
 0 0.18 0.820 1 0
0 0 1
 and Lth =
 fftt
ff

The DTMC for the node “blackmail” is constructed in the same way and the
transition matrix Pbl have a similar structure with the appropriate probabilities.
The transition matrix for the root of the tree is constructed through the
Kronecker product of the matrices Pth and Pbl. Each of them are 5×5 matrices
and as a result we get a 25× 25 matrix and the corresponding labelling vector
for the root. However, through bisimulation reduction we can reduce the size of
the so obtained DTMC. In this case, the size of the transition matrix Pth is 3×3
as well as the size of the transition matrix Pbl, and the result of the Kronecker
product of P = Pth ⊗ Pbl is a 9× 9 matrix instead of a 25× 25 matrix.
P = Pth ⊗ Pbl =

0 0 0 0 0.02 0.16 0 0.09 0.73
0 0 0 0 0.18 0 0 0.82 0
0 0 0 0 0 0.18 0 0 0.82
0 0 0 0 0.11 0.89 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.11 0.89
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

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The labelling vector L for the root of the tree is:
L = Lth ∨ Lbl =

ff
tt
ff
tt
tt
tt
ff
tt
ff

Similarly, considering only the reachable states, the DTMC corresponding
to the tree in Figure 7.2 is:
ffstart
tt
tt
ff.
tt
0.02
0.16
0.73
0.09
1
1
1
1
Further simplifying the result, we obtain the following bisimilar DTMC:
ffstart
tt
ff
0.27
0.73
1
1
7.4.2 Evaluation of DTMCs
In the previous section we have described a transformation of attack trees in
probabilistic setting to DTMCs. It is worth observing that this procedure always
leads to a DTMC with three states that contains the essence of any attack
tree evaluation, showing that the goal at the root can be attained or not and
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with what probabilities. The probabilistic evaluation is performed during the
construction of a DTMC through the computation of the transition matrix P
and the labelling vector L in each step, leading to a DTMC with the result at
the root for the query “what is the maximum probability of a successful attack?”.
Of course, properties that can be verified on such a DTMC are limited to the
probability of success and failure at the root. In particular, the transformation
leads to loose information about the internal nodes (sub-goals) and the leaves
that enable the attack. Even though the method provides limited insights onto
the model and its properties, it could be argued that it results in a very concise
outcome, easy to communicate. In case when the main focus of the security
analysis of an attack scenario is to reason about the probability of an attack and
not the path leading to it, this method provides a simple visual representation
of the query under investigation.
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Chapter 8
Evaluation of Attack Trees
through MDPs
In Sect. 7.4 we have studied attack trees where basic actions are associated only
with the probability of success and presented the connection between attack
trees and DTMCs. We shall now turn our attention to other attributes of
attack trees, for probability is just one of various security attributes to be found
in the literature and in the practice.
In this chapter we extend the model of attack tree with a cost attribute. The
attribute describes the cost of performing a basic action and allows to evaluate
properties such as “is there a cheapest way to attack the system?” and “what
is the minimum cost of a successful attack?”. Moreover, the extended model
allows to represent an attack tree with multiple parameters, which leads to the
analysis of security properties with various, possibly conflicting, objectives such
as “what is the maximum success probability of an attack with cost at most
500?”.
Attack scenarios with both probability and cost attributes express a combi-
nation of nondeterministic and probabilistic behaviour, i.e., an attacker has the
nondeterministic choice of performing a basic action and paying the correspond-
ing cost, while the performed basic action succeeds with a certain probability.
In order to represent both choices, the nondeterministic choice for performing
an action and the probabilistic choice for succeeding with a certain probability,
we model the attack scenario as an MDP. We study the connection between
these two models and define a translation from attack trees to MDPs.
In order to analyse attack scenarios formally and to compute the optimal
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strategy of the attacker we employ probabilistic model checking. The proba-
bilistic temporal logic rPCTL is then used to express a wide range of security
properties. The logic allows to specify various properties related to the prob-
ability of certain events occurring, and an expected cost or reward measure
associated with them.
The expected reward operator in rPCTL computes the expected value of
the cumulative reward obtained before some set of target states is reached.
Intuitively, the expected value is computed by multiplying the cost of the states
by their probability of occurring along the paths reaching the target states,
and the resulting products are summed. This operator is useful to analyse the
expectation of certain events and allows to specify properties such as “what
is the expected cost of an attack?”. However, one might be interested in the
exact cost computation of certain events occurring, i.e., computing the sum of
the costs of states along the path satisfying the event. Exact cost can be used
to evaluate the cost or time to execute a task and compare it to the available
budget.
For specifying and verifying exact cost properties we extends rPCTL with
an exact cost operator denoted by C. In our extended logic erPCTL we use
a general notation of the cost-bounded until operator with any cost interval
I ∈ Q≥0 and without step bound, i.e., the formula is satisfied when both the set
of target states is reached and the cost interval is satisfied. We define the model
checking algorithm erPCTL and demonstrate our developments on an example.
The chapter first presents the construction of MDPs from attack trees with
multiple parameters in Sect. 8.1. The extended logic erPCTL and the model
checking algorithm are defined in Sects. 8.2 and 8.3, respectively. The verifica-
tion of security properties expressed in erPCTL is discussed in Sect. 8.4. We
conclude and discuss future research directions in Sect. 8.5. This chapter is
mainly based on [AN17].
8.1 From Attack Trees to Markov Decision Pro-
cesses
In Sect. 7.4 we studied the probabilistic properties of an attack scenario. In
the following, together with a probability attribute, we augment attack trees
with the cost of performing basic actions. We associate with each basic action
a ∈ Act a cost c of performing a, c : Act→ Q≥0.
As noted above, an attack tree with probability and cost attributes encodes
behaviour encompassing both probabilistic and nondeterministic features. Thus,
we translate such an attack tree to an MDP. Before presenting the translation,
it is worthwhile noticing that in an attack tree the order in which the basic
actions are performed is not fixed. However, in the MDP this needs to be made
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construct[t](A ∪ {a},Done,Succ) = new state s ∈ SA with:
L(s) = {a}, T (s, Y ) = s′, T (s,N) = s′′ where:
s′ = construct[t](A,Done ∪ {a},Succ)
s′′ = construct[t](A,Done,Succ)
and: r(s′) = c(a), r(s′′) = 0
construct[t](∅,Done ∪ {a},Succ) = new state s ∈ SP with:
L(s) = {a}, P (s, s′) = p(a), P (s, s′′) = 1− p(a) where:
s′ = construct[t](∅,Done,Succ ∪ {a})
s′′ = construct[t](∅,Done,Succ)
and: r(s′) = r(s′′) = 0
construct[t](∅, ∅,Succ) = new state s ∈ S} with:
L(s) = {success} if [[t]](Succ) and {failure} otherwise, P (s, s) = 1
Table 8.1: The construction from an attack tree t to an MDP.
explicit. Since we assume that the basic actions of a tree are independent, we
will also assume any linear order of the set of basic actions Act.
From an attack tree to an MDP. We construct an MDPM = (S, α, P, T, s0,
AP,L) from an attack tree t according to Table 8.1, where s0 = construct[t](Act, ∅, ∅).
The set of states S is the disjoint union of sets SA, SP , S}, S = SA unionmulti SP unionmulti S},
while the set of actions is α = {Y,N}. The transition functions P, T and
the labelling function L are constructed according to Table 8.1, and a set of
atomic propositions is AP = Act unionmulti {success, failure}. Recall from Ch. 7 that
r : S → Q≥0 denotes the reward associated with the states of an MDP. The
target state space S is exponential in the size of t.
The call construct[t](Act, ∅, ∅) of the recursive function construct, defined in
Table 8.1, constructs an MDP from t. The procedure first constructs all nonde-
terministic transitions of the target MDP, and then the probabilistic transitions.
Throughout the evaluation of the function we assume to have an attack tree t
as a global parameter. At each step of the evaluation of construct[t](A,Done,Succ)
the first parameter A corresponds to the remaining set of attacker’s basic ac-
tions that has still to be evaluated, the second parameter Done is the set of
attempted actions, and the last parameter Succ is the set of attempted and
succeeded actions. The construction function is structurally defined over the
set of basic actions as explained below.
If the set of remaining actions contains the action a, A = A′∪{a}, we create
a nondeterministic state in the MDP labelled with a and with two outgoing
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Figure 8.1: A fragment of the attack tree for forcing the cardholder to pay,
from Ch. 3.
transitions. One transition corresponds to attempting a and is labelled with
the action Y and cost c(a), while the other transition corresponds to not at-
tempting a and is labelled with the action N and cost 0. The successors of the
state are constructed recursively, by calling construct[t](A′,Done ∪ {a},Succ)
and construct[t](A′,Done,Succ), respectively.
If the set of remaining actions is empty, A = ∅, while the set of attempted
actions contains the action a, Done = Done′ ∪ {a}, we create a probabilistic
state labelled with a and with the outgoing transitions corresponding to the
success and the failure of the attempted action a. We label these transitions with
probabilities p(a) and 1−p(a), and construct the successor of the state by calling
construct[t](∅,Done′,Succ ∪ {a}) and construct[t](∅,Done′,Succ), respectively.
If both the set of remaining actions and the set of attempted actions are
empty, A = ∅,Done = ∅, then we are at the end of the procedure. We create a
final state and label it with the result of the evaluation of t over the success of
the basic actions, [[t]](Succ), where [[t]] is the Boolean formula of which the tree
t is a parse tree and the actions in the formula are tt if the actions are in the
set Succ and ff otherwise.
Observe that the procedure builds finite MDPs as they contain no loop,
hence all paths are finite.
Example. Let us introduce an example that we will develop throughout the
chapter. We consider a fragment of the attack tree discussed in Chs. 3,7. The
corresponding attack tree t is given in Figure 8.1. We label the leaves to refer
to them easily.
The probability of success and cost values for the basic actions of the tree
are given in Table 8.2, and we consider the following linearly ordered set for
basic actions, Act = {ah, tc, ci, bc}.
Let us construct an MDP from the tree t displayed in Figure 8.1, by following
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Table 8.2: Probabilities and costs for the basic actions in the example.
Label Name of the Node Probability Cost
ah access household 0.6 70
tc threaten cardholder 0.3 30
ci collect information 0.55 50
bc blackmail cardholder 0.2 30
ahstart
tc
tc
Fig. 8.3
Fig. 8.4
Fig. 8.5
Fig. 8.6
Y
N
Y
N
Y
N
Figure 8.2: The MDPMt constructed from the tree t. Due to the size ofMt
we have split it into some figures.
the rules described in Table 8.1. First, all nondeterministic transitions are con-
structed, and then the probabilistic ones. The resulting MDP Mt is presented
in Figure 8.2.
8.2 The Logic erPCTL for Attack Trees
In the following we introduce erPCTL (Probabilistic Computation Tree Logic
with Exact Reward) for expressing probability as well as cost-related properties
of MDPs. erPCTL is an extension of the temporal logic rPCTL. It allows to
reason about the properties over cost measures such as probability within a cost
bound or minimum cost of an execution.
Definition 8.1 (erPCTL Syntax) The syntax of the extended logic er-
PCTL is defined as follows:
φ ::= true | a | ¬φ | φ1 ∧ φ2 | PJ(ψ) | Er./x(Fφ) | PJ(ψ | I) | CI(ψ)
ψ ::= Xφ | φ1Uφ2
where a ∈ AP , ./∈ {≥, >,≤, <}, J ⊆ [0, 1] is a non-empty interval with rational
bounds, x ∈ Q≥0, I ⊆ Q≥0 is a non-empty interval with rational bounds, and
r : S → Q≥0 is a reward structure.
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Figure 8.3: A fragment of the MDPMt constructed from the tree t.
Similarly to rPCTL, we differentiate between state formulae (φ) and path
formulae (ψ). The operators inherited from rPCTL have the same semantics.
The intuitive interpretation of the new operators is as follows. The probabilistic
operator with cost bound PJ(ψ | I) is used to evaluate the probability over the
paths satisfying the cost bound I. Intuitively, a state s satisfies PJ(ψ | I) if
the probability that the formula ψ holds on the paths from s satisfying the cost
bound I is in J . The cost operator CI(ψ) is used to evaluate the exact cost of
the paths satisfying the formula ψ. Intuitively, a state s satisfies CI(ψ) if the
cumulative cost of the paths satisfying the formula ψ is in I.
These operators allow us to check queries like “is the probability of an attack
in a cost interval [300,540] smaller than or equal 0.85?”, “what is the maximum
probability of cheap attacks?” or “is the cost of all successful attacks greater
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Figure 8.4: A fragment of the MDPMt constructed from the tree t.
than 300?”.
For simplifying the technical developments, without loss of generality we
move from rational numbers to integers for costs. We prove the following facts
that we will use later in the chapter.
Fact 1 For any finite set Y ⊆ Q there exists N ∈ N>0 such that Y ⊆ ZN ( Q,
where ZN is a set of rational numbers expressed as fractions of the same non-zero
denominator N .
Proof. If the set is empty, Y = ∅, then the fact follows trivially, for the empty
set is a subset of any set A, ∀A : ∅ ⊆ A.
Assume the set contains n > 0 rational numbers, Y = {A1B1 , · · · , AnBn } where
Ai ∈ Z, Bi ∈ N>0. We choose N = B1 · . . . · Bn and re-write each number in
the set as follows, AiBi =
Ai·
∏
j 6=i Bj
N ∈ ZN . Thus, there exists N such that Y ⊆ ZN
and the fact follows.

Fact 2 For all natural numbers N ∈ N>0 and sets Y ⊆ ZN it holds that
inf(Y ) ∈
 {+∞} if Y = ∅{−∞} if Y is not bounded from below
Y otherwise
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Figure 8.5: A fragment of the MDPMt constructed from the tree t.
sup(Y ) ∈
 {−∞} if Y = ∅{+∞} if Y is not bounded from above
Y otherwise
Proof. We show the proof for the infimum. The case for the supremum is
analogous.
Consider the set Y ⊆ ZN . The first two cases, when the set is empty or is not
bounded from below, are trivial. Assume that Y is a non-empty set bounded
from below. As N is a natural number, we can write inf(Y ) = 1N inf(Y · N),
where Y ·N is a point-wise multiplication of the set Y by (a scalar) N resulting
in a set of integers. We know that the infimum of a set of integers bounded from
below is in the set. Thus, modifying Y as above we can conclude that inf(Y ) is
in Y .

Remark 3 The new operators of erPCTL are treated similarly to the oper-
ators of rPCTL, reducing to the computation of infimum and supremum. For
closed intervals, these values are in the interval. On the contrary, when the
interval is open, it is not always the case that the infimum and the supremum
are in the interval.
The cost operator CI(ψ) computes the exact cost of reaching a state that
satisfies ψ, where the cost values are added along the path without multiplying
with probability, as opposed to the computation of the standard expected cost
operator of rPCTL. Hence, with the help of Fact 2 and because ZN is closed
under addition, we can consider both open and closed cost intervals I.
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Figure 8.6: A fragment of the MDPMt constructed from the tree t.
A similar reasoning holds for the cost interval I in the probabilistic operator
with cost bound PJ(ψ | I), where we can consider both open and closed cost
intervals. However, this is not the case for the probability interval J . In the
operator PJ(ψ | I) probabilities are multiplied along the path, hence we cannot
use Fact 2 as ZN is not closed under multiplication. Thus, we consider only
closed intervals J .
As a future research direction we would like to investigate open intervals
for probability in the operator PJ(ψ | I) and study when the infimum and the
supremum are in J .
Quantitative extension of erPCTL. Similarly to the probabilistic and ex-
pected reward operators of rPCTL, the operators PJ(ψ | I) and CI(ψ) are
validating whether or not the given bound is satisfied. They are not deter-
mining the actual probability and cost values. However, as the model checking
algorithm is computing the values, we can extend the logic with quantitative
operators such as Pmin=?(ψ | I), Pmax=?(ψ | I), Cmin=?(ψ) and Cmax=?(ψ).
The semantics of the propositional logic fragment and of probabilistic and
reward formulae is defined as for rPCTL. Below we will discuss the semantics
of the new operators PJ(ψ | I) and CI(ψ).
8.2.1 Probabilistic Operator with Cost Bound PJ(ψ | I)
We propose the operator PJ(ψ | I) for probability computation with cost bound,
where ψ is a path formula, J ⊆ [0, 1] is a non-empty probability interval and
I ⊆ Q≥0 is a non-empty cost interval. The probability interval J can be only
closed, while the cost interval I can be either open or closed. In order to simplify
the technical developments, however, we do not consider intervals I of the form
(0, ce – if 0 is an extreme than it must fall in I.
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Before defining the formal semantics of PJ(ψ | I), let us introduce some
useful notation. We define the semantics of each path formula with cost interval
I as follows:
pi |=I Xφ iff pi[1] |= φ ∧ cost(pi[0 1]) ∈ I
pi |=I φ1Uφ2 iff ∃j ≥ 0 : pi[j] |= φ2 ∧ (0 ≤ k < j : pi[k] |= φ1)
∧ cost(pi[0 · · · j]) ∈ I
The semantics of the probabilistic operator with cost bound is as follows:
s |= PJ(ψ | I) iff Prσs (ψ | I) ∈ J for all schedulers σ ∈ Σ
where Prσs (ψ | I) = Prσs {pi ∈ Pathσs | pi |=I ψ}.
Intuitively, PJ(ψ | I) states that the probability of the paths starting from
state s and satisfying the formula ψ and cost bound I meets the bounds given
by J .
The operator PJ(ψ) is treated as a special case of the operator PJ(ψ | I).
The two operators are equivalent if the cost interval is [0,∞):
PJ(ψ) ≡ PJ(ψ | [0,∞))
As mentioned above, the semantics considers all possible schedulers, but we
can rephrase it in terms of infimum and supremum. We know from [BK08] that
the following equation holds:
P[p1,p2](ψ) ≡ P≥p1(ψ) ∧ P≤p2(ψ)
The result holds also in case of cost intervals on both sides of the equation:
P[p1,p2](ψ | I) ≡ P≥p1(ψ | I) ∧ P≤p2(ψ | I)
Similarly to the case of PJ(ψ), we are interested in computing the minimum
and the maximum probability values within given cost bounds.
s |= P≥p(ψ | I)⇔ inf
σ∈Σ
Prσs (ψ | I) ≥ p
s |= P≤p(ψ | I)⇔ sup
σ∈Σ
Prσs (ψ | I) ≤ p
where the clauses above hold thanks to the reduction of costs from Q to Z
explained in Facts 1 and 2.
For the sake of conciseness, we define
Prmins (ψ | I) = inf
σ∈Σ
Prσs (ψ | I)
Prmaxs (ψ | I) = sup
σ∈Σ
Prσs (ψ | I)
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8.2.2 Cost operator CI(ψ)
We propose the operator CI(ψ) for exact cost computation, where ψ is a path
formula and I ⊆ Q≥0 is a non-empty cost interval. The cost interval I can be
either open or closed.
Before defining the formal semantics of CI(ψ), let us introduce some useful
notation. We define the cost of an infinite path pi = s0s1 · · · for each path
formula, denoted by cost(pi, ψ), as follows:
cost(pi,Xφ) = {cost(pi[0 1]) | pi[1] |= φ}
cost(pi, φ1Uφ2) = {cost(pi[0 · · · k]) | pi[k] |= φ2 ∧ (0 ≤ i < k : pi[i] |= φ1)}
When the path formula φ is not satisfied, then the set is empty. Otherwise, it
contains the set of possible costs.
Fact 3 For a path pi, a cost interval I and a path formula ψ it holds that
pi |=I ψ ⇔ ∃c ∈ cost(pi, ψ) : c ∈ I
Fact 4 For a path pi and a path formula ψ it holds that
pi |= ψ ⇔ pi |=[0,∞) ψ
The semantics of the cost operator is as follows:
s |= CI(ψ) iff ∀σ ∈ Σ : ∀pi ∈ Pathσs : ∀c ∈ cost(pi, ψ) : c ∈ I
Intuitively, CI(ψ) states that the exact (cumulative) cost of paths starting in
state s and satisfying formula ψ under scheduler σ is in the interval I.
In order to verify the cost formula with a general cost interval, we reduce
the problem to intervals with only lower and upper bounds according to the
following equivalence result:
Cdc1,c2e(ψ) ≡ C d./c1(ψ) ∧ C e./c2(ψ)
where c1 ≤ c2, c1, c2 6=∞, d./ ∈ {≥, >}, and e./ ∈ {≤, <}.
Thus, to verify that the exact cost of each path satisfying the formula ψ is in
the interval it is sufficient to verify that the exact cost of each path satisfying ψ
meets the lower and upper bounds. Again, this problem can be reduced to verify
that the infimum (respectively the supremum) cost meets the bound. Lemma 8.2
shows how such reduction is performed. Note that the cost computation is done
over all schedulers and all paths.
Lemma 8.2
s |= C./c(ψ)⇔ ( inf
σ∈Σ
inf
pi∈Pathσs
inf cost(pi, ψ)) ./ c, for ./∈ {≥, >}
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s |= C./c(ψ)⇔ (sup
σ∈Σ
sup
pi∈Pathσs
sup cost(pi, ψ)) ./ c, for ./∈ {≤, <}
Proof. Let us first proof the case of the infimum. The case when the set
cost(pi, ψ) is empty or not bounded is straightforward. Assume that there exists
at least one path satisfying ψ, hence cost(pi, ψ) is non-empty and bounded. Let
us define cminσ = infpi∈Pathσs inf cost(pi, ψ).
It is sufficient to prove that for an MDPM with state space S there exists
a memoryless scheduler σmin such that for any s ∈ S
cσmin = inf
σ∈Σ
cminσ
We know that costs are non-negative rational numbers. We modify them
into the form ZN for N ∈ N>0. Since ZN is closed under addition, we have that
cost(pi, ψ) ⊆ ZN . Based on Fact 2 we have that cminσ ∈ ZN . Then, it follows that
there exists a scheduler σmin such that cσmin = infσ∈Σ cminσ as the infimum of
the set is in ZN by Fact 2. The thesis follows.
The proof for the case of the supremum follows a different approach. Here
we do not consider the cost of the shortest path in the underlying graph, but we
take the maximum cost value. The poof is carried out by considering possible
values for the supremum.
The case when the supremum is −∞ is trivial as it can happen only when
the set cost(pi, ψ) is empty and for the empty set the relation holds.
Assume the supremum is +∞. We get this value only if a path meets a loop
whose cost is greater than 0. In this case there must be a cost value greater
than the upper bound c, and thus both sides of the relation cannot be satisfied.
Assume the supremum is finite. This case is similar to the corresponding
one for the infimum. The proof follows by Fact 2: if the supremum is finite then
the value must fall in the interval.

Duality. The cost formula CI(ψ) evaluates the cost over all schedulers and
all paths. It is used to verify queries such as whether the cost of all successful
attacks is within the given bounds. Such questions quantify universally over
schedulers and paths. The dual questions, when we consider the existential
quantifier, might be of interest as well. For instance, if the attacker has a
limited budget, then he/she might want to know whether there is at least one
cheap attack or a successful attack below his/her budget. Such “dual” queries
can be phrased restoring to negation. For instance, verifying that the cost of
satisfying ψ for at least one execution is at most c is equivalent to verifying the
formula ¬C>c(ψ).
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Semantically, for a given bound c, the following equivalence result holds:
∃σ ∈ Σ : ∃pi ∈ Pathσs : ∃c′ ∈ cost(pi, ψ) : c′ ./ c⇔
¬(∀σ ∈ Σ : ∀pi ∈ Pathσs : ∀c′ ∈ cost(pi, ψ) : ¬(c′ ./ c))
8.3 Model Checking erPCTL
To verify properties defined in erPCTL we develop a model checking algorithm.
The model checking algorithm for a erPCTL formula φ on an MDP M deter-
mines the states of M that satisfy φ. The algorithm is similar to the model
checking algorithm for rPCTL. It recursively determines the set of satisfying
states Sat(φ′) for each sub-formula φ′ of φ traversing the parse tree of ψ in a
bottom-up manner.
For atomic propositions, logical connectives, the probabilistic operator and
the reward operator the model checking algorithm is the same as for rPCTL. In
the following we will discuss the algorithms of the new operators.
8.3.1 Model Checking the Operator PJ(ψ | I)
Similarly to the cases discussed above, the algorithm for the probabilistic oper-
ator with a cost bound is reduced to the computation of the minimum and the
maximum values:
Sat(P≥p(ψ | I)) = {s ∈ S | Prmins (ψ | I) ≥ p}
Sat(P≤p(ψ | I)) = {s ∈ S | Prmaxs (ψ | I) ≤ p}
In the following we explain how to determine the minimum and maximum proba-
bility satisfying the formula in the cost interval, separately for each path formula
ψ. The algorithm follows the development for the model checking probabilistic
operator, presented in Sect. 7.2.2.1.
The operator Next (ψ = Xφ). First, we consider the operator next. For
computing the minimum probability satisfying Xφ in the cost interval I,
xmins = Pr
min
s (Xφ | I)
we are solving the following equations:
xmins =

0 if s ∈ S}∑
s′∈Sat(φ)
r(s)+r(s′)∈I
P (s, s′) if s ∈ SP
minl∈α
{
1 if T (s, l) ∈ Sat(φ) ∧ (r(s) + r(T (s, l))) ∈ I
0 otherwise if s ∈ SA
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As the sets S}, SP , SA are disjoint and we identified the set of states for which
xmins equals 0, we can compute xmins as the unique solution of the system above.
Similarly, for computing the maximum probability satisfying Xφ in the cost
interval I,
xmaxs = Pr
max
s (Xφ | I)
the following equations have a unique solution:
xmaxs =

0 if s ∈ S}∑
s′∈Sat(φ)
r(s)+r(s′)∈I
P (s, s′) if s ∈ SP
maxl∈α
{
1 if T (s, l) ∈ Sat(φ) ∧ (r(s) + r(T (s, l))) ∈ I
0 otherwise if s ∈ SA
The operator Until (ψ = φ1Uφ2). Let us now discuss the computation
of PJ(ψ | I) for the operator until. Again we are interested in computing
Prmins (ψ | I) and Prmaxs (ψ | I). Before presenting the computation, it is
worthwhile noticing that in many real-life scenarios the cost interval I has only
an upper bound or a lower bound. Thus, we develop the computation in three
different cases with respect to the cost bounds; only an upper bound [0, c2], [0, c2)
– recall that I ⊆ Q≥0, only a lower bound [c1,∞), (c1,∞), or both bounds (cost
interval) [c1, c2], [c1, c2), (c1, c2] and (c1, c2).
Cases I = [0, c2] and I = [0, c2). Let us first look into the case of the inter-
val [0, c2]. Having only an upper bound c2 for cost, the values of interest are
Prmins (φ1Uφ2 | [0, c2]) and Prmaxs (φ1Uφ2 | [0, c2]). First, we define
xmins (c) = Pr
min
s (φ1Uφ2 | [0, c])
where c ≥ 0 is the maximum amount that may be spent, where initially c = c2.
The algorithm follows the corresponding one for the probabilistic operator in
rPCTL. The difference is that in each considered case (set of states) we examine
the cost bound as well. For instance, for the set of state for which Prσs (φ1Uφ2)
is 1 we need to ensure that their costs are within the threshold c (r(s) ≤ c):
instead, when their costs exceed the threshold (r(s) > c), these states are in the
set for which Prσs (φ1Uφ2) is 0. Thus, xmins (c) can be computed by solving the
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Table 8.3: Computation of probabilities with upper cost bound, Prs(φ1Uφ2 |
[0, c]).
Sat(φ2) S
0 s ∈ SP \(S0 ∪ Sat(φ2)) s ∈ SA\(S0 ∪ Sat(φ2))
≤ c (1) (2) (3) (4)
> c (2) (2) (2) (2)
following equation system:
xmins (c) =

1 if s ∈ Sat(φ2) ∧ r(s) ≤ c (1)
0 if s ∈ S0min ∨ r(s) > c (2)∑
s′∈S P (s, s
′) · xmins′ (c− r(s)) if s ∈ SP \(S0min ∪ Sat(φ2))
∧ r(s) ≤ c (3)
minl∈α xminT (s,l)(c− r(s)) if s ∈ SA\(S0min ∪ Sat(φ2))
∧ r(s) ≤ c (4)
where S0min = {s ∈ S | ∃σ ∈ Σ : Prσs (φ1Uφ2) = 0}.
To better understand the equation system, let us look into Table 8.3. The
first row of the table illustrates the four disjoint set of states (1-4). The first
column corresponds to the possible cost bounds. As we have an upper cost
bound, all costs can be divided into two groups; those that are within the bound
(≤ c) and those that are outside the bound (> c). Table 8.3 maps each possible
combination of a set of states and cost bound for a state with a corresponding
equation.
We consider the minimum value of the equation system in case of multiple
solutions. However, the problem is similar to the stochastic shortest path prob-
lem, discussed in [DA98, BT91], and thus, the equation system has a unique
solution.
For the computation of the maximum probability we change “min” to “max”
in the system above. Analogously, the following system has a unique solution.
xmaxs (c) =

1 if s ∈ Sat(φ2) ∧ r(s) ≤ c (1)
0 if s ∈ S0max ∨ r(s) > c (2)∑
s′∈S P (s, s
′) · xmaxs′ (c− r(s)) if s ∈ SP \(S0max ∪ Sat(φ2))
∧ r(s) ≤ c (3)
maxl∈α xmaxT (s,l)(c− r(s)) if s ∈ SA\(S0max ∪ Sat(φ2))
∧ r(s) ≤ c (4)
where S0max = {s ∈ S | ∀σ ∈ Σ : Prσs (φ1Uφ2) = 0}.
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A correspondence holds between Table 8.3 and the equation system for com-
puting the maximum probability as the one highlighted above for the minimi-
sation case.
So far we have discussed the case for the closed interval [0, c2]. For the
computation of the open interval [0, c2) we change ≤ to < and > to ≥ in the
equations above.
Cases I = [c1,∞) and I = (c1,∞). Let us present now the case when I
has only a lower bound. We are interested in computing the probability of the
paths that have cost greater than or equal to c1. Having only a lower bound for
the cost, the values of interest are Prmins (φ1Uφ2 | [c1,∞)) and Prmaxs (φ1Uφ2 |
[c1,∞)).
We define
xmins (c) = Pr
min
s (φ1Uφ2 | [c,∞))
where c ∈ Q is the required minimum amount to be spent.
First, we identify the set of states for which Prσs (φ1Uφ2) is 0. The set with
probability 0 is the same as for the probabilistic operator of rPCTL, that is
S0min = {s ∈ S | ∃σ ∈ Σ : Prσs (φ1Uφ2) = 0}
S0man = {s ∈ S | ∀σ ∈ Σ : Prσs (φ1Uφ2) = 0}
Observe that having a lower cost bound it might happen that a prefix of a path
satisfies the formula but the required cost budget is not reached. We handle
this situation by continuing the computation until we find a point where both
the formula and the required cost budget are satisfied. Thus, for the set with
probability 1 we check the satisfiability of the cost budget. If a state satisfies
φ2 (s ∈ Sat(φ2)) and the required cost amount c (r(s) ≥ c), then we stop the
computation. Otherwise, we continue the iteration based on a type of the state.
xmins (c) =

1 if s ∈ Sat(φ2) ∧ r(s) ≥ c (1)
0 if s ∈ S0min (2)∑
s′∈S P (s, s
′) · xmins′ (c− r(s)) if s ∈ SP \(S0min ∪ Sat(φ2))∨ (3a)
(s ∈ SP ∩ Sat(φ2) ∧ r(s) < c) (3b)
minl∈α xminT (s,l)(c− r(s)) if s ∈ SA\(S0min ∪ Sat(φ2))∨ (4a)
(s ∈ SA ∩ Sat(φ2) ∧ r(s) < c) (4b)
We present Table 8.4 to associate each set of states and cost amount for a
state with a corresponding equation. Observe that for the states in Sat(φ2) and
cost < c there are two equations. The equations (3b) and (4b) correspond to the
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Table 8.4: Computation of probabilities with lower cost bound, Prs(φ1Uφ2 |
[c,∞]).
Sat(φ2) S
0 s ∈ SP \(S0 ∪ Sat(φ2)) s ∈ SA\(S0 ∪ Sat(φ2))
≥ c (1) (2) (3a) (4a)
< c (3b),(4b) (2) (3a) (4a)
φstart
s
l
Figure 8.7: An MDP example.
continuation of the computation in case the formula is satisfied but the required
cost amount is not reached.
In case of multiple solutions we consider the minimum value of the equation
system above.
Remark 4 Consider an MDP with one state s ∈ SA and r(s) = 0, like the
one presented in Figure 8.7. We are interested in computing Prmins (true Uφ |
[10,∞)). Checking the conditions of the equations above, we can see that the
state s satisfies the condition (4b), as s ∈ Sat(φ) and r(s) < c. From the
equation system we have that xmins (c) = xmins (c), and thus the system above has
infinitely many solutions.
For ensuring a unique solution of the equation system we can use the tech-
niques described in [FKNP11, DA98]. The main idea is to modify the MDP by
removing states with self-loop and zero cost. However, as the uniqueness of the
solution is outside of the scope of this dissertation, we will not go into more
details.
For the computation of the maximum probability we change “min” to “max”
in the equations above and follow similar developments as for the computation
of the minimum probability.
So far we have discussed the case for the closed interval [c1,∞]. The com-
putation of the open interval (c1,∞] is carried out by changing ≥ to > and <
to ≤ in the system above.
General case I = dc1, c2e. Let us now present the general case, where we have
both lower and upper cost bounds, we are interested in computing Prmins (φ1Uφ2 |
dc1, c2e) and Prmaxs (φ1Uφ2 | dc1, c2e), where c1 ≤ c2.
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Table 8.5: Computation of probabilities with upper and lower bounds,
Prs(φ1Uφ2 | [c′, c′′]).
Sat(φ2) S
0 s ∈ SP \(S0 ∪ Sat(φ2)) s ∈ SA\(S0 ∪ Sat(φ2))
≥ c′ and ≤ c′′ (1) (2) (3a) (4a)
> c′′ (2) (2) (2) (2)
< c′ (3b),(4b) (2) (3a) (4a)
We define
xmins (c
′, c′′) = Prmins (φ1Uφ2 | [c′, c′′])
where c′ ∈ Q is the required minimum amount to be spent and c′′ ≥ 0 is the
maximum amount that may be spent. Similarly to previous cases, we examine
the cost amount for each set of states. For instance, the states in the set with
probability 1 should satisfy not only the formula φ2 but also be in a cost interval
[c′, c′′], while the states above the cost interval (r(s) > c′′) should be in the set
with probability 0.
xmins (c
′, c′′) =

1 if s ∈ Sat(φ2) ∧ r(s) ∈ [c′, c′′] (1)
0 if s ∈ S0min ∨ r(s) > c′′ (2)∑
s′∈S P (s, s
′) · xmins′ (c′ − r(s), c′′ − r(s))
if (s ∈ SP \(S0min ∪ Sat(φ2)) ∧ r(s) ≤ c′′) (3a)
∨ (s ∈ SP ∩ Sat(φ2) ∧ r(s) < c′) (3b)
minl∈A xminT (s,l)(c
′ − r(s), c′′ − r(s))
if (s ∈ SA\(S0min ∪ Sat(φ2)) ∧ r(s) ≤ c′′) (4a)
∨ (s ∈ SA ∩ Sat(φ2) ∧ r(s) < c′) (4b)
We present Table 8.5 to associate each set of states and cost amount for a
state with a corresponding equation. Differently from the previous cases, here
the cost values are divided into three groups; those that are inside the cost
interval, those that are below the cost interval and those that are above the cost
interval.
We consider the minimum solution of the equation system above. Like in
the case with only lower bound, here as well the system above does not have a
unique solution. Again, we can use the techniques presented in [FKNP11, DA98]
and modify the MDP in order to compute the unique solution.
For the computation of the maximum probability we change “min” to “max”
in the equations above and consider the maximum solution.
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So far we have discussed the case for the close interval [c1, c2]. The compu-
tation of partially-opened, (c1, c2], [c1, c2), or fully-opened, (c1, c2) intervals, is
carried out as follows. When the lower bound is not included, we change ≥ to
> and < to ≤, while when the upper bound is not included we change ≤ to <
and > to ≥.
8.3.2 Model Checking the Operator CI(ψ)
Let us now present the model checking algorithm for the operator CI(ψ). We
need to compute the exact cost of the paths satisfying the formula ψ and check
whether it is in I. The procedure reduces to the computation of the minimum
and the maximum values depending on the bound:
Sat(C./c(ψ) = {s ∈ S | ( inf
σ∈Σ
inf
pi∈Pathσs
inf cost(pi, ψ)) ./ c for ./∈ {≥, >}}
Sat(C./c(ψ) = {s ∈ S | (sup
σ∈Σ
sup
pi∈Pathσs
sup cost(pi, ψ)) ./ c for ./∈ {≤, <}}
In the following we explain how to determine the minimum and maximum
cost, separately for each path formula ψ.
The operator Next (ψ = Xφ). We start with the computation of the mini-
mum cost for the operator next. The minimum cost
ymins = inf
σ∈Σ
inf
pi∈Pathσs
inf cost(pi,Xφ)
for each state s can be computed by means of the following equations:
ymins =

+∞ if s ∈ S}
minP (s,s′)>0
{
r(s) + r(s′) if s′ ∈ Sat(φ)
+∞ otherwise if s ∈ SP
minl∈α
{
r(s) + r(T (s, l)) if T (s, l) ∈ Sat(φ)
+∞ otherwise if s ∈ SA
The equation system above has a unique solution.
Similarly, we compute the maximum cost
ymaxs = sup
σ∈Σ
sup
pi∈Pathσs
sup cost(pi,Xφ)
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by means of the following equations:
ymaxs =

−∞ if s ∈ S}
maxP (s,s′)>0
{
r(s) + r(s′) if s′ ∈ Sat(φ)
−∞ otherwise if s ∈ SP
maxl∈α
{
r(s) + r(T (s, l)) if T (s, l) ∈ Sat(φ)
−∞ otherwise if s ∈ SA
The operator Until (ψ = φ1Uφ2). Similarly to the computations of the
until operator for PJ(ψ | I) the minimum cost of a path satisfying the formula
φ1Uφ2 can be computed recursively. For computing the minimum cost of a
path, we stop the first time φ2 is satisfied, i.e., we compute the cost of the path
pi = s0 · · · sj where j = min{j | pi[j] |= φ2 ∧ (∀k < j : pi[k] |= φ1)}.
Thus, the computation of
ymins = inf
σ∈Σ
inf
pi∈Pathσs
costinf(pi, φ1Uφ2)
corresponds to solving the following equations:
ymins =

r(s) + min({ymins′ | s |= φ1 ∧ P (s, s′) > 0} ∪ {0 | s ∈ Sat(φ2)})
if s ∈ SP ∨ s ∈ S}
r(s) + min({ymins′ | s |= φ1 ∧ T (s, l) = s′} ∪ {0 | s ∈ Sat(φ2)})
if s ∈ SA
Note that the system is solved in the set Q ∪ {−∞,+∞}, where inf ∅ =
min ∅ = +∞. Thus, when there is no state satisfying the formula (the set of
solutions is empty), the system returns +∞.
The equation system above might give more than one solution. In this case
we consider the maximum one.
The computation of the maximum cost is slightly different. We are interested
in computing the supremum over the set of costs cost(pi, φ1Uφ2). Thus, we are
not stopping the first time φ2 is satisfied but we continue the computation as
follows. We check if the state satisfying φ2 is the last one. If yes, then the cost
is equal to r(s), otherwise we continue the computation of the cost based on
the type of the state. Observe that the computation is performed in the set
Q ∪ {−∞,+∞} where sup ∅ = max ∅ = −∞, and it returns −∞ if the set of
costs is empty.
For computing
ymaxs = sup
σ∈Σ
sup
pi∈Pathσs
costsup(pi, φ1Uφ2)
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we solve the following equation system:
ymaxs =

r(s) + max({ymaxs′ | s |= φ1 ∧ P (s, s′) > 0} ∪ {0 | s ∈ Sat(φ2)})
if s ∈ SP ∨ s ∈ S}
r(s) + max({ymaxs′ | s |= φ1 ∧ T (s, l) = s′} ∪ {0 | s ∈ Sat(φ2)})
if s ∈ SA
Here as well the equation system might give multiple solutions and we con-
sider the minimum one.
8.4 Evaluation of Attack Trees with erPCTL
In the previous two sections we have proposed a translation from attack trees
to MDPs and presented the new logic erPCTL, an extension of rPCTL with
cost-related operators. In the following, we discuss how security properties of
interest can be evaluated by means of model checking of erPCTL.
Security properties. Attributes to basic actions play an important role in
the analysis of an attack scenario. They are used to express various properties of
interest. In this part of the work we characterise the basic actions of an attack
scenario with the success probability and the cost of performing the action.
The properties we study range from quantitative to qualitative as well as from
one-objective to multiple-objective properties. We formalise them in erPCTL.
We study probability-related properties such as “is the success probability of
an attack greater than or equal to 0.2?” or “what is the maximum probability
of success?”. The first qualitative property is expressed in erPCTL as the for-
mula P≥0.2(F success), while the second quantitative property is express as the
formula Pmax=?(F success).
The characterisation of basic actions with cost allows to deduce the cheapest
attack. We study questions such as “what is the minimum cost of an attack?”.
The property is expressed as the formula Cmin=?(F success). Moreover, having
a cost budget c for the attacker, we can study more specific properties. For
example, the attacker might want to know if whatever he/she does the cost of
all successful attacks is in I, i.e., whether the attacker can always succeed by
spending no more than the budget. We can express it with the question “is the
cost of all successful attacks within the budget c?” and it is expressed in erPCTL
as the formula C[0,c](F success). On the other hand, a defender who is looking
at the attack scenario might want to verify whether all successful attacks are
outside the attacker’s budget, i.e., “is the cost of all successful attacks greater
than or equal to c?”. The corresponding formula is C[c,∞)(F success).
So far the cost-related properties we considered are evaluated over all attacks.
However, the (clever) attacker might want to know if there exists at least one
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successful attack within the budget c. We can express this property as the
formula ¬C[c,∞)(F success).
Our framework allows also to study multiple-objective properties such as “is
there an attack with success probability at least 0.4 and cost at most 1500?” or
“what is the maximum probability of an attack with cost at most 1500?”. They
expressed as the formulae P≥0.4(F success | [0, 1500]) and Pmax=?(F success |
[0, 1500]), respectively.
Verification of security properties. We use model checking erPCTL, pre-
sented in Sect. 8.3, for verifying the security properties of MDPs constructed
from attack trees. The model checking algorithm allows to verify both qualita-
tive as well as quantitative properties. It first computes the value of interest for
each state and then checks whether it satisfies the given property. For example,
to verify that the success probability of an attack is at least 0.2, the model
checking algorithm first computes for all states the probability of eventually
reaching the success state, and than checks whether it is at least 0.2.
Observe that MDPs constructed from attack trees are finite and acyclic.
Moreover, most properties of interest concern reachability of a success state,
i.e., the path formula has the form (F success).
Example. Consider the MDP given in Figure 8.2. We exploit the model
checking algorithm of erPCTL to verify the security properties mentioned above.
For example, the verification of the probabilistic query P≥0.2(F success) returns
“false”, meaning that there exists at least one attack with success probability
less than 0.2. We compute the maximum success probability of an attack with
the query Pmax=?(F success), which is 0.549.
Assume the attacker has a cost budget equal to 1500 and let us check whether
all successful attacks are within the budget. The query C≤1500(F success) returns
“false” meaning that there exists a successful attack with cost greater than the
budget. Now, let us check whether there exists at least one successful attack
within the budget. We verify the query ¬C>1500(F success), which returns “true”
meaning that there is an attack within the budget. We can also compute the
minimum cost of a successful attack with the query Cmin=?(F success), which is
900.
Finally, we verify multi-objective queries, such as P≥0.4(F success | [0, 1500])
and Pmax=?(F success | [0, 1500]). The first property evaluates to “false” mean-
ing that there is no attack with probability at least 0.4 and cost at most 1500,
while the second property computes the maximum probability of an attack with
cost at most 1500, which is 0.18.
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8.5 Concluding Remarks
Markov Decision Processes are powerful objects for modelling uncertain and
randomised behaviour. They are commonly used formalism for studying sys-
tems that show a combined probabilistic and nondeterministic behaviour. Thus,
we investigated the relation between attack trees and MDPs for modelling the
probabilistic and nondeterministic behaviour of an attack scenario with proba-
bility and cost attributes. We proposed a translation of attack trees into MDPs,
and used probabilistic model checking for verifying the security properties of an
attack scenario expressed in rPCTL.
The logic rPCTL allows to reason about probability and expected reward
properties of the system. Even though the evaluation of the expected reward is
of interest in many domains, the analysis of exact cumulative cost of an attack
is a typical property of interest in the study of attack scenarios. There are few
extensions of rPCTL with cost-bounded until operator. Nevertheless, to the
best of our knowledge none of the rPCTL operators evaluate the exact cost.
To overcome this limitation, we extended the logic with an exact cost oper-
ator. The new logic erPCTL allows to reason about the probability and exact
cost measures and to evaluate both qualitative and quantitative queries. We
presented the model checking algorithm for erPCTL. Finally, we showed how
to verify security properties of an attack scenario with the presented model
checking approach.
As future work, it would be interesting to investigate in details open prob-
ability intervals in the operator PJ(ψ | I) discussed in Sect. 8.2. Moreover,
it would be worth moving from attack trees and MDPs to attack-defence trees
and games, and propose a logic for evaluating exact cost properties in an attack-
defence scenario.
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Chapter 9
Conclusion
Still round the corner there may wait
A new road or a secret gate.
J.R.R.Tolkien
In this dissertation we have investigated the evaluation of qualitative and
quantitative security properties of attack and defence scenarios expressed as
graphical models for security, and the synthesis of optimal strategies for the
attacker and the defender. Our initial thesis was that
graphical models for security of socio-technical organisations can be assigned
formal syntax and semantics supporting the development of automated verifica-
tion techniques for the analysis of security properties, both from a qualitative
and a quantitative perspective. Such formal models, analyses, and properties
encompass both attacker and defender behaviour, and can be relied upon to syn-
thesise optimal strategies, thereby drawing attention to vulnerable fragments of
the overall system.
In this dissertation we have studied attack trees and attack-defence trees,
graphical security models for analysing attack and defence scenarios, and their
connection to one- and two-player games. We have proposed techniques for the
formal evaluation of security properties of complex attack and defence scenarios,
improving on the literature of both tree and game verification.
In Sect. 9.1 we summarise the contribution of this dissertation by discussing
how our developments support the claim above. At a high level, the first part of
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this dissertation examined graphical models for security of socio-technical organ-
isations and assigned formal syntax and semantics supporting the development
of automated verification techniques for the analysis of security properties. The
models and properties studied in the second part encompassed both attacker and
defender behaviour, and proposed a game-theoretic approach to synthesise opti-
mal strategies. Finally, the third and last part investigated in detail cost-related
security properties. We conclude with final remarks followed by directions for
future work in Sect. 9.2.
9.1 Contribution
Let us summarise briefly the main contributions of our work presented in each
part of this dissertation.
Evaluation of attack-defence trees. Many organisations are complex socio-
technical systems consisting of physical infrastructure, software components,
human actors and the environment which all these are deployed. Securing such
systems from potential attacks requires a thorough investigation of vulnerabili-
ties in both the social and technical levels. Moreover, properties with multiple
conflicting objective are of interest in security analysis of many complex socio-
technical systems.
Graphical models such as attack trees and attack-defence trees prove useful
techniques to visualise social and technical attacks. We have proposed a new
formal syntax for attack tree and attack-defence trees. For making the models
more expressive and for explicit representation of the defender actions, we have
extended the model with new negation and changing player operators.
We have devised automated techniques for evaluating security properties
with multiple parameters. For addressing multi-parameter optimisation of tree
models and optimising all parameters at once, our have proposed techniques
computed the set of optimal solutions, in term of Pareto efficiency.
From attack-defence trees to security games. We have then explored the
connection between attack-defence trees and games from a verification-oriented
prospective, as opposed to the theoretical studies found in the literature. Deal-
ing with two players, the attacker and the defender, we have translated attack-
defence trees into stochastic two-player games. The proposed game-based anal-
ysis of attack-defence scenarios allows to automatically verify security properties
and to synthesise strategies for a player with respect to some goal.
Investigation of cost-related properties. Finally, we have investigated
some limitations of existing game-based verification frameworks. For evaluating
the exact cost of an attack though model checking techniques, we have extended
rPCTL with the new operators. The proposed new logic erPCTL allows to
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express probability and exact cost-related properties of attack scenarios. We
have presented a translation from attack trees to MDPs and investigated security
properties of an attack scenario with single and multiple parameters. We have
developed model checking algorithm for the new operators.
9.2 Future Directions
During the work on this dissertation we have identified a number of possible
extensions of the developed techniques and a number of research directions that
can continue this line of research. We discussed some of them in the concluding
remarks that follows each chapter, focusing on technical topics. In the following,
we highlight some broader topics whose investigation in connection with what
we have presented seems promising.
Our attack and attack-defence tree evaluation techniques assume that basic
actions are independent from each other with respect to all parameters that
characterise them, including probability and cost. In other words, the model
assumes that the decision of a player to perform an action as well as its outcome
do not influence the outcome of other actions. While this assumption is common
to most of the work on attack and attack-defence trees, and may be valid for
some specific domains, it sounds quite unrealistic in general. In the second part
of this dissertation we partly tackled this issue by extending attack-defence trees
with sequential operator that puts an order of execution among basic actions.
Nonetheless, we have not considered the possibility that values describing the
basic actions could be expressed as functions of other parameters or entire sub-
trees, rather than being static and fixed once and for all. On a similar note,
dependency of basic actions might be studied for one player, or among players,
where for instance a defender’s action would have an impact on other defender’s
actions and another impact on the attacker’s actions. Hence, removing the
independence assumptions on basic actions and explore how our developments
can cope with that is a first open line of research we should like to mention.
A second line of research that stems directly from our developments con-
cerns moving from fully-observable to partially-observable games. In particular,
this extension seems to indicate that games offer a natural framework to study
an obvious feature of attack-defence scenario, namely the security-by-obscurity
approach of complex organisations, which is instead not encompassed in tree
models (and, to say the truth, out of the range of any explicit graphical repre-
sentation).
Finally, real world-security is seldom a two-opponent game, being rather a
story of multiple stakeholders with goals that are sometimes not fully conflicting
and not fully aligned for the entire duration of a play [Umm11]. In the setting
of multi-player games the quest for Pareto-efficient solutions seems even more
central to unravel the intricacies of competition and cooperation of players.
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Appendix A
Soundness of the
Algorithmic Evaluation for
Attack Trees
This appendix contains the proof of equivalence of the evaluation techniques for
attack trees presented in Ch. 3.
A.1 Boolean Case
Here, we show the equivalence of the semantic evaluation given in Table 3.2 and
the algorithmic evaluation presented in Table 3.3, Sect. 3.1.2. Before presenting
the proof of Theorem 3.2, we formalise a lemma to be used later in the proof.
Lemma A.1 Let t ∈ Tree be a polarity-consistent tree. Then there exist
Boolean assignments m− and m+ such that
min{B[[t]]m | m Boolean assignment} = B[[t]]m−
max{B[[t]]m | m Boolean assignment} = B[[t]]m+
Proof. First let us show that there exists an assignmentm− that minimises
B[[t]]m. We do it by constructing such an assignment, i.e., defining the value of
m− for each basic action.
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Consider basic action a ∈ Act . The tree t is a polarity-consistent, hence a
occurs in t either positively or negatively. Since we want to minimise the overall
value and we have assumed that ff < tt , then
• if a occurs positively in t, we map it to the minimum value, m−(a) = ff
• if a occurs negatively in t, we map it to the maximum value, m−(a) = tt ,
so as to get the minimum value after applying negation.
Thus, we constructed an assignment m− that minimised B[[t]]m.
In the same way we can construct an assignment m+ that maximises B[[t]]m.
In this case we map an action a to tt when it occurs positively in t, and we map
it to ff when it occurs negatively in t. 
Theorem A.2 Let t ∈ Tree be a polarity-consistent attack tree. Then
M (t) = INT (t)
Proof.[Theorem 3.2] The proof is organised by structural induction on the
shape of the tree t.
Basis. The basis of the induction consists of the analysis of three cases.
1. Assume t = &false. Then, we have
M (t) = (min{B[[&false]]m | m Boolean assignment},
max{B[[&false]]m | m Boolean assignment})
= (ff ,ff )
and
INT (t) = (ff ,ff )
and we conclude M (t) = INT (t).
2. Assume t = &true. This case is analogous to the case t = &false.
3. Assume t = a. Then, we have
M (t) = (min{B[[a]]m | m Boolean assignment},
max{B[[a]]m | m Boolean assignment})
= (min{ff , tt},max{ff , tt})
= (ff , tt)
On the other hand, we have
INT (t) = (ff , tt)
and the thesis follows immediately.
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Step. The inductive step consists of the analysis of three cases, corresponding
to the Boolean operators.
1. Assume t = &∧(t1, t2). Then, by inductive hypothesis it holds that
M (ti) = (min{B[[ti]]m | m Boolean assignment},
max{B[[ti]]m | m Boolean assignment}) =
INT (ti) = (mini,maxi)
for i ∈ {1, 2}, and we shall prove that M (t) = INT (t).
From Lemma A.1, the rules in Table 3.2 and the inductive hypothesis, we
have
M (t) = (min{B[[&∧(t1, t2)]]m | m Boolean assignment},
max{B[[&∧(t1, t2)]]m | m Boolean assignment})
= (B[[&∧(t1, t2)]]m−,B[[&∧(t1, t2)]]m+)
= (B[[t1]]m− ∧ B[[t2]]m−,B[[t1]]m+ ∧ B[[t2]]m+)
= (min{B[[t1]]m | m Boolean assignment}∧
min{B[[t2]]m | m Boolean assignment},
max{B[[t1]]m | m Boolean assignment}∧
max{B[[t2]]m | m Boolean assignment})
= (min1 ∧min2,max1 ∧max2)
On the other hand, we have
INT (t) = let (mini,maxi) = INT (ti), i ∈ {1, 2}
in (min1 ∧min2,max1 ∧max2)
Hence, M (t) = INT (t).
2. Assume t = &∨(t1, t2). This case is analogous to the previous case hence
omitted.
3. Assume t = &¬(t′). Then, by inductive hypothesis it holds that
M (t′) = (min{B[[t′]]m | m Boolean assignment},
max{B[[t′]]m | m Boolean assignment}) =
INT (t′) = (min′,max′)
We shall show that M (t) = INT (t).
From Lemma A.1, the rules in Table 3.2, the inductive hypothesis, and
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the fact that ¬m− = m+,¬m+ = m−, we have
M (t) = (min{B[[&¬(t′)]]m | m Boolean assignment},
max{B[[&¬(t′)]]m | m Boolean assignment})
= (B[[&¬(t′)]]m−,B[[&¬(t′)]]m+)
= (¬B[[t′]]m+,¬B[[t′]]m−)
= (¬max{B[[t′]]m | m Boolean assignment},
¬min{B[[t′]]m | m Boolean assignment})
= (¬max′,¬min′)
and
INT (t) = let (min′,max′) = INT (t′)
in (¬max′,¬min′)
and the thesis follows.

A.2 Probabilistic Case
In the following we show Theorem 3.3, presented in Sect. 3.1.3.
Lemma A.3 Let t ∈ Tree be a polarity-consistent tree. Then there exist
Boolean assignments m− and m+ such that
min{P[[t]]m | m Boolean assignment} = P[[t]]m−
max{P[[t]]m | m Boolean assignment} = P[[t]]m+
Proof. The proof is done by constructing the Boolean assignments m− and
m+. Let us first show the construction of m−.
Consider basic action a ∈ Act . The tree t is a polarity-consistent, thus a
occurs in t either positively or negatively. Moreover, we assumed that p1(a) ≤
p2(a), where p1(a) corresponds to m(a) = ff and p2(a) corresponds to tt .
• If p1(a) = p2(a), then we can map m−(a) to any Boolean value as it will
give the same probabilistic value for a.
• If a occurs positively in t, we map it to the minimum value, m−(a) = ff
in order to get the smallest probabilistic value.
• If a occurs negatively in t, we map it to the maximum values, m−(a) = tt ,
so to get the minimum value after applying negation.
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Thus, we constructed an assignment m− that minimised P[[t]]m.
In the same way we can construct an assignment m+ that maximises P[[t]]m.
In this case we map an action a to tt , when it occurs positively in t, and we
map it to ff , when it occurs negatively in t. 
Theorem A.4 Let t ∈ Tree be a polarity-consistent attack tree. Then
M (t) = INT (t)
Proof.[Theorem 3.3] The proof is organised by structural induction on the
shape of t.
Basis. The basis of the induction consists in the analysis of three cases.
1. Assume t = &false. Then, we have
M (t) = (min{P[[&false]]m | m Boolean assignment},
max{P[[&false]]m | m Boolean assignment})
= (0, 0)
and
INT (t) = (0, 0)
and we conclude M (t) = INT (t).
2. Assume t = &true. This case is analogous to the case t = &false.
3. Assume t = a. Then, we have
M (t) = (min{P[[a]]m | m Boolean assignment},
max{P[[a]]m | m Boolean assignment})
= (min{p1(a), p2(a)},max{p1(a), p2(a)})
= (p1(a), p2(a))
for we have assumed p1(a) ≤ p2(a).
On the other hand, we have
INT (t) = (p1(a), p2(a))
and the thesis follows immediately.
Step. The inductive step consists of the analysis of three cases, corresponding
to the probabilistic operators.
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1. Assume t = &∧(t1, t2). Then, by inductive hypothesis it holds that
M (ti) = (min{P[[ti]]m | m Boolean assignment},
max{P[[ti]]m | m Boolean assignment}) =
INT (ti) = (mini,maxi)
for i ∈ {1, 2}, and we shall prove that M (t) = INT (t).
From Lemma A.3, the rules in Table 3.4 and the inductive hypothesis, we
have
M (t) = (min{P[[&∧(t1, t2)]]m | m Boolean assignment},
max{P[[&∧(t1, t2)]]m | m Boolean assignment})
= (P[[&∧(t1, t2)]]m−,P[[&∧(t1, t2)]]m+)
= (P[[t1]]m− · P[[t2]]m−,P[[t1]]m+ · P[[t2]]m+)
= (min{P[[t1]]m | m Boolean assignment} ·
min{P[[t2]]m | m Boolean assignment},
max{P[[t1]]m | m Boolean assignment} ·
max{P[[t2]]m | m Boolean assignment})
= (min1 ·min2,max1 ·max2)
On the other hand, we have
INT (&∧(t1, t2)) = let (mini,maxi) = INT (ti), i ∈ {1, 2}
in (min1 ·min2,max1 ·max2)
Hence, we conclude that M (t) = INT (t).
2. Assume t = &∨(t1, t2). This case is analogous to the previous case hence
omitted.
3. Assume t = &¬(t′). Then, by inductive hypothesis it holds that
M (t′) = (min{P[[t′]]m | m Boolean assignment},
max{P[[t′]]m | m Boolean assignment}) =
INT (t′) = (min′,max′)
and we shall prove M (t) = INT (t).
From Lemma A.3, the rules in Table 3.4, the inductive hypothesis, and
the fact that ¬m− = m+,¬m+ = m− we have
M (t) = (min{P[[&¬(t′)]]m | m Boolean assignment},
max{P[[&¬(t′)]]m | m Boolean assignment})
= (P[[&¬(t′)]]m−,P[[&¬(t′)]]m+)
= (1− P[[t′]]m+, 1− P[[t′]]m−)
= (1−max{P[[t′]]m | m Boolean assignment},
1−min{P[[t′]]m | m Boolean assignment})
= (1−max′, 1−min′)
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On the other hand we have
INT (t) = let (min′,max′) = INT (t′)
in (1−max′, 1−min′)
Thus, the thesis follows.

A.3 Boolean Case with Cost
We prove that the semantic evaluation given in Table 3.7 and the algorithmic
evaluation presented in Table 3.8 are equivalent for linear attack trees.
First let us formalise a lemma to be used later in the proof of Theorem 3.5.
Lemma A.5
1 . MR−−({(b1 ∧ b2, c1 + c2) | (b1, c1) ∈ U1, (b2, c2) ∈ U2}) =
MR−−({(b1 ∧ b2, c1 + c2) | (b1, c1) ∈ MR−−(U1), (b2, c2) ∈ MR−−(U2)})
2 . MR+−({(b1 ∧ b2, c1 + c2) | (b1, c1) ∈ U1, (b2, c2) ∈ U2}) =
MR+−({(b1 ∧ b2, c1 + c2) | (b1, c1) ∈ MR+−(U1), (b2, c2) ∈ MR+−(U2)})
3 . MR−−({(b1 ∨ b2, c1 + c2) | (b1, c1) ∈ U1, (b2, c2) ∈ U2}) =
MR−−({(b1 ∨ b2, c1 + c2) | (b1, c1) ∈ MR−−(U1), (b2, c2) ∈ MR−−(U2)})
4 . MR+−({(b1 ∨ b2, c1 + c2) | (b1, c1) ∈ U1, (b2, c2) ∈ U2}) =
MR+−({(b1 ∨ b2, c1 + c2) | (b1, c1) ∈ MR+−(U1), (b2, c2) ∈ MR+−(U2)})
5 . MR−−({(¬b, c) | (b, c) ∈ U}) = MR−−({(¬b, c) | (b, c) ∈ MR+−(U)})
6 . MR+−({(¬b, c) | (b, c) ∈ U}) = MR+−({(¬b, c) | (b, c) ∈ MR−−(U)})
Proof. The proof considers the six cases above distinctly.
1. Let us represent the sets U1 and U2 as the union of two partitions each:
U1 = MR
−−(U1) ∪ U1\MR−−(U1)
U2 = MR
−−(U2) ∪ U2\MR−−(U2)
Let us first recall the definition of the function MR−−. The function
computes the set of all pairs that have lower value for both arguments
with respect to the other pairs in the set:
MR−−(Ui) = {(x, y) ∈ Ui | ∀(x′, y′) ∈ Ui : (x v x′∨y < y′) ∧ (x < x′∨y v y′)}
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Thus, the set Ui\MR−−(Ui) contains all pairs that have higher values for
both arguments with respect to the pairs in the set MR−−(Ui):
Ui\MR−−(Ui) = {(x, y) ∈ Ui | ∃(x′, y′) ∈ MR−−(Ui) :
(x = x′ ∧ y w y′) ∨ (x w x′ ∧ y = y′)}
The proof is carried out by splitting the origin of the pairs (b1, c1) and
(b2, c2) in the left-hand side with respect to the four possible partitions of
U1 and U2.
(a) Assume (b1, c1) ∈ MR−−(U1) and (b2, c2) ∈ MR−−(U2). Then the
identity of the two sides of the equation follows trivially.
(b) Assume (b1, c1) ∈ U1\MR−−(U1) and (b2, c2) ∈ U2\MR−−(U2). Ap-
plying the definition of Ui\MR−−(Ui) we can write
∃(b′1, c′1) ∈ MR−−(U1) and ∃(b′2, c′2) ∈ MR−−(U2) such that
((b1 = b
′
1 ∧ c1 w c′1) ∨ (b1 w b′1 ∧ c1 = c′1)) ∧
((b2 = b
′
2 ∧ c2 w c′2) ∨ (b2 w b′2 ∧ c2 = c′2))
Based on distributivity of ∧ over ∨, we can write
(b1 = b
′
1 ∧ c1 w c′1) ∧ (b2 = b′2 ∧ c2 w c′2) ∨
(b1 = b
′
1 ∧ c1 w c′1) ∧ (b2 w b′2 ∧ c2 = c′2) ∨
(b1 w b′1 ∧ c1 = c′1) ∧ (b2 = b′2 ∧ c2 w c′2) ∨
(b1 w b′1 ∧ c1 = c′1) ∧ (b2 w b′2 ∧ c2 = c′2)
As conjunction over Booleans is monotonic and summation over non-
negative rational numbers is monotonic, we have
((b1 ∧ b2 = b′1 ∧ b′2) ∧ (c1 + c2 w c′1 + c′2)) ∨
((b1 ∧ b2 = b′1 ∧ b′2) ∧ (c1 + c2 = c′1 + c′2)) ∨
((b1 ∧ b2 = b′1 ∧ b′2) ∧ (c1 + c2 = c′1 + c′2)) ∨
((b1 ∧ b2 w b′1 ∧ b′2) ∧ (c1 + c2 = c′1 + c′2))
From here we can see that the tuple (b1∧b2, c1 +c2) has higher values
on both arguments with respect to the tuple (b′1 ∧ b′2, c′1 + c′2). Thus,
after applying the function MR−− the former will be discarded.
We proved that the point-wise combination of pairs from the sets
U1\MR−−(U1), U2\MR−−(U2) will be discarded in favour of the point-
wise combination of pairs from the sets MR−−(U1),MR−−(U2) when
applying the outer MR−−.
(c) Assume (b1, c1) ∈ U1\MR−−(U1) and (b2, c2) ∈ MR−−(U2). This
case is analogous to the previous case hence omitted.
(d) Assume (b1, c1) ∈ MR−−(U1) and (b2, c2) ∈ U2\MR−−(U2). This
case is analogous to the previous case hence omitted.
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Thus, we showed that when applying the outer MR−− only the combina-
tions of pairs from the sets MR−−(U1) and MR−−(U2) are kept. Thus, we
can consider these sets only instead of the sets U1 and U2 without loosing
any pairs in the final result.
2. The proof is analogous to the proof of the first point of the lemma, where
the sets U1 and U2 are represented as
U1 = MR
+−(U1) ∪ U1\MR+−(U1)
U2 = MR
+−(U2) ∪ U2\MR+−(U2)
and
Ui\MR+−(Ui) = {(x, y) ∈ Ui | ∃(x′, y′) ∈ MR+−(Ui) :
(x < x′ ∧ y w y′) ∨ (x v x′ ∧ y = y′)}
3. The proof is analogous to the proof of the first point of the lemma, using
the fact that disjunction over Booleans is monotonic.
4. The proof is analogous to the previous cases, using the fact that disjunction
over Booleans is monotonic.
5. The proof is analogous to the previous cases, where the set U is represented
as
U = MR+−(U) ∪ U\MR+−(U)
and
U\MR+−(U) = {(x, y) ∈ U | ∃(x′, y′) ∈ MR+−(U) :
(x < x′ ∧ y w y′) ∨ (x v x′ ∧ y = y′)}
Moreover, we use the fact that negation over Booleans is anti-monotonic.
6. The proof is analogous to the previous cases, where the set U is represented
as
U = MR−−(U) ∪ U\MR−−(U)
and
U\MR−−(U) = {(x, y) ∈ U | ∃(x′, y′) ∈ MR−−(U) :
(x = x′ ∧ y w y′) ∨ (x w x′ ∧ y = y′)}
and the fact that negation over Booleans is anti-monotonic.

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Theorem A.6 Let t ∈ Tree be a linear attack tree. Then
M (t , yield(t)) = INT (t)
Proof.[Theorem 3.5] The proof is organised by structural induction on the
shape of the tree t.
Basis. The basis of the induction consists in the analysis of three cases.
1. Assume t = &false. Then we have
M (t, yield(t)) = (MR−−({ (B[[&false]]m, b) | cost(m, yield(t)) ≤ b}),
MR+−({ (B[[&false]]m, b) | cost(m, yield(t)) ≤ b}))
= (MR−−({(ff , 0)}),MR+−({(ff , 0)}))
= ({(ff , 0)}, {(ff , 0)})
for B[[&false]]m is independent from any assignment m.
On the other hand, we have
INT (t) = ({(ff , 0)}, {(ff , 0)})
and we conclude that M (t , yield(t)) = INT (t).
2. Assume t = &true. This case is analogous to the previous case.
3. Assume t = a. Then we have
M (t, yield(t)) = (MR−−({ (B[[a]]m, b) | cost(m, yield(t)) ≤ b}),
MR+−({ (B[[a]]m, b) | cost(m, yield(t)) ≤ b}))
= (MR−−({(ff , 0), (tt , c(a))}),
MR+−({(ff , 0), (tt , c(a))}))
and
INT (t) = (MR−−({(ff, 0), (tt, c(a))}),
MR+−({(ff, 0), (tt, c(a))}))
and the thesis follows immediately.
Step. The inductive step consists of the case analysis of three cases, corre-
sponding to the Boolean operators.
1. Assume t = &∧(t1, t2). Then, by inductive hypothesis it holds that
M (ti, yield(ti)) = (MR−−({ (B[[ti]]m, b) | cost(m, yield(ti)) ≤ b}),
MR+−({ (B[[ti]]m, b) | cost(m, yield(ti)) ≤ b})) =
INT (ti) = (Vi,Wi)
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for i ∈ {1, 2}, and we shall prove that M (t) = INT (t).
Since t is a linear tree no action occurs both in t1 and t2. Thus, we can
write the budget b corresponding to cost(m, yield(t)) ≤ b as a summa-
tion of budgets b1 and b2 corresponding to cost(m, yield(t1)) ≤ b1 and
cost(m, yield(t2)) ≤ b2, respectively.
From the mentioned fact, Lemma A.5, and the inductive hypothesis, we
have
M (t, yield(t)) = (MR−−({ (B[[&∧(t1, t2)]]m, b) | cost(m, yield(t)) ≤ b}),
MR+−({ (B[[&∧(t1, t2)]]m, b) | cost(m, yield(t)) ≤ b}))
= (MR−−({(B[[t1]]m ∧ B[[t2]]m, b1 + b2) |
cost(m, yield(t1)) ≤ b1, cost(m, yield(t2)) ≤ b2}),
MR+−({(B[[t1]]m ∧ B[[t2]]m, b1 + b2) |
cost(m, yield(t1)) ≤ b1, cost(m, yield(t2)) ≤ b2}))
= let Ui = {(B[[ti]]m, bi) | cost(m, yield(ti)) ≤ bi}
in (MR−−({ (b ∧ b′, c+ c′) | (b, c) ∈ U1, (b′, c′) ∈ U2}),
MR+−({ (b ∧ b′, c+ c′) | (b, c) ∈ U1, (b′, c′) ∈ U2}))
= (MR−−({ (b ∧ b′, c+ c′) | (b, c) ∈ MR−−(U1),
(b′, c′) ∈ MR−−(U2)}),
MR+−({ (b ∧ b′, c+ c′) | (b, c) ∈ MR+−(U1),
(b′, c′) ∈ MR+−(U2)}))
= (MR−−({ (b ∧ b′, c+ c′) | (b, c) ∈ V1, (b′, c′) ∈ V2}),
MR+−({ (b ∧ b′, c+ c′) | (b, c) ∈W1, (b′, c′) ∈W2}))
On the other hand, we have
INT (t) = let (Vi,Wi) = INT (ti), i ∈ {1, 2}
in (MR−−({(b ∧ b′, c+ c′) | (b, c) ∈ V1, (b′, c′) ∈ V2}),
MR+−({(b ∧ b′, c+ c′) | (b, c) ∈W1, (b′, c′) ∈W2}))
and we conclude that M (t) = INT (t).
2. Assume t = &∨(t1, t2). This case is analogous to the previous case hence
omitted.
3. Assume t = &¬(t′). Then, by inductive hypothesis it holds that
M (t′, yield(t′)) = (MR−−({ (B[[t′]]m, b) | cost(m, yield(t′)) ≤ b}),
MR+−({ (B[[t′]]m, b) | cost(m, yield(t′)) ≤ b})) =
INT (t′) = (V ′,W ′)
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From Lemma A.5 and the inductive hypothesis, we have
M (t, yield(t)) = (MR−−({ (B[[&¬(t′)]]m, b) | cost(m, yield(t′)) ≤ b}),
MR+−({ (B[[&¬(t′)]]m, b) | cost(m, yield(t′)) ≤ b}))
= (MR−−({ (¬B[[t′]]m, b) | cost(m, yield(t′)) ≤ b}),
MR+−({ (¬B[[t′]]m, b) | cost(m, yield(t′)) ≤ b}))
= let U = {(B[[t′]]m, b) | cost(m, yield(t′)) ≤ b}
in (MR−−({ (¬b, c) | (b, c) ∈ U}),
MR+−({ (¬b, c) | (b, c) ∈ U}))
= (MR−−({ (¬b, c) | (b, c) ∈ MR+−(U)}),
MR+−({ (¬b, c) | (b, c) ∈ MR−−(U)}))
= (MR−−({ (¬b, c) | (b, c) ∈W}),
MR+−({ (¬b, c) | (b, c) ∈ V }))
and
INT (t) = let (V,W ) = INT (t)
in (MR−−({(¬b, c) | (b, c) ∈W}),
MR+−({(¬b, c) | (b, c) ∈ V }))
and we conclude that M (t) = INT (t).

A.4 Probabilistic Case with Cost
We prove that the semantic evaluation given in Table 3.9 and the algorithmic
evaluation presented in Table 3.10 are equivalent for linear attack trees. First,
let us formalise a lemma to be used later in the proof.
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Lemma A.7
1 . MR−−({(p1 · p2, c1 + c2) | (p1, c1) ∈ U1, (p2, c2) ∈ U2}) =
MR−−({(p1 · p2, c1 + c2) | (p1, c1) ∈ MR−−(U1), (p2, c2) ∈ MR−−(U2)})
2 . MR+−({(p1 · p2, c1 + c2) | (p1, c1) ∈ U1, (p2, c2) ∈ U2}) =
MR+−({(p1 · p2, c1 + c2) | (p1, c1) ∈ MR+−(U1), (p2, c2) ∈ MR+−(U2)})
3 . MR−−({(1− (1− p1) · (1− p2), c1 + c2) | (p1, c1) ∈ U1, (p2, c2) ∈ U2}) =
MR−−({(1− (1− p1) · (1− p2), c1 + c2) |
(p1, c1) ∈ MR−−(U1), (p2, c2) ∈ MR−−(U2)})
4 . MR+−({(1− (1− p1) · (1− p2), c1 + c2) | (p1, c1) ∈ U1, (p2, c2) ∈ U2}) =
MR+−({(1− (1− p1) · (1− p2), c1 + c2) |
(p1, c1) ∈ MR+−(U1), (p2, c2) ∈ MR+−(U2)})
5 . MR−−({(1− p, c) | (p, c) ∈ S}) = MR−−({(1− p, c) | (p, c) ∈ MR+−(U)})
6 . MR+−({(1− p, c) | (p, c) ∈ S}) = MR+−({(1− p, c) | (p, c) ∈ MR−−(U)})
Proof. The proof closely follows the proof of Lemma A.5. We give the
detailed proof for the first equation only, while highlighting the considerations
for the proof for the other equations.
1. Let us represent the sets U1 and U2 as the union of two partitions each:
U1 = MR
−−(U1) ∪ U1\MR−−(U1)
U2 = MR
−−(U2) ∪ U2\MR−−(U2)
Let us first recall the definition of the function MR−−. The function
computes the set of all pairs that have lower value for both arguments
with respect to the other pairs in the set.
MR−−(Ui) = {(x, y) ∈ Ui | ∀(x′, y′) ∈ Ui : (x v x′∨y < y′) ∧ (x < x′∨y v y′)}
Thus, the set Ui\MR−−(Ui) contains all pairs that have higher values for
both arguments with respect to the pairs in the set MR−−(Ui).
Ui\MR−−(Ui) = {(x, y) ∈ Ui | ∃(x′, y′) ∈ MR−−(Ui) :
(x = x′ ∧ y w y′) ∨ (x w x′ ∧ y = y′)}
The proof is carried out by splitting the origin of the pairs (b1, c1) and
(b2, c2) in the left-hand side with respect to the four possible partitions of
U1 and U2.
(a) Assume (p1, c1) ∈ MR−−(U1) and (p2, c2) ∈ MR−−(U2). Then the
identity of the two sides of the equation follows trivially.
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(b) Assume (p1, c1) ∈ U1\MR−−(U1) and (p2, c2) ∈ U2\MR−−(U2). Ap-
plying the definition of Ui\MR−− we can write
∃(p′1, c′1) ∈ MR−−(U1) and ∃(p′2, c′2) ∈ MR−−(U2) such that
((p1 = p
′
1 ∧ c1 w c′1) ∨ (p1 w b′1 ∧ c1 = c′1)) ∧
((p2 = p
′
2 ∧ c2 w c′2) ∨ (p2 w b′2 ∧ c2 = c′2))
Based on distributivity of ∧ over ∨, we can write
(p1 = p
′
1 ∧ c1 w c′1) ∧ (p2 = p′2 ∧ c2 w c′2) ∨
(p1 = p
′
1 ∧ c1 w c′1) ∧ (p2 w p′2 ∧ c2 = c′2) ∨
(p1 w p′1 ∧ c1 = c′1) ∧ (p2 = p′2 ∧ c2 w c′2) ∨
(p1 w p′1 ∧ c1 = c′1) ∧ (p2 w p′2 ∧ c2 = c′2)
As multiplication over [0,1] is monotonic and summation over non-
negative rational numbers is monotonic, we have
((p1 · p2 = p′1 · p′2) ∧ (c1 + c2 w c′1 + c′2)) ∨
((p1 · p2 = p′1 · p′2) ∧ (c1 + c2 = c′1 + c′2)) ∨
((p1 · p2 = p′1 · p′2) ∧ (c1 + c2 = c′1 + c′2)) ∨
((p1 · p2 w p′1 · p′2) ∧ (c1 + c2 = c′1 + c′2))
From here we can see that the tuple (p1 ·p2, c1 +c2) has higher values
on both arguments with respect to the tuple (p′1 · p′2, c′1 + c′2). Thus,
after applying the function MR−− the former will be discarded.
We proved that the point-wise combination of pairs from the sets
U1\MR−−(U1), U2\MR−−(U2) will be discarded in favour of the point-
wise combination of pairs from the sets MR−−(U1),MR−−(U2) when
applying the outer MR−−.
(c) Assume (p1, c1) ∈ U1\MR−−(U1) and (p2, c2) ∈ MR−−(U2). This
case is analogous to the previous case hence omitted.
(d) Assume (p1, c1) ∈ MR−−(U1) and (p2, c2) ∈ U2\MR−−(U2). This
case is analogous to the previous case hence omitted.
Thus, we showed that when applying the outer MR−− only the combina-
tions of pairs from the sets MR−−(U1) and MR−−(U2) are kept. Thus, we
can consider these sets only instead of the sets U1 and U2 without loosing
any pairs in the final result.
2. The proof is analogous to the proof of the first point of the lemma, where
the sets U1 and U2 are represented as
U1 = MR
+−(U1) ∪ U1\MR+−(U1)
U2 = MR
+−(U2) ∪ U2\MR+−(U2)
and
Ui\MR+−(Ui) = {(x, y) ∈ Ui | ∃(x′, y′) ∈ MR+−(Ui) :
(x < x′ ∧ y w y′) ∨ (x v x′ ∧ y = y′)}
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3. The proof is analogous to the proof of the first point of the lemma, using
the fact that 1− (1− p) · (1− p) over [0,1] is monotonic.
4. The proof is analogous to the previous cases, using the fact that 1− (1−
p) · (1− p) over [0,1] is monotonic.
5. The proof is analogous to the previous cases, where the sets U is repre-
sented as
U = MR+−(U) ∪ U1\MR+−(U)
and
U\MR+−(U) = {(x, y) ∈ U | ∃(x′, y′) ∈ MR+−(U) :
(x < x′ ∧ y w y′) ∨ (x v x′ ∧ y = y′)}
Moreover, we use the fact that minus over [0,1] is anti-monotonic.
6. The proof is analogous to the previous cases, where the sets U is repre-
sented as
U = MR−−(U) ∪ U1\MR−−(U)
and
Ui\MR−−(Ui) = {(x, y) ∈ Ui | ∃(x′, y′) ∈ MR−−(Ui) :
(x = x′ ∧ y w y′) ∨ (x w x′ ∧ y = y′)}
and the fact that minus over [0,1] is anti-monotonic.

Theorem A.8 Let t ∈ Tree be a linear attack tree. Then
M (t , yield(t)) = INT (t)
Proof.[Theorem 3.6] The proof is organised by structural induction on the
shape of the tree t.
Basis. The basis of the induction consists in the analysis of three cases.
1. Assume t = &false. Then we have
M (t, yield(t)) = (MR−−({ (P[[&false]]m, b) | cost(m, yield(t)) ≤ b}),
MR+−({ (P[[&false]]m, b) | cost(m, yield(t)) ≤ b}))
= (MR−−({(0, 0)}),MR+−({(0, 0)}))
= ({(0, 0)}, {0, 0)})
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for P[[&false]]m is independent from any assignment m.
On the other hand, we have
INT (t) = ({(0, 0)}, {(0, 0)})
and we conclude that M (t , yield(t)) = INT (t).
2. Assume t = &true. This case is analogous to the previous case.
3. Assume t = a. Then we have
M (t, yield(t)) = (MR−−({ (P[[a]]m, b) | cost(m, yield(t)) ≤ b}),
MR+−({ (P[[a]]m, b) | cost(m, yield(t)) ≤ b}))
= (MR−−({(p1(a), 0), (p2(a), c(a))}),
MR+−({(p1(a), 0), (p2(a), c(a))}))
and
INT (t) = (MR−−({(p1(a), 0), (p2(a), c(a))}),
MR+−({(p1(a), 0), (p2(a), c(a))}))
and the thesis follows immediately.
Step. The inductive step consists of the case analysis of three cases, corre-
sponding to the Boolean operators.
1. Assume t = &∧(t1, t2). Then, by inductive hypothesis it holds that
M (ti, yield(ti)) = (MR−−({ (P[[ti]]m, b) | cost(m, yield(ti)) ≤ b}),
MR+−({ (P[[ti]]m, b) | cost(m, yield(ti)) ≤ b})) =
INT (ti) = (Vi,Wi)
for i ∈ {1, 2}, and we shall prove that M (t) = INT (t).
Since t is a linear tree no action occurs both in t1 and t2. Thus, we can
write the budget b corresponding to cost(m, yield(t)) ≤ b as a summa-
tion of budgets b1 and b2 corresponding to cost(m, yield(t1)) ≤ b1 and
cost(m, yield(t2)) ≤ b2, respectively.
From the mentioned fact, Lemma A.7, and the inductive hypothesis, we
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have
M (t, yield(t)) = (MR−−({ (P[[&∧(t1, t2)]]m, b) | cost(m, yield(t)) ≤ b}),
MR+−({ (P[[&∧(t1, t2)]]m, b) | cost(m, yield(t)) ≤ b}))
= (MR−−({(P[[t1]]m · P[[t2]]m, b1 + b2) |
cost(m, yield(t1)) ≤ b1, cost(m, yield(t2)) ≤ b2}),
MR+−({(P[[t1]]m · P[[t2]]m, b1 + b2) |
cost(m, yield(t1)) ≤ b1, cost(m, yield(t2)) ≤ b2}))
= let Ui = {(P[[ti]]m, bi) | cost(m, yield(ti)) ≤ bi}
in (MR−−({ (p · p′, c+ c′) | (p, c) ∈ U1, (p′, c′) ∈ U2}),
MR+−({ (p · p′, c+ c′) | (p, c) ∈ U1, (p′, c′) ∈ U2}))
= (MR−−({ (p · p′, c+ c′) | (p, c) ∈ MR−−(U1),
(p′, c′) ∈ MR−−(U2)}),
MR+−({ (p · p′, c+ c′) | (p, c) ∈ MR+−(U1),
(p′, c′) ∈ MR+−(U2)}))
= (MR−−({ (p · p′, c+ c′) | (p, c) ∈ V1, (p′, c′) ∈ V2}),
MR+−({ (p · p′, c+ c′) | (p, c) ∈W1, (p′, c′) ∈W2}))
On the other hand, we have
INT (t) = let (Vi,Wi) = INT (ti), i ∈ {1, 2}
in (MR−−({(p · p′, c+ c′) | (p, c) ∈ V1, (p′, c′) ∈ V2}),
MR+−({(p · p′, c+ c′) | (p, c) ∈W1, (p′, c′) ∈W2}))
and we conclude that M (t) = INT (t).
2. Assume t = &∨(t1, t2). This case is analogous to the previous case hence
omitted.
3. Assume t = &¬(t′). Then, by inductive hypothesis it holds that
M (t′, yield(t′)) = (MR−−({ (P[[t′]]m, b) | cost(m, yield(t′)) ≤ b}),
MR+−({ (P[[t′]]m, b) | cost(m, yield(t′)) ≤ b})) =
INT (t′) = (V ′,W ′)
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From Lemma A.7 and the inductive hypothesis, we have
M (t, yield(t)) = (MR−−({ (P[[&¬(t′)]]m, b) | cost(m, yield(t′)) ≤ b}),
MR+−({ (P[[&¬(t′)]]m, b) | cost(m, yield(t′)) ≤ b}))
= (MR−−({ (1− P[[t′]]m, b) | cost(m, yield(t′)) ≤ b}),
MR+−({ (1− P[[t′]]m, b) | cost(m, yield(t′)) ≤ b}))
= let U = {(P[[t′]]m, b) | cost(m, yield(t′)) ≤ b}
in (MR−−({ (1− p, c) | (p, c) ∈ U}),
MR+−({ (1− p, c) | (p, c) ∈ U}))
= (MR−−({ (1− p, c) | (p, c) ∈ MR+−(U)}),
MR+−({ (1− p, c) | (p, c) ∈ MR−−(U)}))
= (MR−−({ (1− p, c) | (p, c) ∈W}),
MR+−({ (1− p, c) | (p, c) ∈ V }))
and
INT (t) = let (V,W ) = INT (t)
in (MR−−({(1− p, c) | (p, c) ∈W}),
MR+−({(1− p, c) | (p, c) ∈ V }))
and we conclude that M (t) = INT (t).

A.5 Probabilistic Case with Multiple Costs
In the following we prove Theorem 3.7 given in Sect 3.3. First let us formalise
a lemma to be used later in the proof.
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Lemma A.9
1 . MR−−···−({(p · p′, c1 + c′1, · · · , cn + c′n) |
(p, c1, · · · , cn) ∈ U1, (p′, c′1, · · · , c′n) ∈ U2}) =
MR−−···−({(p · p′, c1 + c′1, · · · , cn + c′n) |
(p, c1, · · · , cn) ∈ MR−−···−(U1), (p′, c′1, · · · , c′n) ∈ MR−−···−(U2)})
2 . MR+−···−({(p · p′, c1 + c′1, · · · , cn + c′n) |
(p, c1, · · · , cn) ∈ U1, (p′, c′1, · · · , c′n) ∈ U2}) =
MR+−···−({(p · p′, c1 + c′1, · · · , cn + c′n) |
(p, c1, · · · , cn) ∈ MR+−···−(U1), (p′, c′1, · · · , c′n) ∈ MR+−···−(U2)})
3 . MR−−···−({(1− (1− p)(1− p′), c1 + c′1, · · · , cn + c′n) |
(p, c1, · · · , cn) ∈ U1, (p′, c′1, · · · , c′n) ∈ U2}) =
MR−−···−({(1− (1− p)(1− p′), c1 + c′1, · · · , cn + c′n) |
(p, c1, · · · , cn) ∈ MR−−···−(U1), (p′, c′1, · · · , c′n) ∈ MR−−···−(U2)})
4 . MR+−···−({(1− (1− p)(1− p′), c1 + c′1, · · · , cn + c′n) |
(p, c1, · · · , cn) ∈ U1, (p′, c′1, · · · , c′n) ∈ U2}) =
MR+−···−({(1− (1− p)(1− p′), c1 + c′1, · · · , cn + c′n) |
(p, c1, · · · , cn) ∈ MR+−···−(U1), (p′, c′1, · · · , c′n) ∈ MR+−···−(U2)})
5 . MR−−···−({(1− p, c1, · · · , cn) | (p, c1, · · · , cn) ∈ U}) =
MR−−···−({(1− p, c1, · · · , cn) | (p, c1, · · · , cn) ∈ MR+−···−(U)})
6 . MR+−···−({(1− p, c1, · · · , cn) | (p, c1, · · · , cn) ∈ U}) =
MR+−···−({(1− p, c1, · · · , cn) | (p, c1, · · · , cn) ∈ MR−−···−(U)})
Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma A.7, hence omitted.

Theorem A.10 Let t ∈ Tree be a linear attack tree. Then
M ∗(t , yield(t)) = INT ∗(t)
Proof.[Theorem 3.7] The proof is organised by structural induction on the
shape of the tree t using Lemma A.9. It is analogous to the proof of Theorem 3.6.

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Appendix B
Detailed Evaluation of
Attack Trees
This appendix contains the detailed evaluation of the attack trees discussed
in the examples of Ch. 3. Section B.1 shows the algorithmic evaluation of an
attack tree with probabilities, displayed in Figure B.1, while Sect. B.2 gives
the algorithmic evaluation of an attack tree with probability and a single-cost
associated with basic actions, displayed in Figure B.2.
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B.1 Probability Evaluation of Attack Trees
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Figure B.1: The probabilistic algorithmic evaluation on the tree of Figure 3.1.
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Figure B.2: The probabilistic algorithmic evaluation on the tree of Figure 3.1.
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Appendix C
Soundness of the
Algorithmic Evaluation for
Attack-Defence Trees
This appendix contains the proof of equivalence of the evaluation techniques for
attack-defence trees presented in Ch. 4.
C.1 Boolean Case
Here, we show the equivalence of the semantic evaluation given in Table 4.2 and
the algorithmic evaluation presented in Table 4.3, for attack-defence trees.
Theorem C.1 Let t ∈ Tree be a polarity-consistent attack-defence stree.
Then
M (t) = INT (t)
Proof.[Theorem 4.2] The proof is organised by structural induction on the
shape of the tree t. In order to simplify the presentation, we will write B.a. as
a short-hand for Boolean assignment.
Basis. The basis of the induction consists of the analysis of three cases.
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1. Assume t = &false. Then, we have
M (t) = (min{max{B[[&false]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.} | mp B.a.},
max{min{B[[&false]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.} | mp B.a.})
= (ff ,ff )
and
INT (t) = (ff ,ff )
and we conclude M (t) = INT (t).
2. Assume t = &true. This case is analogous to the case t = &false.
3. Assume t = a. There are two possible cases.
• If a ∈ Actp, then we have
M (t) = (min{max{B[[a]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.} | mp B.a.},
max{min{B[[a]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.} | mp B.a.})
= (min{max{mp(a) | mo B.a.} | mp B.a.},
max{min{mp(a) | mo B.a.} | mp B.a.})
= (min{mp(a) | mp B.a.},
max{mp(a) | mp B.a.})
= (ff , tt)
and
INT (t) = (ff , tt)
• If a ∈ Acto, then we have
M (t) = (min{max{B[[a]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.} | mp B.a.},
max{min{B[[a]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.} | mp B.a.})
= (min{max{mo(a) | mo B.a.} | mp B.a.},
max{min{mo(a) | mo B.a.} | mp B.a.})
= (min{tt | mp B.a.},
max{ff | mp B.a.})
= (tt ,ff )
and
INT (t) = (tt ,ff )
Thus, we conclude that M (t) = INT (t).
Step. The inductive step consists of the analysis of three cases, corresponding
to the Boolean operators.
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1. Assume t = &∧(t1, t2). Then, by inductive hypothesis it holds that
M (ti) = (min{max{B[[ti]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.} | mp B.a.},
max{min{B[[ti]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.} | mp B.a.}) =
INT (ti) = (mini,maxi)
for i ∈ {1, 2}, and we shall prove that M (t) = INT (t).
From Lemma A.1, the rules in Table 4.2, the inductive hypothesis and the
fact that Actp ∩Acto = ∅, we have
M (t) = (min{max{B[[&∧(t1, t2)]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.} | mp B.a.},
max{min{B[[&∧(t1, t2)]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.} | mp B.a.})
= (min{B[[&∧(t1, t2)]](mp,m+o ) | mp B.a.},
max{B[[&∧(t1, t2)]](mp,m−o ) | mp B.a.})
= (B[[&∧(t1, t2)]](m−p ,m+o ),
B[[&∧(t1, t2)]](m+p ,m−o ))
= (B[[t1]](m−p ,m+o ) ∧ B[[t2]](m−p ,m+o ),
B[[t1]](m+p ,m−o ) ∧ B[[t2]](m+p ,m−o ))
= (min{B[[t1]](mp,m+o ) | mp B.a.} ∧min{B[[t2]](mp,m+o ) | mp B.a.},
max{B[[t1]](mp,m−o ) | mp B.a.} ∧max{B[[t2]](mp,m−o ) | mp B.a.})
= (min{max{B[[t1]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.} | mp B.a.}∧
min{max{B[[t2]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.} | mp B.a.},
max{min{B[[t1]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.} | mp B.a.}∧
max{min{B[[t2]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.} | mp B.a.})
= (min1 ∧min2,max1 ∧max2)
On the other hand, we have
INT (t) = let (mini,maxi) = INT (ti), i ∈ {1, 2}
in (min1 ∧min2,max1 ∧max2)
Hence, M (t) = INT (t).
2. Assume t = &∨(t1, t2). This case is analogous to the previous case hence
omitted.
3. Assume t = &¬(t′). Then, by inductive hypothesis it holds that
M (t′) = (min{max{B[[t′]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.} | mp B.a.},
max{min{B[[t′]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.} | mp B.a.}) =
INT (t′) = (min′,max′)
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We shall show that M (t) = INT (t).
From Lemma A.1, the rules in Table 4.2, the inductive hypothesis, and
the fact that ¬m− = m+,¬m+ = m−, we have
M (t) = (min{max{B[[&¬(t′)]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.} | mp B.a.},
max{min{B[[&¬(t′)]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.} | mp B.a.})
= (min{B[[&¬(t′)]](mp,m+o ) | mp B.a.},
max{B[[&¬(t′)]](mp,m−o ) | mp B.a.})
= (B[[&¬(t′)]](m−p ,m+o ),
B[[&¬(t′)]](m+p ,m−o ))
= (¬B[[t′]](m+p ,m−o ),
¬B[[t′]](m−p ,m+o ))
= (¬max{B[[t′]](mp,m−o ) | mp B.a.},
¬min{B[[t′]](mp,m+o ) | mp B.a.})
= (¬max{min{B[[t′]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.} | mp B.a.},
¬min{max{B[[t′]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.} | mp B.a.})
= (¬max′,¬min′)
and
INT (t) = let (min′,max′) = INT (t′)
in (¬max′,¬min′)
and the thesis follows.
4. Assume t = &∼(t′). This case is analogous to the case t = &¬(t′) hence
omitted.

C.2 Probabilistic Case
In the following we show Theorem 4.3, presented in Sect. 4.1.3.
Theorem C.2 Let t ∈ Tree be a polarity-consistent attack-defence tree. Then
M (t) = INT (t)
Proof.[Theorem 4.3] The proof is organised by structural induction on the
shape of the tree t. For simplifying the presentation, we will use B.a. as short-
hand for Boolean assignment.
Basis. The basis of the induction consists in the analysis of three cases.
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1. Assume t = &false. Then, we have
M (t) = (min{max{P[[&false]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.} | mp B.a.},
max{min{P[[&false]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.} | mp B.a.})
= (0, 0)
and
INT (t) = (0, 0)
and we conclude M (t) = INT (t).
2. Assume t = &true. This case is analogous to the case t = &false.
3. Assume t = a. There are two possible cases for a.
• If a ∈ Actp, then we have
M (t) = (min{max{P[[a]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.} | mp B.a.},
max{min{P[[a]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.} | mp B.a.})
= (min{max{P[[a]]mp | mo B.a.} | mp B.a.},
max{min{P[[a]]mp | mo B.a.} | mp B.a.})
= (min{P[[a]]mp | mp B.a.},
max{P[[a]]mp | mp B.a.})
= (p1(a), p2(a))
for we have assumed p1(a) ≤ p2(a).
On the other hand, we have
INT (t) = (p1(a), p2(a))
• If a ∈ Acto, then we have
M (t) = (min{max{P[[a]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.} | mp B.a.},
max{min{P[[a]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.} | mp B.a.})
= (min{max{P[[a]]mo | mo B.a.} | mp B.a.},
max{min{P[[a]]mo | mo B.a.} | mp B.a.})
= (min{max{p1(a), p2(a)} | mp B.a.},
max{min{p1(a), p2(a)} | mp B.a.})
= (min{p2(a) | mp B.a.},
max{p1(a) | mp B.a.})
= (p2(a), p1(a))
for we have assumed p1(a) ≤ p2(a).
On the other hand, we have
INT (t) = (p2(a), p1(a))
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Thus, the thesis follows immediately.
Step. The inductive step consists of the analysis of three cases, corresponding
to the probabilistic operators.
1. Assume t = &∧(t1, t2). By inductive hypothesis it holds that
M (ti) = (min{max{P[[ti]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.} | mp B.a.},
max{min{P[[ti]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.} | mp B.a.}) =
INT (ti) = (mini,maxi)
for i ∈ {1, 2}, and we shall prove that M (t) = INT (t).
From Lemma A.3, the rules in Table 4.4 and the inductive hypothesis, we
have
M (t) = (min{max{P[[&∧(t1, t2)]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.} | mp B.a.},
max{min{P[[&∧(t1, t2)]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.} | mp B.a.})
= (min{P[[&∧(t1, t2)]](mp,m+o ) | mp B.a.},
max{P[[&∧(t1, t2)]](mp,m−o ) | mp B.a.})
= (P[[&∧(t1, t2)]](m−p ,m+o ),
P[[&∧(t1, t2)]](m+p ,m−o ))
= (P[[t1]](m−p ,m+o ) · P[[t2]](m−p ,m+o ),
P[[t1]](m+p ,m−o ) · P[[t2]](m+p ,m−o ))
= (min{P[[t1]](mp,m+o ) | mp B.a.} ·min{P[[t2]](mp,m+o ) | mp B.a.},
max{P[[t1]](mp,m−o ) | mp B.a.} ·max{P[[t2]](mp,m−o ) | mp B.a.})
= (min{max{P[[t1]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.} | mp B.a.}·
min{max{P[[t2]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.} | mp B.a.},
max{min{P[[t1]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.} | mp B.a.}·
max{min{P[[t2]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.} | mp B.a.})
= (min1 ·min2,max1 ·max2)
On the other hand, we have
INT (t) = let (mini,maxi) = INT (ti), i ∈ {1, 2}
in (min1 ·min2,max1 ·max2)
Hence, M (t) = INT (t).
2. Assume t = &∨(t1, t2). This case is analogous to the previous case hence
omitted.
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3. Assume t = &¬(t′). By inductive hypothesis it holds that
M (t′) = (min{max{P[[t′]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.} | mp B.a.},
max{min{P[[t′]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.} | mp B.a.}) =
INT (t′) = (min′,max′)
and we shall prove M (t) = INT (t).
From Lemma A.3, the rules in Table 4.4, the inductive hypothesis, and
the fact that ¬m− = m+,¬m+ = m− we have
M (t) = (min{max{P[[&¬(t′)]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.} | mp B.a.},
max{min{P[[&¬(t′)]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.} | mp B.a.})
= (min{P[[&¬(t′)]](mp,m+o ) | mp B.a.},
max{P[[&¬(t′)]](mp,m−o ) | mp B.a.})
= (P[[&¬(t′)]](m−p ,m+o ),
P[[&¬(t′)]](m+p ,m−o ))
= (1− P[[t′]](m+p ,m−o ),
1− P[[t′]](m−p ,m+o ))
= (1−max{P[[t′]](mp,m−o ) | mp B.a.},
1−min{P[[t′]](mp,m+o ) | mp B.a.})
= (1−max{min{P[[t′]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.} | mp B.a.},
1−min{max{P[[t′]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.} | mp B.a.})
= (1−max′, 1−min′)
On the other handle, we have
INT (t) = let (min′,max′) = INT (t′)
in (1−max′, 1−min′)
and the thesis follows.
4. Assume t = &∼(t′). This case is analogous to the case t = &¬(t′) hence
omitted. As we have discussed in Sect. 4.1.2 the operators &¬ and &∼
unfold identically, even if the reasoning supporting them is different.

C.3 Boolean Case with Cost
We prove that the semantic evaluation given in Table 4.7 and the algorithmic
evaluation presented in Table 4.8 are equivalent for linear attack-defence trees.
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Theorem C.3 Let t ∈ Tree be a linear attack-defence tree. Then
M (t , yield(t)) = INT (t)
Proof.[Theorem 3.5] The proof is organised by structural induction on the
shape of the tree t. In order to simplify the presentation, we will write B.a. as
short-hand for Boolean assignment.
Basis. The basis of the induction consists in the analysis of three cases.
1. Assume t = &false. Let us first evaluate the functions f
mp
1 (t) and f
mp
2 (t).
fmp1 (t) = max{B[[&false]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.} = ff
fmp2 (t) = min{B[[&false]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.} = ff
We have
M (t, yield(t)) = (MR−−({ (fmp1 (&false), bp) | cost(mp, yield(t)) ≤ bp}),
MR+−({ (fmp2 (&false), bp) | cost(mp, yield(t)) ≤ bp}))
= (MR−−({ (ff , bp) | cost(mp, yield(t)) ≤ bp}),
MR+−({ (ff , bp) | cost(mp, yield(t)) ≤ bp}))
= ({(ff , 0)}, {(ff , 0)})
On the other hand, we have
INT (&false) = ({(ff , 0)}, {(ff , 0)})
and we conclude that M (t , yield(t)) = INT (t)
2. Assume t = &true. This case is analogous to the previous case.
3. Assume t = a. There are two possible cases.
• If a ∈ Actp, then the evaluation of functions fmp1 (t) and fmp2 (t) is
fmp1 (t) = max{B[[a]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.} = max{mp(a) | mo B.a.}
= mp(a)
fmp2 (t) = min{B[[a]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.} = min{mp(a) | mo B.a.}
= mp(a)
and we have
M (t, yield(t)) = (MR−−({ (fmp1 (a), bp) | cost(mp, yield(t)) ≤ bp}),
MR+−({ (fmp2 (a), bp) | cost(mp, yield(t)) ≤ bp}))
= (MR−−({ (mp(a), bp) | cost(mp, yield(t)) ≤ bp}),
MR+−({ (mp(a), bp) | cost(mp, yield(t)) ≤ bp}))
= (MR−−({(ff , 0), (tt , c(a))}),
MR+−({(ff , 0), (tt , c(a))}))
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and
INT (t) = (MR−−({(ff, 0), (tt, c(a))}),
MR+−({(ff, 0), (tt, c(a))}))
• If a ∈ Acto, then the evaluation of functions fmp1 (t) and fmp2 (t) is
fmp1 (t) = max{B[[a]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.} = max{mo(a) | mo B.a.}
= max{ff , tt} = tt
fmp2 (t) = min{B[[a]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.} = min{mo(a) | mo B.a.}
= min{ff , tt} = ff
and we have
M (t, yield(t)) = (MR−−({ (fmp1 (a), bp) | cost(mp, yield(t)) ≤ bp}),
MR+−({ (fmp2 (a), bp) | cost(mp, yield(t)) ≤ bp}))
= (MR−−({ (tt , bp) | cost(mp, yield(t)) ≤ bp}),
MR+−({ (ff , bp) | cost(mp, yield(t)) ≤ bp}))
= (MR−−({(tt , 0)}),
MR+−({(ff , 0)}))
On the other hand, we have
INT (t) = (MR−−({(tt, 0)}),MR+−({(ff, 0)}))
Thus, the thesis follows immediately.
Step. The inductive step consists of the analysis of three cases, corresponding
to the Boolean operators.
1. Assume t = &∧(t1, t2). Then, by inductive hypothesis it holds that
M (ti, yield(ti)) = (MR−−({ (fmp1 (ti), bp) | cost(mp, yield(ti)) ≤ bp}),
MR+−({ (fmp2 (ti), bp) | cost(mp, yield(ti)) ≤ bp})) =
INT (ti) = (Vi,Wi)
for i ∈ {1, 2}, and we shall prove that M (t) = INT (t).
Let us first evaluate functions fmp1 (t) and f
mp
2 (t). From Lemma A.1, we
have
fmp1 (t) = max{B[[&∧(t1, t2)]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.}
= B[[&∧(t1, t2)]](mp,m+o )
= B[[t1]](mp,m+o ) ∧ B[[t2]](mp,m+o )
= max{B[[t1]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.} ∧max{B[[t2]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.}
= fmp1 (t1) ∧ fmp1 (t2)
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Analogously, we have
fmp2 (t) = f
mp
2 (t1) ∧ fmp2 (t2)
Let us now evaluate M (t) and INT (t).
Since t is a linear tree no action occurs both in t1 and t2. Thus, we
can write the budget bp corresponding to cost(m,p yield(t)) ≤ bp as a
summation of budgets b1p and b2p corresponding to cost(mp, yield(t1)) ≤ b1p
and cost(mp, yield(t2)) ≤ b2p, respectively.
From the mentioned fact, Lemma A.5 and the inductive hypothesis, we
have
M (t, yield(t)) = (MR−−({ (fmp1 (&∧(t1, t2)), bp) | cost(mp, yield(t)) ≤ bp}),
MR+−({ (fmp2 (&∧(t1, t2)), bp) | cost(mp, yield(t)) ≤ bp}))
= (MR−−({ (fmp1 (t1) ∧ fmp1 (t2), b1p + b2p) |
cost(mp, yield(t1)) ≤ b1p, cost(mp, yield(t2)) ≤ b2p}),
MR+−({ (fmp2 (t1) ∧ fmp2 (t2), b1p + b2p) |
cost(mp, yield(t1)) ≤ b1p, cost(mp, yield(t2)) ≤ b2p}),
= let (Xi, Yi) = ({ (fmp1 (ti), bip) | cost(mp, yield(ti)) ≤ bip}),
{ (fmp2 (ti), bip) | cost(mp, yield(ti)) ≤ bip})
in (MR−−({ (b ∧ b′, c+ c′) | (b, c) ∈ X1, (b′, c′) ∈ X2}),
MR+−({ (b ∧ b′, c+ c′) | (b, c) ∈ Y1, (b′, c′) ∈ Y2}))
= (MR−−({ (b ∧ b′, c+ c′) | (b, c) ∈ MR−−(X1),
(b′, c′) ∈ MR−−(X2)}),
MR+−({ (b ∧ b′, c+ c′) | (b, c) ∈ MR+−(Y1),
(b′, c′) ∈ MR+−(Y2)}))
= (MR−−({ (b ∧ b′, c+ c′) | (b, c) ∈ V1, (b′, c′) ∈ V2}),
MR+−({ (b ∧ b′, c+ c′) | (b, c) ∈W1, (b′, c′) ∈W2}))
On the other hand, we have
INT (t) = let (Vi,Wi) = INT (ti), i ∈ {1, 2}
in (MR−−({(b ∧ b′, c+ c′) | (b, c) ∈ V1, (b′, c′) ∈ V2}),
MR+−({(b ∧ b′, c+ c′) | (b, c) ∈W1, (b′, c′) ∈W2}))
and we conclude that M (t) = INT (t).
2. Assume t = &∨(t1, t2). This case is analogous to the previous case hence
omitted.
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3. Assume t = &¬(t′). Then, by inductive hypothesis it holds that
M (t′, yield(t′)) = (MR−−({ (fmp1 (t′), bp) | cost(mp, yield(t′)) ≤ bp}),
MR+−({ (fmp2 (t′), bp) | cost(mp, yield(t′)) ≤ bp})) =
INT (t′) = (V,W )
Let us first evaluate functions fmp1 (t) and f
mp
2 (t). From Lemma A.1 and
the fact that ¬m+ = m−, we have
fmp1 (t) = max{B[[&¬(t′)]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.}
= B[[&¬(t′)]](mp,m+o )
= ¬B[[t′]](mp,m−o )
= ¬min{B[[t′]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.}
= ¬fmp2 (t′)
Analogously, we have
fmp2 (t) = ¬fmp1 (t′)
Let us now evaluate M (t) and INT (t).
From Lemma A.5 and the inductive hypothesis, we have
M (t, yield(t)) = (MR−−({ (fmp1 (&¬(t′)), bp) | cost(mp, yield(t′)) ≤ bp}),
MR+−({ (fmp2 (&¬(t′)), bp) | cost(mp, yield(t′)) ≤ bp}))
= (MR−−({ (¬fmp2 (t′), bp) | cost(mp, yield(t′)) ≤ bp}),
MR+−({ (¬fmp1 (t′), bp) | cost(mp, yield(t′)) ≤ bp}),
= let (X,Y ) = ({ (fmp1 (t′), bp) | cost(mp, yield(t′)) ≤ bp}),
{ (fmp2 (t′), bp) | cost(mp, yield(t′)) ≤ bp})
in (MR−−({ (¬b, c) | (b, c) ∈ Y }),
MR+−({ (¬b, c) | (b, c) ∈ X}))
= (MR−−({ (¬b, c) | (b, c) ∈ MR+−(Y )}),
MR+−({ (¬b, c+ c′) | (b, c) ∈ MR−−(X)}))
= (MR−−({ (¬b, c) | (b, c) ∈W}),
MR+−({ (¬b, c) | (b, c) ∈ V }))
On the other hand, we have
INT (&¬(t)) = let (V,W ) = INT (t)
in (MR−−({(¬b, c) | (b, c) ∈W}),
MR+−({(¬b, c) | (b, c) ∈ V }))
and we conclude that M (t) = INT (t).
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4. Assume t = &∼(t′). This case is analogous to the case t = &¬(t′) hence
omitted.

C.4 Probabilistic Case with Cost
We prove that the semantic evaluation given in Table 4.9 and the algorithmic
evaluation presented in Table 4.10 are equivalent for linear attack-defence trees.
Theorem C.4 Let t ∈ Tree be a linear attack-defence tree. Then
M (t , yield(t)) = INT (t)
Proof.[Theorem 4.5] The proof is organised by structural induction on the
shape of the tree t. In order to simplify the presentation, we will write B.a. as
short-hand for Boolean assignment.
Basis. The basis of the induction consists in the analysis of three cases.
1. Assume t = &false. Let us first evaluate the functions f
mp
1 (t) and f
mp
2 (t).
fmp1 (t) = max{P[[&false]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.} = 0
fmp2 (t) = min{P[[&false]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.} = 0
We have
M (t, yield(t)) = (MR−−({ (fmp1 (&false), bp) | cost(mp, yield(t)) ≤ bp}),
MR+−({ (fmp2 (&false), bp) | cost(mp, yield(t)) ≤ bp}))
= (MR−−({ (0, bp) | cost(mp, yield(t)) ≤ bp}),
MR+−({ (0, bp) | cost(mp, yield(t)) ≤ bp}))
= ({(0, 0)}, {(0, 0)})
On the other hand, we have
INT (&false) = ({(0, 0)}, {(0, 0)})
and we conclude that M (t , yield(t)) = INT (t).
2. Assume t = &true. This case is analogous to the previous case.
3. Assume t = a. There are two possible cases.
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• If a ∈ Actp, then the evaluation of functions fmp1 (t) and fmp2 (t) is
fmp1 (t) = max{P[[a]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.}
= max{P[[a]]mp | mo B.a.} = P[[a]]mp
fmp2 (t) = min{P[[a]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.}
= min{P[[a]]mp | mo B.a.} = P[[a]]mp
and we have
M (t, yield(t)) = (MR−−({ (fmp1 (a), bp) | cost(mp, yield(t)) ≤ bp}),
MR+−({ (fmp2 (a), bp) | cost(mp, yield(t)) ≤ bp}))
= (MR−−({ (P[[a]]mp, bp) | cost(mp, yield(t)) ≤ bp}),
MR+−({ (P[[a]]mp, bp) | cost(mp, yield(t)) ≤ bp}))
= (MR−−({(p1(a), 0), (p2(a), c(a))}),
MR+−({(p1(a), 0), (p2(a), c(a))}))
and
INT (t) = (MR−−({(p1(a), 0), (p2(a), c(a))}),
MR+−({(p1(a), 0), (p2(a), c(a))}))
• If a ∈ Acto, then the evaluation of functions fmp1 (t) and fmp2 (t) is
fmp1 (t) = max{P[[a]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.}
= max{P[[a]]mo | mo B.a.} = max{p1(a), p2(a)} = p2(a)
fmp2 (t) = min{P[[a]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.}
= min{P[[a]]mo | mo B.a.} = min{p1(a), p2(a)} = p1(a)
and we have
M (t, yield(t)) = (MR−−({ (fmp1 (a), bp) | cost(mp, yield(t)) ≤ bp}),
MR+−({ (fmp2 (a), bp) | cost(mp, yield(t)) ≤ bp}))
= (MR−−({ (p2(a), bp) | cost(mp, yield(t)) ≤ bp}),
MR+−({ (p1(a), bp) | cost(mp, yield(t)) ≤ bp}))
= (MR−−({(p2(a), 0)}),
MR+−({(p1(a), 0)}))
On the other hand, we have
INT (t) = (MR−−({(p2(a), 0)}),MR+−({(p1(a), 0)}))
Thus, the thesis follows immediately.
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Step. The inductive step consists of the analysis of three cases, corresponding
to the probabilistic operators.
1. Assume t = &∧(t1, t2). Then, by inductive hypothesis it holds that
M (ti, yield(ti)) = (MR−−({ (fmp1 (ti), bp) | cost(mp, yield(ti)) ≤ bp}),
MR+−({ (fmp2 (ti), bp) | cost(mp, yield(ti)) ≤ bp})) =
INT (ti) = (Vi,Wi)
for i ∈ {1, 2}, and we shall prove that M (t) = INT (t).
Let us first evaluate functions fmp1 (t) and f
mp
2 (t). From Lemma A.3, we
have
fmp1 (t) = max{P[[&∧(t1, t2)]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.}
= P[[&∧(t1, t2)]](mp,m+o )
= P[[t1]](mp,m+o ) · P[[t2]](mp,m+o )
= max{P[[t1]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.} ·max{P[[t2]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.}
= fmp1 (t1) · fmp1 (t2)
Analogously, we have
fmp2 (t) = f
mp
2 (t1) · fmp2 (t2)
Let us now evaluate M (t) and INT (t).
Since t is a linear tree no action occurs both in t1 and t2. Thus, we
can write the budget bp corresponding to cost(m,p yield(t)) ≤ bp as a
summation of budgets b1p and b2p corresponding to cost(mp, yield(t1)) ≤ b1p
and cost(mp, yield(t2)) ≤ b2p, respectively.
From the mentioned fact, Lemma A.7 and the inductive hypothesis, we
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have
M (t, yield(t)) = (MR−−({ (fmp1 (&∧(t1, t2)), bp) | cost(mp, yield(t)) ≤ bp}),
MR+−({ (fmp2 (&∧(t1, t2)), bp) | cost(mp, yield(t)) ≤ bp}))
= (MR−−({ (fmp1 (t1) · fmp1 (t2), b1p + b2p) |
cost(mp, yield(t1)) ≤ b1p, cost(mp, yield(t2)) ≤ b2p}),
MR+−({ (fmp2 (t1) · fmp2 (t2), b1p + b2p) |
cost(mp, yield(t1)) ≤ b1p, cost(mp, yield(t2)) ≤ b2p}),
= let (Xi, Yi) = ({ (fmp1 (ti), bip) | cost(mp, yield(ti)) ≤ bip}),
{ (fmp2 (ti), bip) | cost(mp, yield(ti)) ≤ bip})
in (MR−−({ (p · p′, c+ c′) | (p, c) ∈ X1, (p′, c′) ∈ X2}),
MR+−({ (p · p′, c+ c′) | (p, c) ∈ Y1, (p′, c′) ∈ Y2}))
= (MR−−({ (p · p′, c+ c′) | (p, c) ∈ MR−−(X1),
(p′, c′) ∈ MR−−(X2)}),
MR+−({ (p · p′, c+ c′) | (p, c) ∈ MR+−(Y1),
(p′, c′) ∈ MR+−(Y2)}))
= (MR−−({ (p · p′, c+ c′) | (p, c) ∈ V1, (p′, c′) ∈ V2}),
MR+−({ (p · p′, c+ c′) | (p, c) ∈W1, (p′, c′) ∈W2}))
On the other hand, we have
INT (t) = let (Vi,Wi) = INT (ti), i ∈ {1, 2}
in (MR−−({(p · p′, c+ c′) | (p, c) ∈ V1, (p′, c′) ∈ V2}),
MR+−({(p · p′, c+ c′) | (p, c) ∈W1, (p′, c′) ∈W2}))
and we conclude that M (t) = INT (t).
2. Assume t = &∨(t1, t2). This case is analogous to the previous case hence
omitted.
3. Assume t = &¬(t′). Then, by inductive hypothesis it holds that
M (t′, yield(t′)) = (MR−−({ (fmp1 (t′), bp) | cost(mp, yield(t′)) ≤ bp}),
MR+−({ (fmp2 (t′), bp) | cost(mp, yield(t′)) ≤ bp})) =
INT (t′) = (V,W )
Let us first evaluate functions fmp1 (t) and f
mp
2 (t). From Lemma A.3 and
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the fact that ¬m+ = m−, we have
fmp1 (t) = max{P[[&¬(t′)]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.}
= P[[&¬(t′)]](mp,m+o )
= 1− P[[t′]](mp,m−o )
= 1−min{P[[t′]](mp,mo) | mo B.a.}
= 1− fmp2 (t′)
Analogously, we have
fmp2 (t) = 1− fmp1 (t′)
Let us now evaluate M (t) and INT (t).
From Lemma A.7 and the inductive hypothesis, we have
M (t, yield(t)) = (MR−−({ (fmp1 (&¬(t′)), bp) | cost(mp, yield(t′)) ≤ bp}),
MR+−({ (fmp2 (&¬(t′)), bp) | cost(mp, yield(t′)) ≤ bp}))
= (MR−−({ (1− fmp2 (t′), bp) | cost(mp, yield(t′)) ≤ bp}),
MR+−({ (1− fmp1 (t′), bp) | cost(mp, yield(t′)) ≤ bp}),
= let (X,Y ) = ({ (fmp1 (t′), bp) | cost(mp, yield(t′)) ≤ bp}),
{ (fmp2 (t′), bp) | cost(mp, yield(t′)) ≤ bp})
in (MR−−({ (1− p, c) | (p, c) ∈ Y }),
MR+−({ (1− p, c) | (p, c) ∈ X}))
= (MR−−({ (1− p, c) | (p, c) ∈ MR+−(Y )}),
MR+−({ (1− p, c+ c′) | (p, c) ∈ MR−−(X)}))
= (MR−−({ (1− p, c) | (p, c) ∈W}),
MR+−({ (1− p, c) | (p, c) ∈ V }))
On the other hand, we have
INT (&¬(t)) = let (V,W ) = INT (t)
in (MR−−({(1− p, c) | (p, c) ∈W}),
MR+−({(1− p, c) | (p, c) ∈ V }))
and we conclude that M (t) = INT (t).
4. Assume t = &∼(t′). This case is analogous to the case t = &¬(t′) hence
omitted.

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C.5 Probabilistic Case with Multiple Costs
In the following we prove Theorem 4.6 given in Sect. 4.3.
Theorem C.5 Let t ∈ Tree be a linear attack-defence tree. Then
M ∗(t , yield(t)) = INT ∗(t)
Proof.[Theorem 4.6] The proof is organised by structural induction on the
shape of the tree t using Lemma A.9. It is analogous to the proof of Theorem 4.5.

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Appendix D
Detailed Evaluation of
Attack-Defence Trees
This appendix contains the detailed evaluation of the attack-defence trees dis-
cussed in the examples of Ch. 4. Section D.1 shows the algorithmic evaluation of
an attack-defence tree with probabilities, displayed in Figure D.1, while Sect. D.2
gives the algorithmic evaluation of an attack-defence tree with probability and
a single-cost associated with basic actions, displayed in Figure D.2.
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D.1 Probability Evaluation of Attack-Defence Trees
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Figure D.1: The probabilistic algorithmic evaluation on the tree of Figure 4.1.
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Figure D.2: The algorithmic evaluation on the tree of Figure 4.1.
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